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experiences

Where

to

Apply

Manure.

During the past lew years there has
been much discussion among agricultural
writers in regard to the application of
Some have contended that it

manure.

should be buried in the soil in order to
pn-veut wastage, as well as to induce the
mots of plants to penetrate the earth to
On the other
a considerable distance.
hand, many have contended that it should

applied to the surface, where it will lie
.-solved by the rain, and carried down
to the roots of the plants.
The latter
hold that the manure that is not dissolved
i ••mains on the surface and forms an admi: able mulch.
From time to time ac:nts have been published showing the
aperior advantages of applying manure
a both of these ways.
As is usually the
asc where experiments are performed
iih a view of establishing a theory,
acre w as
ipparently conclusive evidence
that each method of applying manure
■vas productive of the best results.
The truth is. however, no general rule
he given ill regard to the best method
o'
oplving manure. Whether it should
l ied under the soil as turned
by the
"•
ororporates in the soil by means of
cultivator or harrow, or spread
• a
ov er the surface, will depend
.,• least
mi the character of the soil and
par:
part!}- on the condition of the manure itself.
If the soil is quite compact, as is
-c with those
largely composed ot
:av. and the manure is coarse, as that
'a d 1'rnin a ham-yard in the
spring,
should he 1.0 questi**n about the
:
application. To spread the
:’.i
on the surface would result in
It needs to be rotted
little good.
i f it will help sustain plant growth,
;i■ i
it will lo; to the best advantage if
1 i;a e deep in the soil,
if left oil
-srl'ace the soluble portion would
•,.!> and the remainder remain to
dry b, the sun and wind.
: soils are
>'
mechanically benefitA
mixing any kind of manure with
and the coarser the manure the
o .I lie the benefits
resulting. I>\
■■

:

-.-mg any sort

...

of porous substances

li'i; soils

a moans is afforded for
iatioti f the air, which helps deaiposi- the soil and aids in rotting the
tb-tanecs that are introduced.
A surdr< ssing f any kind is of very little
d outage to a clayey or other compact
I'm U'-' a protracted rain the mae leaehcd and the soluble
nure w ii
purv,
■:
d off.
Ib'iing a season of
o'
'1
lie t'l.iii in- a .1 become very dry,
mid portions >t it will blow away. The
-'
fsaits. chemical aswi-11 as mediana-oordingly, follow incorporating
with clayey or other compact
t

a

■

■
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The

Culture.

At the beginning of farm life, in order
to learn the most improved methods, 1
employed a lirst-elass farmer and gardener, lresli from England. He persisted
in a mode of cultivation precisely the reverse of what 1 had been used to see—
allowing the mangels and sugar beets,
the corn, potatoes, peas, beaus, cucumbers, melons, tomatoes, cabbages, etc., to
go without any hilling up. The mangels
and sugar beets stood high above the
ground, the bulbous parts exposed to the
sun, many of the mangels falling over and
growing crooked. The part of the cucumbers above ground, which I insisted
was rather a root than a stem, and should
lie surrounded by earth, was left entirely
exposed to the sun. 1 thought the sun
would parch the roots and they would
break or be injured when the stem should
fall from the upright to a horizontal position.
The [Englishman w ould have his way, but
agreed I should treat some of each sort of
plants in my own way. So a few of all sorts
were hilled up, and fully as well worked in
other respects as his. during the season.
For a few weeks mine grew as well as his,
and the cucumbers, peas, cte., bloomed as
early. After one gathering of cucumbers
peas, cte., and the d y season set in, mine
perished, while bis continued to bloom
and bear, and so of the melons.
My potatoes made about half a crop of small
tubers, dug from dry hills: his yielded
bounteously of large ones, dug from moist
earth, at the same time in the same field.
So with the mangels, sugar beets, etc.
The hilled peas, beans, etc., tired early in
the season and su< cmnbed to the drought.
Without this experience, if one had said
that billing up growing plants would kill
them, I should have joined in the response
of a million tanners, denouncing it as false
and contrary to xperience because they
did tic* perish on the day that they were
hilled up.
Kver since 1 have avoided
g :
dging about growing plants,
and cultivated the soil as level!)' as poss.iile.
Correspondent of the American
Farmer.

■
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:h sandy and other light soils, howtin- i' verse ;> tin cisc.
When the
is a heady too loos,-, pains should
Ten to render it more compact, if
[i issible.
l!y apjtlying manure to the
--titA
of these soils the best results are
red. and no mechanical injury is proAs the manure is leached by the
11 the soluble portions are carried
t o the roots of the
plants. There
iiuci of their being washed away,
'i'ii' portions that remain on the surface
n
arc
_i at value in forming a mulch,
i.
soiis del i vi
ini vantage bom a
ni a 1: which prevents a loo
rapid evapo:
.■
i ot w ater. and which set \ es to
keep
A
e’ mild permanently moist.
I5y detic portions of the manure that do
1
0
!i.-solve become rotted and aid in
1 cnd.-i ing the soil more
eompact.
>oi!c special manures should
always lie
to
the surface. Among these are
api'lied
-air and ashes.
In the great majority of
; is best to
apply land plaster and
one to the surface.
For most soils it is
best to cover tine barn-yard or stable
manure, as well as the artificial fertilizers
slightly. On uewly-plowcd land they
may be scattered over the surface and the
furrows leveled down with a harrow.
If
the iatid ha.- not been recently plowed
'ivy may be scattered broadcast and
c
.-red u itii a cultivator, f Chicago Times.
A

■

■

■

The

Onion

Problem.

Do you know why this State doesn’t
raise onions enough to supply its own
market !" a .Journal reporter asked a mail
wlio i> doing a large business in produce.
■•I don't know why it does not, but 1
do know it doesn’t. The last eropoi' Maine
onions is already cleared out.
I don’t
know oi a barrel of onions in this vicinity
in the raiser's hands.
We now have to
rely tor our supply on Massachusetts and
1 amnia.”
"Do you know of any successful onionraisers in this vicinity!” "No; there are
Lots of’em have tried it, hut
'ey few.
i'
made a failure ot it. They don’t
see n to know how to
manage.”
"The greatest onion-raiser that comes
into this market is .Mr. Bourdau of Minot.
He knows his business and lias big luck,
if sue -eeds in raising large crops of big,
•air onions, on a small spot of ground,
This year he raised :«M»
■reiy year.
usshels.
I was out to see him one
day
tin.' summer, and was surprised to see
" hat a small
patch he had Mr. Bourdau
sel l a part of his crop early in the season,
when they were pretty low. Tliev were
selling then at about's*3.50 and £:1.75 a
m
He lias been getting so a barrel
tn those In- has sold
recently, lie sold
thi- i.-t barrel he had to Day, Xealey X
a few days ago.
They bought 15 or
do barrels of him this season.
They were
.oi silverskins or the ‘Danvers onion,’as
they call 'em. At s."> a barrel or even
s:i 75. there's a big
profit in raising onions.”
“Why cannot other farmers have as
good .-ueeess as Mr. Bourdau !”
"I don’t know.
They can't seem to
learn how to raise them. They
get small
onions and few of them on a
large field
-oid they can't make it pay. Mr. Bourdau
seems to know .just how to do it.
He has
a big crop
every year.”
■■I nolo Millett
up at Minot has become
quite famous for his onions and in voars
past, has had some big yields. Thisvear,
however, bis crop did not come up to Mr.
Bourdau s.
There are a few farmers in
A inthrnp who raise a few
onions; and 1
know of two or three in Wayne.
In the
whole State there are very few who make
much of a business of it. There was
about half a crop in .Maine this year and
they were small. They say there was a
shni t nop in Massachusetts.
1 have seldom seen onions so high as they are at
In ordinary seasons, onions are
present.
worth al>oiit ■s:i.7.'> a barrel, against sj
ami .*5.50 to-day.”
“How low have you bought onions f”
■I have bought them as low at .*1.50 a
barrel. They have frequently gone down
to Sg.50.
"Will it pay Maine farmers to raise
onions at .*■,!.50 a barrel f”
"N’o, sir: they can’t afford to raise
them for less than *1.25 a bushel.
\t
anything above that, there’s profit. It's
rather a risky business.
It’s not every
season .Maine farmers could make
raising
onions pay, unless they had
unusually
good luck, it would keep a good deal of
money in the State, if we didn’t have to
import onions. They are just as staple
an article as
potatoes.”
"How many barrels per week do Lewiston and Auburn consume ?”
“1 should say about thirty, the
year
around.
Red onions from Canada have
lately been brought into the market.
I hey are
large, heavy and stronger than
the silverskins. They weigh 100 to 170
pounds, net, to the barrel and are worth
about 25 cents less a barrel than the
■

silverskins.”
fur reporter asked a seedman about the
price of onion seed. Said he: “Onion
seed is scarce and very high.
I saw a
barrel of seed in a wholesale store, the
other day. It had been sold, and
guess
lor how much ? Just six hundred dollars!
^ ellow Danvers seed is worth
*4.50 a
pound at wholesale, to-day. Last
spring
|t”’■11retailed at that price. This spring it
probably be worth *5 at retail.”

Lewiston Journal.

Uses

ot

Ammonia.

tablcspoonful of ammonia in a
quart of warm s< apsiids. dip a cloth into
it and go over your soiled pantaloons and
see low rapidly thedirt will disappear: no
scrubbing will be necessary. To a pint
of hot soapsuds aid a tcaspoonlul of the
spit it s dip in our fork or spoon, or
Put

a

■

whatever you wish to clean, rub with a
soft brash ami then finish w ith a chamois
skin.
For washing mirrors and windows
it has no equal. It will remove grease
spots from every fabric without injuring
the garment. Put on the ammonia nearly clear, lay on a blotting [ a per and set
a hot iron on it for a mom at.
Also a few
drops in water will cleanse and whiten
laces and muslins beautifully. A few drops
in a bowl of water, if the skill be oily will
return c ,J1 uncicanlinc.-s and disagreeable
odors. Added la a hot bath it nearly absorbs all noxious smell, and nothing is
bettei to remot e d.mdruti from the hair.
For cleansing nail and hair brashes it is
For heartburn and dysequal!) good.
pepsia the aromatic spirits of ammonia is
especially prepared: ten drops taken in a
wine-glass of water will give relief. For
house-plants bveorsix drops to every pint
of writer, once a week, will make them
flourish, ii
good to clean paint with. So
be sure and keep a bottle in the. house and
haven glass stopper, as it eats away cork.
Tiie

Boas

Cow.

statement <•!' the amount of milk given
and batter made by a half grade Alderney cow. owned by .John Hopkins, of Newcastle, in the month of January. 1SS1 -.
Whole amount of milk given during the
month.ll»'l lbs
Largest yield one ray.. ">2:.
i 1
Smallest
IS
Average
j r day.
••

*•

The amount of butter made

during the

month, besides selling
quarts of milk,
and furnishing milk for three families, 5SJ.

Uplifted Gates.

Flashing, he
Sinking in

wheels toward a radiant horizon.
vistas of heavenly hue ;
(iold. like the radiance of pavements celestial,
Crimson and silver abreast of the blue.
toward the cloud ranks that noiselessly follow
Streams a new glory, effulgent, divine ;
Each floating billow shines lustrous and tender.
Shining iu radiance, ethereal, sublime.

Cp

Down, past the distant and shadowy mountains
Sinks the great dazzling and glittering sun :
Each tinted cloud tloats away with new splendor,
Soft in the blue hangs the pearl-tinted moon
tVas it a strain from the choir angelic,
Bore on the silence and lust in mid air
Are those the wings of the cherubim, hastening
On to the great host whose rapture they share t
0 gates of

glory,

stand open yet

longer!

Trembling, 1 gaze at the luminous doors.
Yearning to wm but one word from the silence.

Only one sign from
[Christian Union.
Aunt

the answerless shores !

Ruth’s

Valentine.

“Dinah.” said Aunt liutb, “thee may
light the gas in the hall and see who is at
the door; 1 hear the bell again.”

only

another of
the mizzable boys with their valentines, 1
’speetl My legs is about broke now, and
l'se got a dreadful misery in my back
a-runnin’ to the door, with nothin’ there
but them no ’count pictures and elialk
marks on the steps 1”
Muttering thus she sailed from the
room with an air of an offended princess ;
opened the door cautiously a few inches
and peered out into the snow storm that
was raging : but seeing no one, proceeded to shut it with muttered iuve ‘.lives
against all “mizzable white trash." when
a small boy, ten or twelve years ol age,
black as ebony, seantly clothed in a cotton shirt and ragged pants a world too large
for him, which were drawn nearly to his
shoulders and held in place by suspenders
of twine, and turned up at the ankles
showing a pair of bare feet, rose from a
corner beside the door.
Surveying her
for a moment quite as coolly as she surveyed him, he at last deliberately stepped
into the lighted hall dragging by the hand
a shivering little girl almost hidden in the
folds of a ragged coat, which he dexterously jerked from her shoulders, saying :
“Here’s a wallentine for the lady wot
lives here I ”
Then turning, he ran rapidly down the
steps and disappeared around the first
corner in the snowy darkness, while the
bewildered Dinah stood staring stupidly
after him.
The little sinutty-faccd, blue-eyed “val-

“'Deed,

entine,”

so

Missus, it’s

Capt.

Miscellany.

MAINE TRAPPER IN

A

CITY SCHOOL.

waited

A

Talk

with

J udge

Tourgee.
A

hall,

Fred Barker, a Maine trapper, has been giv
ing talks on camp life before the boys of the
[From the New York Herald j
The announcement made recently in the Herald
Chauncy Hall School, Boston An exchange says
of one of these talks: The speaker appeared, as that Judge Albion \V.
Tourgee, the author of “A
before, in his huuting costume, and opened his Fool's Errand” and “Bricks Without Straw,” would
address by giving tiie boys instructions regarding
shortly appear as a lecturer and also as a dramatheir outiit and behavior while camping out
He
tist of his own works was received with interest.
advised beginners to employ a guide acquainted The career of this remarkable man has been made
with the locality, and who was also competent to
familiar to the public through his books, which
take charge ot a camp
He told tho boys that
are understood to be
largely biographical, or at
they should have two tents, one a wall tent to least founded upon the author’s personal expen
sleep in. and a smaller one to keep their cooking ence and observation. As a successful lawyer, a
night hastily fashioning warm garments utensils in. With some boughs that ho brought courageous, upright and earnest “carpet bagger’*
for the purpose, the speaker illustrated the process and an able and
for the little one, and considered themirreproachable judge he is already
of making a bough tent, such as is used by trapwell known. The sale of his writings lias exceedNO EXPECTATION OF OFFICE.
selves well repaid by the delight with pers who
a
intend
short
in
one
ed
only
making
stay
anything kuown to tietitious literature since
There is some curiosity just now as to what
which they were donned in the morning. place. A number of questions were asked the ! the days ot Tnele Tom's Cabin.” “A Fool's Er
W hile happy little “Drat-you-Bab” was speaker on tho subject of camping out, all of ! rand.” from its novelty and power, became in two recognition your are to receive from General Garfield for thu part that is due to your speeches aud
which he answered in a manner that showed him
months the talk of the country from Maine to
taking her breakfast by the side of the to be thoroughly conversant with his subject. He Georgia,
and in the brief space of ono year had your books in the result of the campaign last fall.'
kitchen stove a shadow darkened the then detailed the characteristics of, and the meth- reached a
"Well, as to that 1 do not know. I hope to have
circulation of 130,000 copies
His last
Garfield's confidence. I should like to feel
window, and the little girl, looking up, ex- od employed in hunting moose, caribou, deer and work, “Bricks Without Straw," was ordered in ad- General
that il I
bears. In his advice to tho boys about camping vance of
publication to the extent of 2o.000 copies, term he dropped into the White House during his
claimed, joyfully.
would be glad to see mi—and Mrs. Gar
out. he said that tho main feature of a good time
so confident were the book sellers that the
public field also
“(i, there s my Dick !"
was good nature, and Lie also said that there was
that had been thrilled with the
Beyond that 1 do not know that 1 want
of “One
Dinah opened the door and bade him no place in tho world where a man or boy would of the Fools" would welcome adventuresfrom
L have very few friends, and
very few
the anything.
anything
“eome ’long in,” giving him a jerk to fa- more thoroughly exhibit tho good or bad qualities same pen. But the merits of the hook itself, ot them want office, i have a bad reputation as a
of official aspirations.
he
was possessed of than when
out.
promoter
no mail
camping
the
of
Perhaps
cilitate his movements.
the country,
lie shambled
amply recognized by
press
At the request of one of the audience. Captain
stimulated the demand to such an extent that <luwliy has been so long in political life has done so
bashfully in, and in a moment the child’s Barker gave
little
ol
that
kind
of
work
a minute and graphic description of
I don't lobbv worth a
plicate sets of plates in the hands of several
mis were around his neck, and her face,
cent
A few years ago -a man importuned me to
life in a logging camp. He also illustrated tho ers have not ceased to turn out the book toprintthis
tell
the
method
of
deer
with
a
on
huntin
the
its
appointing
jack”
unwonted cleanliness, nestled
power just what I thought of
hunting
pretty
day. When it was learned that an earlier novel Ins
1 wrote :—‘Mr.-has
er's head, and with his rille explained to the boys of
applied
Judge Tourgee, “Figs and Thistles,'* contained tor application.
against his black check, while she poured the method
such an office. He begs me to inform you
of taking aim under those circummany incidents taken from the military and politout a torrent of eager exclamations of stances
what 1 think of him. I have known him for i*
When asked as to tin? best course to be
ical history of the Republican candidate tor Presi
satisfaction at being a “wallentinc.”
pursued when lost in the woods, the speaker saitl dent. General Garfield, this, too, was so largely long time, and consider him utterly unlit for the
He didn't get the place, but he got hold of
When she at last released him Dinah that the only way was to keep a clear head and called for as to make it the third work within the place
my letter, and it hurt my reputation for political
year from this author's fertile peu to achieve a
took him by his shoulders and seated him use common sense
of that kind
A RELIC or YE OLDEN TIME.
high place in the list of successful books, not less iuiiuence
"But really, Judge Toitrgee, have you no ex
firmly in a chair.
than 200,000 of the three having been sold in
pee
Clerk
of
M.
has
in
his
courts,
Joseph
tation
ot
Hayes
pos
official
said
“Mow,”
she, “you’s jest a goin’ to session a small wooden safe, an heir loom of the twelve months—a record that invests the author’s
position under the new adminis
tratiou.’
assume
that
set there till you ’splain this whole ’rangePeople
you are to have
with considerable interest for the pubHyde family of this city The safe was originally personality
lic
That he was not merely a writer ot books was something, and the only uncertainty is as to just
ment to me and Missus
An’ you jest
the property of Elijah Hide, who lived at Lebanon
what
it
will
he."
indicated
his
extensive labor upon the platform
by
out to tell the trufe, the whole trufe, and in the county of Windham in the colony of Con"Not the most remote."
in the last Presidential campaign, during which, by
necticut, and bears upon its face the carved letters
n itlin fait the trufe all the way
"Where do you call your home now Judge i'
iiis
through
stirring
eloquence, keen humor, ready wit and
E H "and the date I?.’]
Mr. Elijah Hide was
"Gh. North Carolina is still my residence, and is
t lat is. ifyc kin. Niggas is mostly mighty
clear, forcible presentation of the doctrines of his
born Oct. b”>. 1703 and died August
1783. The
to he.
I have proper y there and shall have
likely
unsartin 1”
safe was left with Mr. Haves by Henry A. Hyde party he contributed materially to the victory
more, unless I chance to sol.' what I now hold."
scored on the 2d of November.
When Aunt Until came down she found and is to be presented by him to the Maine HistorHo you expect to return t! ere aud remain
perLearning that Judge Tourgee was about to turn
ical Society at their next meeting
It contains
her •‘wallentinc" bringer sitting by the
manently 1"
his attention to other lieids of activity aud addr- ss
ancient papers, among them deeds made in
many
"l-'or
1 know at present
1 shah travel afaught
fire with little l!al> at his side, her two such a
the
from
the
lecture
“The
public
platform upon
“year of the reign of our good king George
ter I get ttnough lecturing in the
spring, aud when
little hands tightly held in one of his own, the second." and some of th ‘in were icknowledged Ben Adhemite Era.” and from the dramatic stage 1 return
shall stick mv stakes for the rest of
and supreme satisfaction at the success before Col Jonathan Trirnbull. the celebrated through the characters made familiar by his books, life—-probably ill North Carolina, although 1 my
a reporter of the Herald called
mayupon him at his
elsewhere I am anxious to get back to my
of his odd scheme shining in every feature artist and afterwards governor of the stato’of Con- hotel in this
procity recently, to learn the particulars go
necticut.
One of the deeds is n
of
fession, and shall probably accept the best offer in
of Ills honest face.
of his new efforts
is
Her eyes filled as she land in Norwich. Conn., for 1330 conveyance
of
medium
Tourgee
Judge
po inds, the iot
that
line,
wherever
it
be.
may
stood in the door a moment unnoticed by containing 30 acres, which shows that real estate height, thickset and powerfully’ built—evidently
the kind of “carpet bagger" that would have had
the children, but she was not given to was worth something even at that tunc.
to be dealt with from behind an ambush or over
Another document is a b 11 of sale made in 1713
demonstrations and made no comment.
Editorial Nctea.
where Elijah Hyde bought of Joseph Coil for TJ5 powered by numbers. His frank and even bluff
And then Dick rose in his place still
manner of speech, indicates the soldier of the acpounds, “one negro womau called Sylvia, 18 years tive held, and
Weaver. I)e La Martyr A Co propose to organize
is marked also by an alertness to
old and her babe Closa. aged 8 months
holding both the little hands.
what is said to him and a quick decision in reply
a new party in March, to be called the
There is also the origical wills of Elizabeth
“I hain't got much to tell, ma’am. I’m
people's
that shows the training of the bench. Ho is a
Hide with their lengthy preambles extremely orparty. Greenbaekers, take notice.
only Dick, the bootblack, an’ this yer lit- thodox in their
good listener, but when called upon for informa
character. Another fact which aption that involves description he responds with the
tle girl 1 found one night last week.
Me pears from a hasty
This country drinks over two million bags of
perusal of the documents is
and doe Rafferty had been to a place lhat the family name seems to have been spelled vividness of the ready writer. The intelligence coffee a year. This accounts for the dyspeptic
and spirit of a keen blue eye leave no uncertainty tone of American
to
Hide
about
it
1780. when
was changed and
where they had some pictures an'things
journalism. [Portland Press.
up
as to the intentness of their
possessor or his grasp
the man called a pandorammer, an' when spelled as we have it to-day, Hyde. [Bath Times
Speak for yourself.
ot the subject uuder discussion. His natural man
IN DEATH THEY WERE NOT DIVIDED.
we come out, 'twas late and we was cold
nor is mild and oven
Four quinine pill each un costing *•>, were
acquiescent: but he allows
no one to put words into his mouth.
One evening last week Mr. and Mrs. James RobFull of an
an' wo run all the way to the box.
The
administered to a sick elephant at Bridgeport. Ct
erts of Hanover, were sitting together by tin* tire
cedote. genial, hearty, a tremendous laugher, quick
box is a big box down by Iligby’s ware- in their
the other day. Wonder it the doctor's bill was in
pleasant home. They had been talking, to catch a point, and sure to make an apt or hu
house. an' we sleep into it. An' we found and Mrs Roberts remarked that as
they were get u'.oroi’.o reply, he gives evidence in an hour's rhnt proportion
this little Bab a curled up into it asleep, ting old they had better sell their farm and buy a of tin* qualities that enabled him to overcome dif
Maiue semis six of her own sons to Congress,
doe he was a goin’ to bounce her, but snug, comfortable place in the village in which* to ticulties that would have defeated many other
the remainder of their days
men.
Then she re
and furnishes Oregon with Grover. Iowa with
when lie seen how little she was be didn't. spend
marked that she felt a pain in the back of her
I>11) NOT WANT TO LECTURE.
Leering, and Minnesota with Bunnell and WashHe jest yanked bis coat oil'an" put it over neck, fell over and died instantly. The funeral
‘1 did not want to lecture at all,’’said Judge
burne.
was
two
held
later.
After the services Mr.
her and some old carpet, too, an’ we did
days
in answer to a
"I don’t fancy
'Tourgee,
question.
Roberts returned home, the undertaker accompathe show business: but 1 do like to speak, and
cover her up elegant, an' she
Four l uited States Senators have been turned
slep' till nying him. As they
entered the house Mr. Robpeople kept writing urging me to lecture, and. .is out by thr* G.instock lode Messrs. Stewart. Sha
in
the
mornin'
she
told
us
she
morning,
erts remarked that he wanted the undertaker to
I can’t stand even thing. I succumbed and now i
ron. Jones ati Fair
hadn't n<> place to stay, and we reckoned make him a eotlin as near like his wife's as possi- am in for it
l put myself into Redpath’s hands
Two of them have been turned ont—out ot the
ble, for he leit badly about his heart. Ho almost and stand up to whatever be
to take care of her our own selves after
for
bargains
Senate. Jones is in. and Fair has just been turn"flow does the drama come on
that, doe an’ me got her crackers and immediately became insensible and died in a few
minutes Mr and Mrs Roberts left a large familv
"That is another bit of forced labor.
1 have aled in.
milk an' tilings when we could, an’ we of grown
up children who are nearly distracted by
ways been a hard worker—three law books and
made believe she was our housekeeper, their sudden and terrible bereavement
Boston's interest in the Poi:»-;i Indians has furfair novels in addition to a busy professional life
doe swop' the crossin’s an’ one day a team
show that—and I thought of going to Europe after
HKDflES ON THE IlIHtlWAYS.
nished material for the paragrapbers. the witty
knocked him down an' killed him all of a
The Home Farm says that Mr. I) E Manter. of the campaign. Rut I became so interested in some fellows and those who
try to be witty but the
sudden.
This here Bab she cried so and West Waterville. was in this city recently, to pre- of the problems now requiring solution that l was I
Indian question is one that needs overhauling,
homesick before 1 started
Then, several manasent to the Legislature a petition for the planting
was so lonesome after doe, that I allowed
gers and lialt-a dozen actors were after me to and Boston has given the work a good send otV.
of hedges along the roadside, and for allowing
parit was better to try an’ find her a home if ties who set
dramatize *A Fool’s Errand.’and in an evil moment
such hedges a reasonable compensaBoston is elated over the increasing number of
I could,
i seen folks a sendin wallentines tion, the same to be allowed on highway taxes, or I agreed to try. Yes. it will be called ‘A Fool’s
lei' presents, an' I thought some one older one half of the same in money in towns where no Errand.’ and will follow in the main the action of her steamship lines and the rapid growth of her
that stor}\ As to where it will be produced 1
highway tax is raised. The petition was a large have
like a little girl better than a pietcr.
I one.
foreign commerce. In these directions she is fast
1 shall finish it first and get
containing the names of many of the most the not decided.
seen y ou on the street, ma'am, the
opinion of a caterer for the stage in whom [ coming up to her great competitor. New York
day prominent residents of the county.* and we most
you gave the lame man some money, an' certainly hope the Legislature will take steps to in have confidence. If 1 don’t like it. 1 shall throw We have a more than kindly regard for Boston
I followed along to see where you lived some way provide for the setting of hedges along it into the tiro—and there’s au end of it
down this way. and are glad to know that she is
"And leave the field to those who are perform
an' when you went up the steps you seen exposed situations on the public highway, lu a
getting a full share of the plums of trade
letter to the Committee on Ways and Bridges, to ing a play based on your book without authority
"No. sir! I took pains to secure the right to
me, an’ you smiled out of your eyes so
whom the petition was referred, Mr. Manter says:
A
of the Christian Mirror gives
good that 1 'most knowed you'll be kind “The only argument necessary to secure an etli- dramatize that book, and I do not propose to let the correspondent
figures of divorces in Maine by counties in
cient law in regard to this matter, would be lor any one else do it without my consent. Xo one
to a little girl what hadn't nobody but me.
shall have a chance to infringe my rights through !
the members of the Legislature to take a walk one
1X78, and of live counties in ixxd. 'five number
She's real cute, ma’am.
I seen you one© hundred rods
default of mine. I shall see to it personally that
north of my house, on this vorv cold
x
too," added lie to Dinah, who stood with winter day The lifty rods—more or less—of ever every one who persists in producing such a play is | of divorces in Waldo county in 1X7 is given as
dish towel in hand, gravely weighing his gremi hedge that would protect them from the cold taken in hand, down to the owner of the hall. even, do. Cumberland leads the list with 7d. and Piswords.
“I was blackin’ a feller's boots wind, they would wish extended the whole dis- who is liable equally with the managers and per- | cataquis brings up the rear with ">. There were
formers."
tance to say nothing of the hard drifts that will
xj divorces in Penobscot county last year.
on the market the day
"If your play goes into the tire that would not
you boxed that have to be shoveled out to make the road
passable
chap's ears for dragging the dog over the beyond and this side of the hedge." [Kennebec be the tirst manuscript you would have burned, 1
Bergh wants to revive tiie whipping-post for the
believe V
stones in the gutter.
Didn’t he run, Journal.
use <-f husbands who beat their wives, and is urg"No. It takes a good deal of burniug to get gold
though, when you let go.'"
AIAINK MKN I.\ ('11K:AGO.
out of my dross.
It was the manuscript of my last
ing this measure upon the New York Legislature.
“1 'ciare for’t,” said Dinah: “lie's tollin’
book, ‘Bricks Without Straw.’ that went up the
We had the pleasuro of meeting here several
On
Strange to say the women are opposed to it
the trufe! 'Beard like 1 felt he might be other Maine residents,
chimney. You see. it was begun long before l
among them Mr. W. c.
of‘A Fool’s Errand.’ I outlined the story a second thought, it is not so ve.y strange, either.
'liable the minuet 1 set eyes on him.'’
Bailey, formerly of Lewiston: C. Greeley, esq a dreamed
to my wife, after
Bid you ver know a case in which an outsider
ray custom, christened the charDick made no comment on Dinah's Chicago lawyer, a native of Dover. Maine: Messrs
Fuller and Fuller, natives of Augusta, promiuent acters and localities, and wrote several chapters.
undertook to protect a wife from her husband, that
change of base, but looked earnestly into wholesale druggists and
Gilbert
Haven
wrote
a
notice
of
it
at
the
Bishop
importers, and others. 1
Aunt Ruth's face. As she said nothing lie know not how many Maine men there are in Chi- time, which reads very funnily now beside the re- the woman did not turn upon the intruder !
views that speak of ‘Bricks’ as an afterthought of
but
their
name
is
with
a
cago,
little
in
A large business is now done in shipping that
legion. This afternoon I the
repeated timidly,
quaver
‘Fool’ So far as it went it was the same as
look a stroll up Michigan Avenue, the stylish avehis voice:
excellent
Gulf of Mexico tish, the red-snapper, up
the
book
now
I
was
in
just completed.
Denver
nue id’the town.
"There, on that piazza," said my
"She hain't got no mother nor nobody
friend, “is where Gen. Sheridan sits of a summer when l agreed to liuish it. but being unable to tell the Mississippi to the Western States. The supply
in the world, only me. ma’am : and she’s evening, reading his paper and smoking his
one where to find the manuscript l set to work
'of the tish is said to be inexhaustible, the redcigar. any
His wife has four small children lu yonder house
rewriting it. and did so to the extent of several
real cute!”
snapper grounds extending 700 miles, and it is on
hundred pages, which 1 finally burned up in disa Maine man. successful in business.
lives
Every••Dick," said Aunt Ituth, quietly, “l
I began again, and after finishing tho book
knows Mell Fuller, smart as a whip, a lawyer gust.
ly a question of labor what amount can be caught
body
should think thee would rather tiud a whose
clientage is limited only by his own choice 1 found the old manuscript, and then discovered An exchange says—
home for thyself than to take so much —a native of Maine and a graduate of Bowdoin that I had reproduced chapter after chapter, almost
They are found iu countless myriads at all sea
trouble for a strange little girl.'’
College. Yonder is the home of Gen. Grant's son without change.”
"It is supposed that the characters in your books sons in a certain depth of water, say from tiftv to
who has made a heap of money in lucky ventures.
“.Ma'am," said Dick gravely, “I heard a The General himself
eighty b*,»t. They are caught with lines having a
-tops there when in the city. are mostly taken from life.”
number of hooks, which are eagerly seized by the
“>» ell. 1 suppose even' novelist takes his characpreacher-man on the street one day tollin’ Guo of our strongest men in the city is Judge
about a good feller that wanted the little Drummond, a brother of Rev James Drummond, ters from men and women he has known so that tish. It is pretty hard work to draw up these lines
with such a number of these heavy tish attached
children took care of, an’that he said in- formerly a preacher in Auburn, Maine. Judge the models of the characters can easily be distin- to them Windlasses are
frequently used to draw
not
identified
in
Drummond
is a native of Lincoln
guished.
although,
very
properly,
in
Maine.
county
to some book or other (he had it an’read
them up.
In a very few hours the wells of the
all the incidents of their careers.
1 am told that
You remember Charles I*. Kimball, whilom Demo
smacks are tilled with them
To prevent their
out of it), ‘When you do it to them you do cratic candidate for
some of the persons recognized through my books,
Governor in Maine
Well.
tloating, and keep them alive until the port is
now go by my fictitious names, instead of their
it to me, and I'll remember and be good Kimball, 1 think is one of the happiest after din
own patronymics.
One of the members of the reached, it is necessary to reduce their bulk by
ner speech-makers in Chicago
The other night,
to you some time for it!' \\ hen we found
South Carolina Republican Convention insisted on compressing the large excess of air accumulated
l»al> a-curled up in the box looking so down at a reunion of Maine men, Kimball made a
in their long passage from the great depth of water
being recognized as Hvebright, and another man
very racy and happy speech in which in allusion
in which they are caught to the surface
This is
little an’ so helpless, 1 thought it meant to
his pride in Maine and Maine men. he said that
urged his claim to a federal appointment as the
for us to take care of her, an poor Joe, lie had Blame or Washburne been nominated for tlie | original of one of my characters, which he was done by a small incision just below the gills,
which operates as a vent through which the air
reckoned so, too.’’
Presidency by the Republicans, he would have not. although he became known at Washington escapes until the tish is reduced
to its natural size,
as ‘John Burleson
The incident of the attempt
“I think I’ll keep my valentine, Dick,” voted for him. This brought down the house and to roast on a
so that it sinks and keeps alive and
healthy. It
burning bridge. Judge Settle, of Flor
brought out Washburne. who was present by invi- j
was
this
through
Aunt Ruth said, with a smile, “1 never tation and made a very
simple suggestion that the r. 1
ida. the original of ‘Judge Denton/ wastaken from
full
of
remhappy speech,
Previ
snapper became a great commercial tish.
heard of sending hack a valentine I be- iniscence and anecdote of his native state
Of the confessions of the members of the Ku Klux
Klan
There had been trouble about the bridge ousiy it was found difficult to firing them to mar
lieve. And I think I will send one my- course I need not say that ex Minis er E B. Wash
ket fresh. Now they can be caught in far greater
and they thought they would get rid of the judge
burue is a native of Androscoggin and of Livermore.
abundance than any lisli. There i- a large licet
self, too. Thee may carry it for me to And, by the
and the bridge together.
All the incidents in “A
way, one of the most notable social
and
a large numbered'men employed in this fishery.
Friend Bradley's office, on Harlem street, occasions of the season is to occur in this
Fool’s Errand’—or ‘The Fool/ as we call it for
city,
March loth—are union of sons of Maine, residents short—are true. Much of the Ku Klux business
Dick.”
is almost verbatim from confessions taken before
The note was written in a fair, upright of Chicago, with a large number of invited guests,
Swan Bites.
me.
Eliab Hill, in ‘Bricks Without Straw," is
Western governors and others, natives of Maine.
hand, in a few concise words:
drawn from Elias II ill, whom I represented only as
A poem is to be presented on that occasion by a
Till*. ( ATTAIN AND Ills CATKNT KMHT.
Kiukxh liKADLkv 1 send you a valentine. Tlieo song by Rev. Dr. Butler, of Hallowell, Maiue, now
younger and more fortunate than the reality. ExThe Vermont ITiion of Lyndon, a staunch Dom
Senator Scott, of Pennsylvania, became interested
will link ttie lines belouihusi to the picture in the resident in this city, ai.d said to be a most,
promis- in him. and
kept trace of him until his death in ocratic paper, tells the following story of the man
ing subject of t!ie divine afflatus. [Cor. Lewiston
twenty-fifth chapter of Matthew, fortieth verse.
ner
in which Capt. MeGafTey. proprietor of the
Liberia, to which place Senator Scott helped him
Journal.
Kura IIakmon.
hotel in that flourishing town—and a well
to escape from the perils that environed him in
leading
A
GOOD
PLACE
FOR
RELIC
IIITNTERS
It is a year since Aunt Ruth received
this civilized Christian land.
It would be queer if known citizen—answered one of Hon. T B. Swan's
The Oxford Democrat says that the Frye Bros
and sent a valentine, and the 14th of
Africa were to be Christianized by the colored circulars and how he enjoyed his patent rights
#
of Fryeburg, have a leathern portfolio, bearing refugees from here."
( apt. Steve MeGafley is not an envious man as
February, 18S0, when it comes, will find marks
of great age that belonged to Gen. Joseph
a general thing, but
noticing how rapidly his
Kir KLFX NOT KILLED
no happier child than little
“Drat-you- Frye; a razor once owned and used bv John
neighbor. Cephas Trefren, was accumulating riches
Your books have been criticised, Judge Tom
Bab;’ no prouder boy than “Valentine Quincy Adams; a pair of silver candlesticks,
by the sale ot the patent grain sifter, the captain
Dick,” who occupies the post of errand brought from England by Mrs. Adams’mother: gee, as representing a state of society at the South determined to keep up with him b> securing the
and a
containing several brilliants in old fash- that had ceased to exist."
agency of some other patent which promised equal
boy in Friend Bradley’s office: no more ioned ring
“They need not be. it is admitted that acts of or larger profits. While iu this state of mind he
setting presented by Mrs Adams to her sispeaceful heart than Aunt Ruth’s; and cer- ter. Mrs Nathaniel Frye, who gave it to her violence are less fnquent than they were. I never received a circular from the Eastern Manufacturtainly he would fail to spy out, with his nephew. N F. Frye, of Fryeburg. Mr 8. L laid much stress on hem. The killing of a man is ing Company at Mechanic Falls, Me patentees
minor importance as compared with the spirit
and manufacturers of the Excelsior Corn Sheller.
strongest beams, a more dignified, undis- (’handler, of Fryeburg. lias a violin once the prop of
which led to it.
It is that which I have tried to
ot Count Rum
a celebrated tory, and left
“simple, effective and easily operated.” The tirm
mayed, constitutional grumbler than poor ortyhim in Concord ford,
trace
and
which
the
should
consider. Has
country
had heard of the captain's great influence in the
when he tied from this country
by
old Dinah, who pets or scolds the two in
this
(
if
the
should
the time of the Revolution.
spirit changed
It is bruised and
Republican party
agricultural circles or northern Vermont and quAe
come suddenly into
aildreu as inclination and
power at the South would
naturally selected him as the very man to intro
opportunity battered, but being one of the few things that are there
be peace then I That is the test
There
is
it
duce their goods. To make sure ot securing his
out
as
by
sweet
sounds
to
improved
gives
and
age,
who
sums up the whole matdictate,
day as when played by that aristocratic noble in no man at the South who does not in his heart be- influence and co-operation in their behalf, they
ter in these words:
lieve that the days of the Ku Kiux were peaceful
t lie days of his
gracious majesty, George III
proposed to furnish him. for a while, shelters, the
“Sometimes children is a comfort, but
compared with what would ensue upon such au retail price of which was Sf.V), at the nominal
event.”
is
an
mostly they
price of $‘2.1)0, giving him a margin ot $2 fit) on
aggravation. Them
“it is urged by some of your critics that you
Perhaps some of our readers would like to kuow
each machine for his influence iu agricultural
two
them two wallentines—is a-wearin’
wronged the Southern people by not describing circles and efforts in behalf of the tirm
As a
the life out of my bones, the poor orphan- the scientific meaning of the word evolution. Ac- the
evils of tin* Republican government in those
further inducement, and to convince the captain
less things!
But Messus Ruth is so sot in cording to Mr. Herbert Spencer, "Evolution is u States and what the people suffered by it, which that their concern was genuine,
they ottered to
her ways that I’ve got to have ’em under change from an indefinite, incoherent homogene- is said to have been the cause of the Ku Klux and send him one machine gratis, that he might see
other
how
outrages."
it
to
a
and
was,
foot to the end of time, if the Lo’d spares ity,
‘easily operated”
definite, coherent heterogeneity, through
satisfy him
“Steady, my friend. Whom do you mean by the self of its utility. By the way—and this’ is imus!”
continuous ditlerentatious and integrations.” This ‘Southern
Lot M. Bi.ixx.
people f”
portant for the reader to remember in order to
is about as clear as a Bay of Fundy fog.
">v hy. tho people of the South, of course.”
a
thorough insight into the case—the captain
"Yes.
Well, there are four classes of those peo
would of course remit >1 00 to pay charges of
The Life of Shop Girls.
white
or
pie—native
'scalawags
The Portland Argus prints Senator
transportation. Now. as the captain is a little shy
Beck'sspeech colored Republicans,Republicans,
or'niggers.' Northern born about adopting new methods and swallowing new
A New York woman, Mrs. Amelia Lewis, is
try- in favor of free ships, hut does not give Senator
Republicans, or ‘carpet-baggers,’ and the 'solid stories, and. not caring to have his family sec him
ing to persuade shop-keepers that the girls in their
or
Bourbons,' now iu alliance with the studying that circular, he retired to the woodshed,
employ haviog to stand behind counters and sell Blaine's reply, in which he ably championed South,’
goods all day. need something more to sustain them American ship builders and American commerce. Democrats Not one of the tirst three classes has straddled tho saw horse and for a half hour was
ever questioned the correctness of
lost in the study and contemplation of the terms
than the cold and indigestible lunches which
my representathey
tions. They say (and they are the majority of the of the proposition. The result of the
bring with them : and that it would he better econ
conteuipla
At last accounts from 11 C. Burleigh,
Esij now Southern people remember) that iu fact and in- tion was visions of speedy wealth, air castles ot
omy in the end if the employers were to porvide
in Englaud, he has purchased as fast as he found
ference my portraiture is strictly correct. Now,
them with a hot lunch than to have them continue
and a complete triumph
prodigious
magnitude,
animals to suit, and had
something over they are tlic ones who feel this spirit. They fur- over neighbor Trefren of grain sifcer notoriety
as at present.
By way of a practical demonstra- twenty. .Mr. Bodwell, thebought
senior member of this nish the victims and sufferers. The other class— There is
tion of her theory, she gave adinuer to
nothing small about the captain, and that
thirty shop
firm, now has thirty-one animals of the tho Bourbon assnmptives who speak of tho South little suggestion about the $1 00 to
girls the other evening, consisting of rice soup, importing
pay cost of
first importation, the others having been disposed
and the ‘Southern people' with a capital ‘we,’ do
stewed beefsteak and potatoes, stewed mutton and
transportation seemed to him the most natural
of at good prices.
not deny the correctness of the picture 1 have
and
reasonable
iu
the
world
lie
sauce
and
thing
enclosed
and
caper
turnips
plum pudding The
drawn, but say that they aro defective because
$1 00 and the machine was received last Friday
total cost was three dollars, or just ten cents for
do
not
the
cause
for
those
outgive
they
moving
each girl
There is something in this suggestion
James Hoffman of Buffalo, recently received the
night by mail, a three cent postage stamp cover
rages—namely, Republican misgovernmeut Now, ing the cost of transportation. The sheller conwhich is worth the attention of shopkeepers. The largest sum ever paid by the United States govern1 admit that the Republican governments in those sisted of a
ment
to
piece of thick sheet iron Bx-l inches in
principal objection with most would be the lack of
any one pensioner He had become totally
States were defective. Rooking back I wonder size, with a
suitable accommodations for preparing the meal,
blind from disease contracted while in the war,
printed lab* l of the name ot the ma
it
was half as good as it was
that
But that mis
chine and the name of the tirm painted on one
but this perhaps might be arranged with some perand the amount of his pension, including arrears,
was
no
of
the
causo
of
the outside
government
The knife sharpener was a six inch stick
part
son outside who, for a moderate
charge, would amounts to $6,925.50.
No man daro deny that the
rages committed
with one end of it dipped in a preparation of glue
seud in the necessary supplies at a stated time.
of
was
not
as
in
18G7
as
spirit
and
sand.
proscription
strong’
The captain received the package from
The employers could reimburse themselves by
The total assessed valuation of the whole country
to day. No man can doubt that there were as the
some arrangement with the
postofliee, got out behind the building where
girls The plan could will be in the neighborhood of seventeen billions
many political murders during that year as any he opened it on the sly. then dropping it into his
he made practicable, in a great man}' eases at least.
of dollars; the actual valuation is estimated at
since. Yet there was not a Republican State govovercoat pocket, he unhitched the old mare, gave
With shop girls provided with the means of sitting about thirty billions ; this will show an increase
ernment
in the entire South at that time ! The Ku
her a “G lang" and a cut of the whip and disapwhen not waiting upon customers, and given an
of 50 per cent since the last, census.
Klux
Klan
was organized and
its
career
of
began
peared down the corner hill. He has not been
opportunity to enjoy a little warm food at noon, we
crime
before
there
was
a
Stato
in
exdown
to the village since, from which we conclude
government
should have made considerable progress in the hu
A ten cent edition of the revised New Testament
istence there
It was tho weakness of these govhe is on the road taking orders for machines, pack
mane treatment of this hard working and not lav
will be put upon the market as early as the sheets
ernments that prevented the Klan from
ing away the £-2 .">() margins and crowding his
ishly paid class.
cau be received from
England—probably in May. wiped out by the operations of law, and thebeing
adneighbor Trefren iu the race for wealth.
mission of the colored man to coequal political
Frank Bell ot Lunenburg, bought one of those
NEPHRETICUM, Dr. BULLOCKS KIDNEY
Harry Stephens, the body servant of Hon. A. II rights was its tirst cause and the condition of its Excelsior Corn Shelters
for a dollar. Boll, it seems,
REMEDY, is something more and better than all Stephens, who was formerly his slave, died recently, continued existence. The maladministration of is
supposed to have some influence in agricultural
the preparations of Bueliu extant
Its effects are leaving an estate of twenty thousand dollars.
the finances in some of those States were only circles, and the concern at
Mechanicians are wilpermanent, and in all eases of Kidney troubles,
made an excuse for violence—an afterthought ling to sacrifice one machine, less
freight, to se
diseases of the Urinary Organs, Gravel, and DiaThe ladies are wearing little gold tuning-forks which was seized upon as a
It is a
pretext for the evil cure that influence in Essex county, Vt
betes, it proves itself to be all that could be de- for hair-pins, which indicates that “there’s music that really antedated it
several
matter of profit occasionally to ho a man of influby
years.
sired.
in the hair.”
"That these people were not so terribly wronged ence in agricultural circles’’

unceremoniously delivered,

motionless under the gaslight
awaiting further developments. Dinah
speedily recovered speech and action and
closed the door with a bang.
“Missus, Missus! tor the Lo’d’s sake
look-a-here !
As the lady obeyed the imperative sum
mens and stepped into the hall the little
bundle of tatters and rags moved to her
side and peered up into the placid face
surrounded by the prim folds of a Quaker
cap.
Seeming to recognize a friendly
heart shining in the serious eyes, she
thrust into her hand a scrap of crumpled
paper, saying:
“Dick writ it!”
Aunt Ruth took the document and. with
a puzzled look at the bearer, proceeded
to decipher the queer hieroglyphics.
It had evidently been a laborious task
for the grimy lingers that had traced
them : but she at last picked out the message embodied in letters of all sizes and
shapes. The writer had evidently made
it iiis sole aim to give the facts in the case,
proudly regardless of the minor considerations of orthography and punctuation :
This lit till gurl Uain't got no folks nor no wares
to sta only a worn man that botes her ortiil anil m<
and a Box with straw into it to sloap in nights
I've brung liur to bee jure wallintine. Shee’s hucDick.
gree.

••

1

■

■

compound

Epidemic's. Just now coughs, colds, lung and
bronchial complaints seem to be epidemic. In
these cases of sudden colds the best thing to do is
to get a bottle of X H Downs' Elixir, which invariably gives speedy relief and ultimately e Recta
a complete cure in all eases where the
breathing
Use it in time and prevent
organs are affected
serious lung ditliculties. Sold by all Druggists.
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ac

realized for

a
a

A paity of four of

restaurant.

a

called Weldon, N. O'. We took
sat gazing at a dish of butter,

place

table, and

None of

bottle of peppersauee.

a

us

diuing

be the first into the

to

us

were

large men, and the two above mentioned articles
were too strong for us to tackle.
The passengers

kept coming

in. and

tails of the

coat

dinner, but

none

hold ot the

kept seizing

we

waiters, and ordering our
We called up the head

passing
came.

case before him, and told fiim
the first there, and had not been
helped, and he said he would attend to us, but he
lied. As many as 3 hundred and fifty had their

waiter, and laid our

that

we

were

we dhl not get a bite, we eould not
buy it for love or money. As the whistle blew,
wo got up as empty as a lot of promises, and

dinner, and

asked the waiter at the door how much there was
pay ; and he wanted to know what we had had,
and wo told him nothing but patience, and he said

to

that wasn't on the bill of fare, and there
and

charge,

I left I

as

was

no

my indignation all
sarcastic tono of voice,

poured

him, by quoting in a
Weldon, good and faithful servant, enter
into the jaw of thy Lord," and ho smiled and
all right Mr. Lord, call ag in." More than
thirds of my wit gets spilt in just that way, 1

over

thou

■

said,
two

■

it on the wrong man.
From the car window

could

we

pour

the fields of

see

late cotton, and the negroes out picking it. I had
always supposed that cotton was picked, just the
same as a pocket is, I mean get all there is the
first time, but I learn that it is more like gathering
You get what eggs are ripe, and then

hen fruit.

The cotton 1 saw was planted
enough apart so that you could pass
between them easily and pick. The cotton blows,
or ripens, or whatever you call it, just as corn
later get the rest

in rows, wide

pops.

The hehl is watched, and

cotton

is

ready

fast

as

which is

that

pick,

to

the

as

is

good

left till another time, and
so the field is gone through with from time to
time till it is all gathered.
I saw some sheep in a
and the rest

picked,

is

held and

a persuasive passenger tried to
believe that if you fed a sheep on cotton,
that you could raise cotton and wool on the same
animal, but 1 asked him to get a minister's atlidavit

cotton

make

me

accompany his statements, and when I got home
amoDg m,v friends. 1 would try and believe it; and
I wound up my remarks by emphatically saying
Lwe don't ram that remark down my throat
t<«

you old mutton head, "and he looked sort of sheepish and said lie lamb-ented saying what he did.
Between Weldon and Richmond
and also the curious

snow,

in the fields

out

lirst

wo saw our

spectacle

of the darkies

cotton, when the ground
Occasionally one of them

pieking

covered with

was

snow.

looking at the passing train, would stoop
pick up a handful of snow and put
into his bag. 1 thought if they could only succeed
in weaving that snow into cloth, what nice cool
who

was

little low and

a

sheets could be made from it for summer use, but
1 presume it s snow use expecting such results.
It

my intention to have stopped a
I supposed that it was
Richmond.

day

was

two at

or

city

a

of considerable interest, but nearly every one
whom l talked with told me there was not much
and advised

me to put in my spare time and
my extra dollar in Washington. I told
them that I thought they must be mistaken about

to see,

spend

Richmond, for 1 could distinctly remember some
years ago of an excursion party from the north, of
hundred thousand men. who went down

two

one or

Richmond and

near

camped

in tents, and put

out

up with all the inconveniences of camp life, and
hung around there from istil to lSbfi trying to get
chance to -ret into the

a

city, and 1 felt sure that
something there worth seeing. Says

there must be

T Grant that my statement is correct (" and
Yes. General Lee

I,

they replied,
From the
had

1 got

cars

pointed

out to

view of Uie city, and
places that were

quite a

various

me

well known to me from their connection with the
I

war.

the celebrated

saw

of

Iron Works,

Fredega

a

and many of the tobacco
Rich
wan houses, some of which are immense.

glimpse

Libby prison

mond is situated on the banks of the James river,
and has

of’'the finest water powers in the

one

country. I do not mean temperance societies,
though, figuratively speaking, they are water powers. but one of these old fashioned arrangements,
where water

down hill, and

runs

defiantly asserts

that it will he dammed before it will stop. Well,
it is dammed here and furnishes a power sufficient
to

all the manufactories Richmond will

run

be able to erect.
North to
few

are

It

began

city with

see a

signs

Petersburg,

!

••

at

seats at

and

by the financial misdeeds of what are ludicrouslv
ealled ‘carpet-bag governments may bo inferred
from two facts:—First, no taxes have been since
levied to pay any of these bonds said to have been
misappropriated after issue, although uot improperly issued ; and second, not only have these people repudiated all of these bonds, hut they have
also repudiated a large portion of their antebellum
debts, on the simple ground that they were too
poor to pay Northern creditors, who had freed
their slaves by force of arms. The South is richer
by many millions of dollars on account of these
bonds which Northern capitalists lest, 'the Northern capitalist only was
injured by this misgovernment.
1 am not defending the wrongful acts of
those governments, hut only showing the
absurdity
of this excuse for all the Ku Kluxing

DRAMA

at

on

gentlemen chanced

NUMBER 7.

THE AUTHOR OF “A FOOL’S ERRAND” AS
TI8T AND LECTURER

noon, on

the first time the meaning of that text, “the first
shall be last, anu ihc last first.” It refers to being

1

stood

cognomen.
“Has thee no mother ?”
“Once. She called me ‘Here-you-Bab!'
Father struck her once with a bottle, and
in the morning she went dead. And one
day the perlice took father away, and old
Ret told me to go ’long, too, and I went
’long fer as I could. I hadn't now hers to
stop to, and I crawled into Dick’s box
Coming in with the tied—The policeman with and he
his prisoner.
put things over me and fixed me a
jolly nice place, and every day he took
Kluriihik Simpson. M. It of lludson, N. Y.,
care of me.
lie made tins”—and here
writes
1 have used Fellows Syrup of Hypophos
plntes in eases of Consumption and other Luug the child stopped and drew from one of
and Throat diseases, with the most
gratifying re the capacious boots which she had put on
suits Of the various forms of
administering Phos- again, upon getting down from the rockand
phorus
Phosphatie preparations in use. none
a
whittled from a stick
have been found so
completely adapted to the re- ing-chair, doll,
quirements of the age as Fellows' Compound and artistically finished with coal, as to
Syrup of Hypophosphites
hair, eyes and mouth. She looked at it
No lady with any refinement will use her husadmiringly for a moment, rearranged its
bands meerschaum pipe to drive nails in the wall.
drapery of old print which was somewhat
Dr. David Kennedy’s “Favorite Remedy” disturbed by its journey in the boot, and
restored it to its resting-place.
stimulates and helps Nature in her efforts to throw
Aunt Ruth sighed again.
off disease.
It does not fight uature. It does not
“Give her a warm bath, Dinah, and
send the unhappy sufferer into deeper pits of
pain then thee make her a bed on the
lounge
tinder the pretense of doing him good
It acts
in my room. I will give thee something
tenderly and sympathetically like a mother lulling that will serve her as a
night-dress.”
her child into sleep and health
Do you have
The poor little wandering child was
trouble with your digestion, your
kidneys, your soon wrapped in a warm shawl and curled
liver! Is your head thick and heavy! “Favordown on the lounge in Aunt Ruth’s pleasite Remedy" will drive out the poison and make ant room
; too much excited by the novyou well again. Hand your druggist One Dollar elty of her position to
sleep any—too
fora bottle or write to the Doctor at Rondout, NY.
comfortable to do anything but hug h £

A

being angry yesterday
getting any dinner. I

near

count of not

lay

While the lady was laboring over the
odd missive the little waif stood looking
lbs.
Twice during the month all the
into her face, and when she
milk she gave was used for churning soberly up
raised her eyes, full of pity and compassion
with the following result:
tlie child said :
First week.In lbs b oz
“lie told me he writ into it that 1 was
Second
2
.1 ?
not nobody’s girl only his'n, and I'd be
7
Average per day.2
I don't look like 'em,
walentine!
Tlii* c ow is s years old. past ; girts ti your
but I’ll be it. I’d like to.
It’s jolly warm
feet, d inches, and weighs about IddO
here,
only
my feet’s cold,” and she looked
pounds.
down at the heavy boots she had on, rag[The Damariscotta Herald inihlishes ged and run over at the heels.
“They’s
the above statement and vouches for its
Dick’s.
He made me wear ’em when 1
correct ness, j
cried.”
“Thee may take the child to the kitchBrighton Cattle Market.
en, Dinah, and give her something to eat.
Boston, Wkpnksday, Fell.
Amount of' -jock at market. ( attic, 27>»>2 : sheep
I will come presently and perhaps 1 can
and lamb-. :5U7d. -w ine, 1 .*>. 1 lb; veal.su; number of
find out where she belongs.”
western rattle, 2I!'S; eastern rattle, 2U4: mileh rows
and northern cattle, Jbu.
Dinah led her down the hall, the wet
Briri of heel B lou tt» live weight, extra quality,
boots shuffling heavily over the carpet,
'i-J
; lir-t. sd U7:
at; 20; second, si 021, ad
$u
2*': third, st 12: a | .'m; poorest grade of coarse
and the bright blue eyes, shining out of the
oxen, bull-, etc., s:; .Mia 1 00.
smutty face like stars from a mud hole,
a Or B it*. Bi ight* m
Brighb"! Hide-,
Tallow, Of,
lifted apprehensively to the dark face.
>j'■»',(•. B tt»: < ouutry Hides, 7 n~ ‘a*. B‘ H»; < ountrv
Tallow. Jr. B H-: < alf skin-. Iual2c. B li.: Sheep
“1 do declare fer it,” muttered the old
skins s| "da2 O'*1 earii I.amli skins, si -jda :>ti()ea«-h.
Trade Bn* beef cattle has been fairly active, at an
woman, “white trash and black trash is
advaihv id t'» 1 * t- but lb, over prire- obtained
mostly alike in their no ’count pranks,
one week ago.
that’s a fact! Blest if this ain’t the queerWorking < >xri)— Wr quote -air- ill full
1 pair girth 7 ft
inches, live weight 2sub lb. .si 17; est piece of business l’se ever seen at this
1 pair girth 7 ft., :» inches, live weight :>200 It..
117;
house yet! A wallentine! .Missus Ruth’s
! pair girth u ft., 1 incite-, live weight 22uu lb, ,•?!'.');
1 pair girth U ft., d inches, live weight 23d0 lt», $0d;
ways is so unexpected ! Here, you poor,
2 pair ei’ th r. It., d inches, live weight 24uO li>, $200;
little white beggar!”
1 pair girth U ft.. 10 inches. live weight 2S0U It*. *112;
Dinah’s crusty manners softened a little
Milch 1 ->w■-■ iixti’a, sddaT". ordiuarv. £lSa4d;
springer-, SBadd B head.” W« note sales of 2 as she watched the greediness with which
springer- am 1 1 mileh cow for s Kd tin* lot; :» spring- the child
devoured the big slice of bread
ers and 7 milch row
for s'M'i: I ,-pi inger, ,s:»l ; 2
do. at s Jd each : 1 cow and call. :»i: 1 do., £ 12; 1 cow and butter; hut she melted
outright when
and calf, s 1.5; 1 mdeh ci*w, s'I2; 1 springer. s;>u; 1
as she linished her feast, the “little white
do. at $4b.
sw im*—l*ri< :*- of fat hog- have advanced, those
beggar” slid from the chair and caught
for this w eek'- market co-ting the butchers from
and kissed the big black hand, saying :
•V-i to d r. B It), live weight.
“1 likes you, ’cause you look like Dick.
I likes good Black folks ! ”
When Aunt Ruth came down she found
Consumption or debility ill its first stages
promptly arrested by Malt hitters.
her “wallentine” seated in Dinah’s own
It is a terrible cold wave when she swings her rocking-chair before the
tire.
While
handkerchief at your rival
Dinah herself, down on the floor, had the
almost frozen feet in her lap, warming
Have WIstarN Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand It cures Coughs. Colds. Bronchitis. Whoop
them, and giving vent to some very unoriug Cough. Croup. Influenza, Consumption, and all thodox expressions of opinion as to the
Throat and Lung Complaints. .‘>0 cents and $1 a
ordering of Providence.
bottle.
“Sakes alive ! don't know’s it’s so, hut
The first news of their sickness will come to the Lo’d
seems to pay a mighty sight of
many through the announcement that most of the
’tention to some folks and fergit all about
codfish thus year have ln»cu badly cured.
the rest. ’Hears like chiilun ought to he
A H II C'AAVAMERA
looked after anyhow. They ain't though
-Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for
F. (L Bli)K« >1 T \ < < ).,lo Barclay Street,New York.
half on ’em ! Things is queer in this world
Send for their < .ilalogue and terms.
lyr.H
if ’tis the Lo’d’s world !”
Artists in furniture have struck the tramps a
“Well, child,” said Aunt Ruth, “now
terrible blow in declaring that hall racks are no
that thee is warmed and fed will thee tell
longer toney and should he abolished.
thy name and where thee belongs ?”
The Peruvian syrup lias cured thousands who
She shook her head.
were suffering from
Dyspepsia, Debility. Liver
“Don't belong nowhere. Father always
Boils.
Complaint,
Humors, Female Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W. called me ‘Drat-you-Bab!
Fowle it Sons, Boston.
Aunt Ruth sighed over this dolorous
Stands to reason—A debtor who won't sit down.

Maine

wooden treasure and stare, lirst at the
pretty surroundings, then at the kind face
at the tire-side.
Suddenly she raised
herself on her elbows.
“Dick said he hearii there was nangles
that lived somew'eres an’ took care of
folks.
Be you one f”
“No, uo, child," said Aunt liuth, gently
“1 am only Aunt Ruth. Go to sleep.”
“Yes, ’in. But I do wish Dick was a
wallentine.
It’s very cold on his box.”
Aunt Ruth and Dinah sat late into the

Silent and soft from measureless circle.
Cloudy battalions, in royal array.
Move on to westward iu billowy splendor,
Follow, majestic, the monarch of day.

Travels.

Washington D. C.
I came

..

Level

His

on
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ever

like getting
“get tip” to it. There
about Richmond or

some

the late

of

to

war

seem

be seen from the cars. Some of the

to

lines of mtrenehments

one

gazes at

are still visible, but as
them there is nothing suggestive of

ear

nage or'gore.
We passed

through Fredericksburg

in the

eve-

1 got no view whatever of that, and the
cars were so behind time that we did uot arrive in

ning.

so

Washington until midnight. They seemed much
pleased to see me : the depot was all lighted up
and quite a crowd had gathered to see me when l
left the cars.
I should say without exaggeration
that there were

carriages,

hundred gentlemen there with

a

they each of them asked me as
many as five times apiece if I would ride. They
vied with each other in showing me those little
and

courtesies and attentions which

are

agreeable

so

the stranger in a strange land. But l said “no
gentlemen, no, 1 insist on not receiving any ova
to

tions.

in being treated other than

or

plain,

a

ble citizen of the State of Maine.

1

was

hum-

not

ex

pecting such a reception and i am entirely unprepared. and you must excuse me.' and seizing my
little grip sack I tied the scene, and plunged into
the snow, and sloshed round in

the slosh, and
hotel, and succeeded in drawing up a
charter party with the clerk, whereby he agreed,
made tor

a

if 1 would

give

me

inside of

a

tween

the

fourth

or

with him

deposit

one

dollar. In* would

bed for the remainder of the

a

couple of minutes I was
partitions in an elevator, to

and

night;

tired

ip be-

the twenty

lifth door. (I always like to be lip high,
it is nearer the sun. and consequently warmer in

winter) and had
It

islet*p.

weeks that

two

over

even square inch of
tiit* first bed that I hail

was

moving about the

kept

room,

me

sound

slept

in for

still, and didn't

keep

and

turning

over

and all

that sort of nonsense, and l do not think that

j

l

should have rested any better if I had been buried
1 met with quite a disaster the following morn-

ing. The shuttle of my watch got out of order
down to Charleston, else the bobbin winder would
not work.
At any rate it had not been going for
two

or

three

days,

and the consequence

could not tell whether 1
or

not.

as

to

not

When l awoke. I held

whether it

decide, and

was
so

then

myself

saw

of about two hours
If there

1 could

afterwards.

got up and dressed, afld

down into the otlice. and
o’clock.

or

that 1

was

having a good time
an enquiry
meeting

was

went

that 1 had robbed
it

sleep,

being

six

anything that makes me want
pair of twins, ii is to tiud that 1
is

to eat up raw, a
have g"t up a half minute earlier than there is any
necessity for. I averaged the thing, however, by

leaving my bed the next morning until ten.
Hereafter when I travel. I shall take along a half

not

dozen watches, and
I

never

When 1

saw

a

so

guard against accident.
where

place

they

are so

polite.

down into the otlice. 1 went along
to the counter and looked over the register, and
came

the clerk looked up and smiled, and remarked,
'Good morning. Captain, have you had your break
fast r and not to be outdone by him in politenessI replied, “No, Major, not yet," and calling a waiter

along

he said, “Show the Colonel iuto

and the waiter
General

1

glanced

cannot

at

see

but 1 suppose that
of it, just as l do of lyiug

quickly,

so

ness

1

happened

to

breakfast/'

and said, “This way,
how they lind out a man
me

sit down to

a

they
——

table

make
a

a

busi

bed late.

opposite one
politeness,

of those men who do not waste much

on an inferior. He may have been
of the Russias for all I know, but I
don’t think it. lie spoke just as though his mouth
was a pistol, and his words were
cartridges. He’d
tire out, “Here, boy, get mo some buckwheats—
or even

the

civility,

Emperor

quick now—mind," and when he said “yes, sir." or
no, sir," he always omitted the sir.
The waiter,
seeing my cup empty, asked if 1 would have it re
tilled ! In my ignorance, instead of yelling ou»
“no," I said. “No. I thank you," and when that
man heard mo he gave me a horrined look, swallowed a pair of buckwheat cakes, strangled, and fell
back in his chair dead, in a (it of apoplexy. 1 shall
be careful how 1 talk hereafter.

Oi r George.

During a trial at Battle Creek, Mich., a woman
put on the witness stand, and when in the
course of the usual
questions she was asked if she
was married, she hesitated,
blushed, stammered,
was

and then said she did not know whether she was
or not.
Finally she said she and her “husband”
had married themselves by
“crossing hands” amt
promising to live with each other as man and wife
and be true to each otner. Of course he has since
deserted her.

Maine

Matters.

The Whig says that a large lot—something over
thousand pounds—of tine Aroostook packed butw as offered in Bangor, Thursday, at 22 cents.
Ball butter sold for 24 and 25 cents per pound.
The Colby Echo says that President Robins of
Colby University, will probably go to Italy in

a

NEWS ANl) GOSSIP

FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.

THE STORY OF

SWAN'S SWINDLES

Later developments show Swan to he a greater
scoundrel than his corn sheller fraud represents
him. It appears that for the past year he has been
borrowing various sums of money of people who
took from him what they supposed to he town
notes. Of a Mrs. Cotton he hired £400, aud of a
Mrs. Wall he hired £600, in each iustauco giving a
note in which it was represented that the amount
would be paid by the town of Minot, and signing
his name “T B. Swan, Clerk and Treasurer.’*
Washington Dean, of Oxford, holds one nl these
notes for £1,3*0, signed by T. B. Swan. Treasurer,
but through the word Treasurer a blue pencil mark
has been drawn. The note was obtained in the
following manner Mr Dean had a town ofOxtord
bond lor $1500 bearing 1 per cent., and on a long
term.
Swan told him he would cash it for him
less the discount, which was some £170. and would
take the money and givo him 6 per cent, for it.
Dean consented, aud supposed Swan gave him a
towu note.
Other parties, it is believed, let Swan
have money and took what they supposed to be town
notes, and reports already place the total amount
as high as £1000 which he has obtained in this
way. These notes, however, are illegally signed,
as Swan had uo authority to borrow, as treasurer,
for the town ot Minot.
Of the blue pencil mark on Mr. Dean's note, the
Lewiston Journal says: l,A line line, made witli
one of the recently invented ‘indellible peueils.*
now in common use, is drawn through the words
As is well
‘Treasurer of the Town of Minot.
known, the properties of this pencil lead are such,
that upon exposure to the air and moisture, a
mark made by it grows much heavier and plainer
Mr. Dean says the line
than when at lirst made
lias appeared to him on the note since it has been
in his possession,—a tact which the nature of the
mark renders very reasonable. The note was not
endorsed.**
There have since been discovered three more
notes, similar to the above, written on the same
kind of blank, given to three other persons, who
supposed at the time they were receiv ng the
town's notes Mrs. Murscna Cushman of Mechanic
Falls, holds one for $5tHl at 5 per cent : Mr John
Atkinson of Minot, one for $1,001*, and Mrs. Stowe of
Mechanic Falls, one for $J50—making a total in
notes outstanding against Swan of $'J. 1J0. for
which the holders have no security, whatever. It
is also rumored at Mechanic Falls, that persons m
N orway hold notes of Swan, who wore victimized
in a similar manner. No certainty attaches to this
rumor,
tine year's interest was paid on Mrs Cushman's note
The most conclusive evidence of Swan’s guilt,
however, is furnished by himself r.i*the following
letter dated at Toledo. Ohio, and addressed to
Orriiigton \V. llawkes Fsij .the fattier of Swan’s
wife—
T»>u:t><». Feb. 2. issi.
I .tin under the painful neI
rni-:it Hwvki
tki> -late of my allair-,
of
of
informing you
cessity
and am <b -erving of \our severest condemnation
< omnuMi'
with nothing, I was
at
Mechanic
Falling
worth about $soo when 1 married your daughter.
The next two year' l made, above expenses, £1,001)
per year, '«• that I got to be worth about £J,oon
ab«.»v\ all debt'. The tide then turned, and 1 itegan
to lo.-c everything. I kept my monc\ and the tow ifmoney mixed, and in the Caseo Hank. so that in the
spring of ls7>, I found upon examination that 1
Matters
was about £7)00 short in town accounts.
grew no better until the fall of 1*70 1 found 1 was
one
failed
should
have
and
£l,7oo behind,
year ago
if I had not received £7>oo from Mrs.Cushman, who
thought she u as getting.*! town note, when in fact she
1 also received S-')0
was getting my personal note.
from New ton Stowe, and £l,ooo from \V. H. White,
whieli made my account right last spring, in settling
with the Selectmen. < hi account, of the White matter. things grew no better. As my business fell oif,
being desirous of getting even. I went into stork
speculations, and made about £200at tirst. 1 finally
continued and kept lo-ing until I lost £2,7)00. This
lbss has taken place during the last three month-.
It seems almost impossible that 1 should have kept
up thi>'peculation. \\ a- it the result of desperal: >n. or insanity
I am amazed at mv own ads’
l am a defaulter to the amount of £1,070. or le.-s.
some cash and coupons may be found in Caseo
Hank.
And to secure you from loss. 1 send you by
registered letter, a deed of one-half the pump .-hop,
bill of sale of expro.-- wagon, pine timber in Huckiiam’s mill, safe, law library, pumps, also an assignment of £.{:{«) in pump bills, and order on Mate of
Maine for pay for travelingand attendance a~ memI think what I have sent
ber of the legislature.
you will save you from loss. It you have to lose, 1
will
make
it
up to you. You will also find
certainly
safe combination enclosed in this, i.ei from Mill
ett &. Hwinal a note of $110, and £1.10 in money or
its equivalent. You will find Dw inal’s note of £17m
and Libby’s note in the safe. I .-end in registered
letter, deed, bill of sale and orders, which w ill -a\e
C C. Walker from loss.
I al-o send in registered
letter a draft for Klva his wife enclosing sbo for
her t» live ou, until I can send her some more
money. 1 only took $2oo with me.
1 ow e Mrs. Cushman. .£7>uo
John Atkinson.l.ono
stowe. 27)0
\V. 1 lean.ljlsi

ter

February.
Died, in
II.

Newman,

preserve!

Mrs. Cushman... £.”KK»
W. Dean.1,380
■I. Atkinson.l,oou
\m»a N. Stowe.

From your ruined and disgraced -on,
I

B.

>\\ an.

inthrop, Sunday night, Mrs Elizabeth
at

the advanced age of !>4 years, 20
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days.

The Lewiston telephone line has one hundred
and live subscribers.
The Denison Manufacturing company have just
completed a telephone line from Mechanic Falls to
their pulp mills, at Cauton Point. It works per

fectly.

Mrs. Susan Boardman, or Skowhegan, • b last
Sept.. besides doing her housework and considera-

ble sewing and knitting last year, spun 281 skeins
of yam. and with the help of her husband, who is
a few years her senior, in winding the yarn, has
also doubled and twisted 124 skeins She frequent
ly walks two miles to meeting and returns.
The Portland News says that the two Green
back State Committees mot at Lewiston Feb 7th,
for the avowed purpose of consolidating. But the
proposed union did not take place. The old committee blocked the game by refusing to formally
consider the matter of a union. They argued that
they had no power to add to or to diminish their
numbers, even when it was patent that only by assuming such powers could they save the party
from demoralization.
The Annual Encampment of the Grand Army of
Maine, will be held at Rockland Februarv 21st "and
22 d.
Corinua woolen mill is now running but threoor
four hours a day on account of low water.
Air. Keniston. of Palmyra, lost his house and
lurniture by fire Thursday forenoon. No insurance.
One of the bloodhounds belonging to the Uncle
Tom's Cabin Company was killed at Waterville,
Thursday, by falling uuder the cars
The heaviest man in South Pans, is Air. Samuel
Briggs; weight, 328 lbs. The lightest man is Mr.
Charles Shurtlief. who tips the beam at only 1*8
At the recent examination of Dexter Savings
Bank, the deposits since the scale down were found
to have exceeded the amounts withdrawn by some

£2000.
for canning corn will be started in
Dexter another season provided the Moses brothers
obtain a guara tee from the farmers of that vicinity to plant one hundred acres of sweet corn.
Air. Alurch has introduced in the House bills
granting pensions to Thomas Murry, late of the 2d
Maine cavalry, and to Ann Hunter, widow of
V.itchell Hunter, late of the 1st Maine veteran
volunteers
Airs PLilena Loring, an old lady living i-u Rich
likor. ;
was found dead
Friday morning by her
neigh hers She was 70 years of age and lived all
alone.
The News says that business will bo brisk at
Waldoboro’, the coming season. To the usual
amount of ship building, will be added the work
<-n the new factory which it is proposed to build,
ami < thcr enterprises in connection with it. The
building of the factory alone will start business in
many ways
Solon Chase, who has been out west, and had a
numbt r of appointments there, was obliged to caneel them ana return home on aeecouut of the sickness of his wife.
Hon Joseph B Hall, who started the first paper
printed at Presque Isle, and later was in company
with John T. Gilman and Newell A Foster in
founding the Portland Press, and who was seere
tary of State of Maine in tlie years Tl. *2 and '3. is
now engrossing clerk for the Dakota Legislature.
Ho is also publisher« f the Fargo Republican.
The* 'urvihe w ill case, on trial before the Supreme
Court at Auburn for two weeks, closed Saturday
with a verdict, the t fleet of which is to set aside
the will The bulk of the estate <>t James Carville,
valued at dn.ut sixty thousand dollars, was given
by the wiil to two sons, Ezra and James. The
other heirs united in contesting. The first trial,
last April, closed suddenly by a charge that a juror
had expressed an opinion during the trial
A Josselyn horse, owned by B. li Josselyn, of
Auburn, has made a mile m *33^
Edwin 11 Hobb. station baggage master on the
Eastern Depot at Portland, died Friday night of
heart disease
Mr Hobbs has been in the employ
of tin* Eastern and Maine Central roads for the past
twenty eight years, as conductor, station master,
A

etc
A

factory

mask is searching Portland
boarding houses lor his wife.
That spectre light on the railroad between Gar
liner and Hallowell was composed of a young man
and a reflector lantern.
The Railroad Commissioners pronounce the
Sandy River railroad a failure
George II Starr, late British Vice Consul in
Portland, lias dosed his busiuess m that city, and
will go West.
A geological survey of the State is called for.
The river and harbor bill dves Alaine but £80.ooo. while the creeks of New Jersey get £200,000.
Alisa Annie Louise Carey will not go to Europe
man

wearing

a

next summer.

s.’UJo
Tin* above money /.ever went into the town’*.
elj’octs.
Notes are signed “Tho-. B. >wan, Treat*,
of Minot/' making them my notes and not tintown
A* the town never had the money «»r am
part of it, and as it is my note, tin* town nor you, am\ bondsman, are not lioldmi i n- it.
Tin* <a-i- i.similar to tin* (ieo. Moore note. .Judge Morrill, or
an
good lawyer, will tell you that the\ are only my
pi ;.ate note-; and you can tell llie Selectmen not
1 shall sometime pay every dollar of
to pay them.
them*. You will lind in the registered letter, a detail of my standing with the town, wlii -li you will
Please "break this terrible news* to Klva
a* gently as possible, and give her my letter.
Take pos-ession of property rouveyed llt once.
It is paid for, and clear of ineumlwanee.
Klva
owns all the furniture in the house.
1 leave lin*.- given tK. P.
ed} to-night. There are some .1
Lord, \nna Stowe, and NVwtou >t»*\vc, whi'h are
signed “'l’lios. B. swan, Tivas., for the town of
Minot,” which are entered upon t!i<* town book-,
Aand credit given, for those notes are all right.
you will see upon examination, they are charged to
me in my town account.-.
\ note signed “T. B.
All town
Swan, Treas. ot Minot,” i- a town note.
notes are properly entered on tin* town books.
The following are not town note-

W
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The nature and intent of the

one, showing as it did a considerable reduction of the indebtedness. There

factory

was another feature of

Mayor

term which deserved, and

mendation and that

appropriations
of

was

of them

Swan’s first

received, com-

that

had been

none of the

exceeded,

balance

and

a

was

accept

a new

issue at

terest.

The

petition

a

lower rate of in-

sent to the

Legis-

lature asks for the passage of an act to
enable the city of Belfast to refund its

supply was short during a severe drouth,
and so was it everywhere, compelling people to
ccononiUe with that which usually is as free as the
air we breathe. The institution will stand all the
better in public, estimation after this investigation,
and I am gla. I it was ordered. A search warrant
will fail to detect anything rotten about the Maine

Under these circumstances it is
necessary that the matter should receive
early attention ; that steps should be
affairs.

Insane Hospital.
As far as the House is concerned, the Rockland
division case appears to he settled by the decisive
vote of 71 to
Hut there were twenty-one absentees (including Swan; and what a sensation it
created as swan’s name was called!) and so persistent and hopeful are the friends of division, they
determined to appeal to the tribunal of the Senate,
in hopes t<> obtain a reversal of the verdict.
It

the party in the city
and to select candidates to be voted for
in the coming election. The Fusion or-

organize

bonded

at or before

debt,

maturity, and

to issue new bonds for that purpose, pay-

able at such time and in such

manner as

may be determined by a majority of the
City Council of Belfast. As above stated

$2,(KM) of the bonded debt is due in 1884,
The next session
and $1:17,700 in 1885.
of the

does not meet until

Legislature

188.’!, and the wisdom of
ity

to take

now

securing

such action

authormay be

as

necessary for the interests of all concerned must therefore be apparent.
Thus

empowered the City Government w ill be
able not only to refund the bonds which
fall due in 18*4-5 but to refund these
other bonds before their

maturity,

or

at a

of their holders.

While it is

believed

satisfactory arrangement of this nature
may be arrived at, and which would re-

the

published

over

her

signature

innuendoes in which Mr. Talbot
so
freely indulges, and which no one without possessing a bull dog disposition, and a lion’s face,
would dare burl about in a public assembly.
Nobody ought to cry when cities like Rockland, burdened and groaning under a great public, debt,
W'hich requires their entire energy to grapple with,
are allowed to remain intact,
tnvnrce in these
cases ought not to be made easy.
of the committees on apportionment that having
in charge tie* <'ongres.sional apportionment has al-

the

the

filthy

articles which appeared in Woodhull and
C'lalliiis Weekly.
It is a little strange that she
should

London the articles, and

accounted for

as

so

day to disavow from
principles—or want of

unenviable

a

notorioty

and

digested plan* for redistricting he State, now before
the committee, with ii I will give. The tir*t may be
called t!i" “lighting plan,” as they will be so nearly
divided politically that a biennial contest may be

ou

But Mrs. W. is not to fie

others are.

sarcasm

together the most to «lo. It is well known that our
Mate unfortunately loses one district: in view of
the law requiring a representative in each district
of 104,000 inhabitants. There art1 two pretty well

wait until this late

them—which gave her
this side of the water.

Her late husband.

Col. Blood, the late editur of the U.-L. Chronicle,
comes in for a eastigatioa which may or may not
be merited
For example: "It is a well known

look' d for in ev. ry district but one, indeed regarded as inevitable. This is it.
FIRST DISTRICT.

fact that from the moment Mrs. Woodhall became
acquainted with Colonel Blood he adopted towards
her a course of persistent deception and treachery."

a, Fob.
Senate proceedings unimlu the House an act. to amend sec 7.
of
R.
S
as
amended by chap. MX of
eiiap. -19,
laws of 1X73. relating to insurance and insurance
companies was passed to be engrossed. The resolve
expressing sympathy with Ireland was unanimously passed and reads as follows :
Whereas, Ireland has given to the world many
ot her greatest statesmen and heroes; and her
sons to day are toiling on every field : and whereas. by reasou of a land monopoly, which sinks the
laborer to the serf, Ireland presents now a population of millions in the anguish of oppression, star
vation, misery and woe: therefore.
Resolved, That Ireland, in this, her time of trial
and suffering, has the sympathy and commiseration of the people of this .State
Mr. Cuss. of Rath, presented a bill to legalize the
doings of the city councils of Rath and Rockland
in taking up the "bonds issued in aid of the Knox
A- Lincoln R. R.
TnuKsi>ay. Feb. 10 In the Senate the bill con
terring the elective franchise on women was re
poited upon adversely In the Judiciary Committee and the Senate accepted the report.
Subsequently Senator Dudley moved a reconsideration
Mr the purpose of having the bill printed.
The
bill was tabled and assigned for Tuesday next
Passed to lie engrossed—Act to allow ,1. S. Jenness
to erect wharves in tide waters of Hampden.
In the House an act was presented to provide in
part for the expenditures of government, amounting to >1. MJ.’J 19 3b. Among the expenditures are
the followingq Interest on public debt, $355,000;
Ai

>i

Swan's bondsmen are his father in-law (Mr. 0
W. Hawkes) ami Mr J. C Walker, who have
taken ail honorable course m The mat ter. and
stand ready to make good whatever defaleatiou
may be found in the town funds—Swan, himself,
public debt. $55,000; sinking fund, $80,179 95;
Mr. Hawkes lias
stating it in his letter at
school mill tax No 9, $'TJ 1,505 30 ; school fund No.
taken legal possession of the lumber, pumps,
17. SX9.330.5J : Normal schools $18,000; Free High
notes, bills aud other securities made over to him
schools, $20,000; temporary loan, $'-200,000. deaf,
for his protection by Swam It seems by the let
dumb and blind, $13,500 ; bounty on beet sugar,
ter that Swans pocket book was not in so fat a
?7.ooo salaries of public officers, $53,000.
condition as was supposed, aud that he carried oil
Passed to be engrossed—Act to amend sec. 65.
but a very small sum. Much sympathy is telt for
chap. 19 of the Revised Statutes, in relation to acMrs. Swan in the community. She is said ’<> be
cident policies, act relating to appointments of
a most estimable woman
administrators with the wili annexed : act for the
A Mechanic Falls correspondent of the Lewis
navigation of Winnecook Lake in the county of
ton Journal writes that the selectmen of Miuot
Waldo : resolve iu favor of joint Stauding Commithave concluded the investigation of the town actee on Agriculture.
counts ot Thomas B. Swum aud they liud not only
Fkiday. Feb II. In the Senate legislation inthe defalcation of £l>?3/U. which he admitted m
expedient was reported on order to prohibit byhis letter of confession, but also a further defalca
law the sale to any butcher or his agents any calf
tion of Silo paid him last September by Town Col
under four weeks old, unless accompanied by its
lector Campbell, for which he did not credit the
mother.
town. This makes his defalcation to the town £l.
I'assed to Lie engrossed—To amend see. JJ chap.
418 HI.
I
Thus far only tho three town notes given by | JJ 1!. S relating to witness fees and faise certiti: eates; to incorporate tile Eastern Telegraph ComSwan to Mrs. Cushman, for •£>(M). Atkinson. Si.OUo.
pany : to amend chapter HO. sec. 13 K. S relating
Stowe £Jo<> aud W. Dean £1,380—total, £3.13 1
to trustee costs: to amend
chapter 1HJ, laws ot
have come to light. These parties supposed they !
187-L relating to the sale of goods held by express
were receiving town notes, but Swan says he
pur
posely so wrote them that the town is not hidden. companies
lulhe House the Rockland division case was
How much Swan received from his corn -slieller
taken up. and the debate was continued in the
and mower swindles, before C S. Detective Bige
afternoon. Mr Bird of Rockland, Mr. king of
low stopped his operations, is unknown. But
Caribou. Mr Bradstreet of Bridgton, and Mr. Talprobably more than £1,000. aud if he had been let bot of East Machias,
spoke in favor of a division.
alone a mouth or two longer, he would have drawn
Mr. Eaton of Camden. Mr. Freeman of Cherry field,
in several thousand more from the pockets of poor
and Mr. Strout of Portland, spoke in opposition.
men.
The House remained in session until nearly seven
Many who have the best means of information,
o'clock, when the vote was taken on the main
do not believe that Swan has confessed all the
jucstion. it being to substitute the minority for
steps of his career. The stock brokerage excuse is the
majority report of the Committee on Towns.
not generally accepted
Swan's business for sevThe yeas and nays were ordered and the minority
eral years—especially his tree business—has been
report was substituted by a vote of 71 to 38. thus
carried on in a way that bad not added to his repudefeating the proposition to divide the town.
tation for square dealing. The fact that he admits
he was a defaulter one year ago looks strangely by The announcement ot the result was received
with great applause. A motion was made to rethe side of bis claims then of superior virtue’and
regard for the tax-pa) ers. Swan's renewal of his consider the vote and lost, thus preventing the
matter from being reopened at a later day.
charges against \Y R. White is regarded as simply
Mr (ioss of Bath, offered a memorial, agreed
a further attempt to cover his tracks
It is goner
upon by the Committee on Commerce, addressed
ally supposed he is in Canada, where he cannot be to
the New York Legislature asking for the rereached under the extradition treaty.
peal of the laws authorizing compulsory pilotage
Mechank Falls, Feb 14. The revised figures
through Hell Cate. Mr Lord reported a resolve
show* T. B. Swan's deficiency to be £l,fif>‘».38, due
from the -amo committee asking the Maine delethe town of Minot on the treasurer's account. He
gation in Congress to proeme such legislation as
has not fceen heard from siuce he was at Chicago.
in their judgment will best subserve the interests
Portland. Feb. 1T>. Charles W. York and Enoch
of navigation, in regard to the height of the Brook
T. Davis, who were arrested for complicity in T.
lyu and New York bridge, the height of said bridge
B. Swan's swindling, were brought before Commisnot being in conformity with the
provision of its
sioner Rand to day and bound over to the April
charter, rendering it necessary for all ships and
term of the 1*. S. Court in five hundred dollars
class
to
schooners
send
down
largest
their top
each.
masts, causing expense and delay, and thereby in
IN' GENERA!,.
winter season endangering the safety of the vessels
which arc compelled to pass under.
Millbridge wants a public library.
Castine is a good place to hunt wild cats.
Saturday, Keb. 1J. In the Senate consideration
Tilden <fc Sou. instead of Little it Hunt, are to of the acceptance of the minority for the majority
manage the Castine Packing Co.
report relating to the division of the city of Rock
The Tapley mine in West Brooksville has been
land, was assigned for Wednesday.
In the House the bill to incorporate the Eastern
sold for $76,000.
The work on the buildings for smelting works at Telegraph Company passed to he engrossed. Mr.
Heath of Waterville introduced a hill relating to
the Blue Hill mines is being pushed rapidly.
Trenton and Lamoine claim the mussel bed in
connecting railroads, with a view to facilitating
Jordan s river, and think it should he for the benefreight and passenger traffic.
lit of all, and not solely for those who own land
Monday rub I) The Senate passed to be enthe
river.
grossed—An act empowering tho County Commisalong
sioners of Penobscot to purchase, take and approLewiston has caught the lirst grasshopper.
The eldest surviving ex-member of Congress priate land for a ferry landing in the town of
from Maine, is the Hon. James Bates, who repreBrewer; and an act to amend item fifth of sec 24
sented the Somerset district as a Jackson Demo- of chapter 11 of tho Revised Statutes, relating to
crat from 1X31 to 1X33.
Dr. Bates is now residing powers and obligations of school districts.
at Yarmouth at a greatly advanced age.
An order was introduced in the House providing
Among the relics in the collections of the Maine for a change in the present law relating to the supHistorical Society is a piece of a beam in the old
port of paupers. Hitherto the State has been com
est house in the United States, built at St.
polled to support all paupers in places having less
Angus
tine by the governor of the colony.
than 2(>() population, and a valuation of less than
If the proposed amendment is adopted,
Robert
(1.
of
master
of
$100,000
the
Capt.
Davis,
Bangor,
the State will get riii of many claims in this line,
Bchooner B. F. Farnhatn, died of consumption in
the hospital at Georgetown, British Guiana, on the
tor all paupers residing in places having a populatith of January.
tion of 200, and a valuation of $40,000, will have
It is reported that I) II. Knowltou & Co. of to be supported by such places.
Farmington, are to start a new paper in FarmingTuesday, Feb. 15. In the Senate the following
ton soon.
It will be Republican in politics
passed to be engrossed : An act to incorporate the
Bremen is to have regular mails from Waldoboro
Village School District of Rockport; to incorporate
the town of Howard ; declaring women eligible to
after July 1st..
Waldoboro has subscribed about *00,000 to the certain school offices ; establishing true meridian
stock for a cotton factory.
lines in several counties ; to incorporate the Island
The Lincoln County Educational Association Cottage Company. Final adverse action was taken
was organized at Damanscotta Feb.
5th, C. V. on the bill conferring the elective franchise on
women.
Hanson. President.
In the House the act for tho speedy detection
E. L Maddock, who styles himself the champiand punishment of crimes was amended and
on 04 hour walker of Knox, Lincoln, Waldo and
pass
Penobscot counties, has issued a challenge to the ed to be engrossed
The majority report of the
pedestrians of those counties to a foot race of one Committee on Temperance, reporting bill an act
mile, square heel and toe or seventy-five hours, go to amend sec. 45, chap. 27 of R. S., relative to the
lo of intoxicating liquors, and minority
as you please, for any suitable prize
they may
report
name. Said race to take
place in Rockland, Harnp that the bill ought not to pass, were taken up and
the minority report substituted and
den or Bangor during the months of April or May.
accepted.
A religious revival is in progress in Friendship.
Hundreds of bushels of apples and potatoes were
A number of Senator Blaine's admiring friends
frozen in Waldoboro during the recent cold weather.
in Cincinnati have presented him with a handsome
Skowhegan is out of debt. Happy Skowhegan. water color portrait of himself, painted by the
It is estimated that there will be 10,000 cords of artist Grafton. The
picture is draped with the naspool stock cut in Piscataquis county this season. tional flag, and in the lower left-hand corner appears
This is ‘J000 cords more than were cut last year.
a plumed knight on horseback.
Below, in illumiMr. E. H. Elwell, of the Transcript, was one of nated
text, is an extract from Bob Ingersoll's
the after-dinner speakers at the annual meeting of famous
nominating speech in the Cincinnati conthe Massachusetts Press Association in Boston
vention of 187t>. It is an admirable portrait of the
Thursday.
distinguished Senator.

lieve somewhat the burden of taxation,

Lincoln.

newspaper to tlo it

there is

no

matter.

thought

of

compulsion

in the

Investors in this class of securi

The official count and declaration of the Electo
ral vote was made iu Congress Wednesday Feb.

Kennobc-.53.071

9th, the
of being

Hancock.38,130

by

law.

The result

was

prefer

a

Knox.3-2,871

premium
why
our city bonds, with the railroad lease as

security,

reason

of the

counted, and ‘J14 for Garfield and

when he says that Belfast “receives annually from the Belfast and Moosebead

Aroostook. .41,500

Washington.44,480
171,341
The other slate, which is given below, concedes
the third district to the Fusionists. but makes the
others solidh Republican.
Its adoption would be
bard on tin* Republican* in the counties composing
the district, who have struggled on heroically and
nobly so many year-, and against such tearful odds.
In regard to the “lay of the land” and the distribution of population, the distribution is a just and

I 11 for

Hancock,
if it were not counted—the result in both cases remaining the same. The counting of the vote was
without special incident, but Perley telegraphs

Lake

under

Railroad,

fifty

years lease
to the -Maine Central, the sum of “$30,bOO,” and that “her interest charge on
the debt contracted on account of said

road, is only

a

b

per cent,
-say about

something
$42,000.” in

on

It

last week that the Commercial

equitable

$42,000 to $20,000 (never less than the
latter sum) to make up the interest on
these bonds —in all a sum of about $400,-

re

Speakership

of the next House, and trusts the Massachusetts

000 raised

$30,000

by

taxation for this purpose.
sum for yearly rent-

is the whole

al, received by the B. and M
from the M. C.

mortgage
which the
are

other

R.

R.

L. R.

There is

city has no interest,
preferred claims.”

first

a

the B. and M. L. R.

on

R.

R.,

in

and there

Kennebec

a

has entered upon its
somewhat larger form and

suitable
from

in

some

manner

public

“The Silent Journal
editorial

notice

iu

the

There must be

an

of

A lame exercise of

Yet

he

power, indeed!
may count without his host.
Though several of the appointees are irreproaehahie Republicans, yet the old olUeers have faithfully
attended to their duties, and no reasonable excuse
for their removal before the expiration of their
here

even

olliee,

term of
1

is

alleged.

The Council will consid-

think, this side of the question when the
come before them for confirmation
next

Wednesday.
Thirty-live thousand volumes! What a mass of
knowledge the state Library is! Yet it reminds
one of a mine which is almost useless
through the
neglect of its owners. Year after year the logislature Iris refused to appropriate the means to catalogue this library. Year after year the books have

The Maine Re-

the retirement of Senator Hamlin
life on the 3d of March

erate with him.

names

otherwise improved.
It is an excellent local pa
per, and merits a substantial patronage.
A Washington despatch says:
publican Association propose to

Androeast

cock, Washington, population 148,305.
dov. Plaisted is venting bis spleen by appointing
Republicans to succeed present incumbents of ofiices. In this way lie Hatters himself he has found
{inexpedient by which he can exercise the power
which should belong to his position, and at the
same time force his obdurate Councillors to
co-op-

er,

Reporter

sixteenth volume, in

Cumberland, York,

District. West half of Somerset, Waldo, Lincoln. Knox, Aroostook, population 147,830.
Fourth District. Penobscot, Piscataquis, Han-

The Boston Journal advocates the election of
Hon. Thos. B. Reed of Maine to the

Counties:

t.

Third

sels frozen iu here.

The

t

Speaks"

Lancaster,
Hibernian

is the

Pa,
on

caption of an
Intelligencer.

the staff of that

accumulated. All of these hooks have been made
accessible to the public as was possible by location, yet the absolute need of a good catalogue is
felt, by any one who is compelled to examine shelf
after shell’ to obtain the work lie is looking for.

The legislature ought to cheerfully appropriate the
Prog. Age publishes, with editori- paper.
means for cataloguing such a valuable
al commendation, Senator Heck's recent
library.
The Boers are getting tho advantage iu South
H Fount:.
in
speech
advocacy of free ships. A more Africa, and Gen. Colley has telegraphed for addiruinous blow to our shipping and ship- tional British troops.
Fimi and Fisuino.
The Oijuossoc Angling
building interests than the measure adShiitini; Items, freights are uot only good
of lUngeley, has received one million
Association,
vocated by Mr. Heck could not be de- from California aud
but
no.v
that
the
war
Oregon,
of white lish eggs from the L\ 8. Fish Commisvised; and this was very clearly shown between Chili and Peru is virtually over there will sioner at
Washington, 1). C., for their hatching
soou be a demand
lor ships at tho Guano and
by Senator Blaine, whose prompt reply
house; also one hundred thousand salmon eggs
Nitrate ports.
Altogether the prospect for ships from the State of
to the Kentucky Senator, made without
Maine-Petitions from Deer
iu the Pacific looks bright-Steamer Lewiston
Isle against auy change in the lobster law and
notes or preparation, has added
greatly ou her trip to Machias last week had much trouble
against further legislation in regard to taking
to his reputation as a ready and effective
with ice. She was unable to land at Sedgwick,
mackerel have been presented in the Legislature
speaker. We published a synopsis of aud for some distance between Southwest harbor and referred.\n order of inquiry was intro
and Deer Isle the ice had to be broken iu order to
Mr. Blaine’s remarks Feb. 3d, and it is
duced in the Legislature last week looking to
give tho steamer a passage. At Deer Isle it was
not necessary now to go over the ground
the laws regulating the taking of salmon
impossible to make a landing aud several passen- amending

Suffice it to say that the measure
Beck would put a stop to
in this country for many
years to come: would get “the country
into a state of absolute dependence

upheld by Mr.
ship-building

upon Great Britain for commercial marine,” and make it extremely difficult
for us to maintain our navy. Then, it is

conclusively
ship bill pass,

shown that should the free
even

would be done

in

the work of

repairing
English yards. The

President of the Bath Board of Trade

put the

case in a nut shell when he

in his recent address;

said,

“We cannot af-

ford to be

dependent on foreign powers to
provide for us what we are abundantly
able to provide for ourselves.
We cannot afford to deprive our skilled laborers
and mechanics of their just rights, and
them transferred toother countries to
do the same labor that should be per-

see

formed in this country.”

Yet the

gers were forced to coino out to the steamer on
tho ice-A larger portion of tho Union River Bay
and frenchman’s Bay has been covered with ice
this winter than has been in a long time_The
for the international Lino (Boston to
St. John via. Portland aud Eastport) will have
eighty staterooms and register about 1500 tons
It is suggested that she be named Eastport_A
now

steamer

says Millbridge shipbuilders
will not build any vessels the coming season_At
a recent meeting of tho stockholders ot steamer
Mt. Desert, on Tuesday, permission was given the
Union

correspondent

Directors to procure new boilers if they deemed
it advisable-Ship 11. L. Richardson, 1613 tons,
built iu Thomaston 16 years ago by Samuel Watts
it Co., has been sold ou European account_

Congressman frye has put through the House a
bill of importance to all ship owners and masters,
and which had

previously’ passed

the Senatp.

It

provides that, when a passenger or employe on
any vessel shall have been guilty of smuggling,
such illegal act shall not. work forleituro of the
vessel, unless the owner or master thereof shall
have been

privy

to

the

This

relieves
owners and masters from disagreeable and
costly
responsibility for illegal acts of which they are not
samo.

throughout the State; that all weir and net fishing
prohibited from Saturday morning at sunrise until Monday morning at sunrise; that all

shall be

weirs shall be constructed with

a

door of net

or

board, in the pound, that shall be fastened back
and open ldr the escape of the lish during the pre
scribed period-Large lots of llounders have been
taken at Vinalhaven
is

man

preparing

Factory
will

at

to

with

spears-Jasper Wy-

build

wharf and Lobster
J. W. Jones A Co.
the business at the old place
a

Turner’s Point.

probably

carry on
recently used by Wyman-A V'inalhaveu cor
respondent of the Rockland Gazette says : The

the eastern side of the Island,
containing about $ 2300 worth of the many limbed
Crustacea, was emptied recently, by the ice carrying off the weir which was built across from one
lobster

pound,

on

another

enclosing them.
They were
owned by Boston parties-The Sardine factory
and wharf at Millbridge, are nearly completed.

point

to

There
oven

are

to

several

buildings

for

machinery

be built when the weather will

and

an

permit.

The wharf will be 500 feet by GO feet. The main
building is 150 feet long, two stories high_The
schooner Kate McClintock arrived at Portland,
Thursday, with one of the largest fares of fresh

Age is
advocating
designed to “de- cognizant_Three weeks ago Capt. Alva Curtis tish ever brought there. It consisted of 55,000
prive our skilled laborers and mechanics sailed from Phipsburg iu a new ship built there pounds of cod and 10,000 pounds of haddock.
netted $1,500. They found a ready sale.
of their just rights,” by transferring to during the last season. The ship was iu ballast, The cargo
_Seh Mystic of Gloucester, Mass claims to be
bound to New York for a cargo
She had a crew
foreign ship yards the work which can of twenty-one. mostly young men belonging iu high line of the shore trawling lleet, having stocka

measure

and should be done at home.
Beck is

a

Scotchman

Senator

by birth, and a
State, so that his

res-

Bath, Phipsburg and Bowdoinham.
not

been heard from since she

ship has
left_Quite a

ed $10,700 tor the entire year, ending Feb. 4th,
1881. Frew shared $785.12 each_The U. S. Fish
Commission is preparing an illustrated circular for

ships have received very reuiuuer
grain freights at San francisco, the latest general circulation among our coast tishiug towns,
rates being
shillings and sixpence. A ship built containing all that is known concerning the Norin Bath and partly owned there has been chartered
wegian methods ot codtishing with nets_Herring
as the fact that a Maine journal should at that
figure and her freight money will be about were selling in Kastport last week at 15 to 20 cents
commend his efforts to destroy a local in- $54,000-The House on Saturday passed a bill per hundred.
Four vessels loaded with frozen
dustry and to injure a large proportion of which provides that copper and composition metal herring during the week; two for New York
which are used in the repairs and construction of and two for Boston.The Sea World says
our citizens, including
ship owners, ship vessels in the foreign trade, or built ou
foreign ae smelts from Maine and the Provinces are plentier
builders, and those engaged in the coast- count, can be
imported duty free under regulations and cheaper in the New York market. Lobsters
ing trade.
to bo prescribed by the secretary of tho treasury.
scarce and high.

ident of

an

inland

ad-

vocacy of a measure in the interest of
British ship builders is not so surprising

number of Bath

The

ative

reservoir is much needed at some point on
Northport avenue. A very small amount of water
A

would have saved the Mathews house

on

Sunday

night.

Under the new apportionment Waldo county loses
representative.

one

Ship Levi G. Burgess, Capt. Henry A. Starrett,
arrived at Norfolk on Monday, after a passage of
sixty-live days from Liverpool.
has been very sickly of lab* in Belfast. The
hearse has been out nearly every day since it
arrived. One clergyman in four days last week at
It

new

tended six funerals.
The attention of farmers is called to the advertisement of the Meadow King Mower, by Fred At
wood.
When a farmer wishes to purchase a ma
chine he should buy one of -landing, and from responsible parties. Atwood has had the Meadow

The Portland band of twenty-six pieces, that was
to have given a concert in this city on the 22d, has
postponed the entertainment to a later day, which
will be announced hereafter.

The first masked hall of thy season took place at
Hayford Hall on Valentine’s night. The maskers
were not numerous, hut the hall was well tilled
with spectators, and a very enjoyable time was had.

A man in this city who owns a house and barn on
the east side, complains that his tenant won’t pay
any rent, that he can’t get him out, and that he is
burning the barn for fuel.

The freight traffic over the Belfast railroad is King in the market for a long number of years and
eonstantlv increasing. Pig iron, potatoes, hay and its popularity is steadily increasing.
ship timber are important items of freight. The
The Thaw. Last week we were treated to a
past year’s work will have a very large increase ; genuine thaw.
Thursday and Friday were melting
over preceding years.
water ran
and tin

Little River is much frequented at this time by
clam diggers, some of whom come from the interiOne day recently thirty
digging the bivalves.

towns.

or

gaged

in

men

were

Mr. Hall is making many improvements at the
Belfast foundry. The moulding room is being

en-

piped for steam heating, the machinery overhauled
and everything put in first class condition. The
first casting will be done to-day.

light house department reports, under date
of 10th iust-., that Eggeinoggin Reach having been
closed to navigation by ice, the light on Pumpkin
The

Court of Insolvency. The following business
was transacted at the last term of court: Mo>es YV.

island is discontinued until further notice.

Rich, insolvent debtor, appeared

Forrest Fletcher, son of Eben Fletcher, was injured Tuesday while sliding on Miller street, in this
city. He was thrown off a sled and was run into
by another boy, receiving injuries in the ribs.

further examination. In the case of
Amos F. Bowen, insolvent debtor, David Peirce,
who was appointed assignee Dec. H, is*0, failed to
signify his acceptance, and George K. Johnson was

Just after the recent cold snap potatook a boom and went up to no rent*, but have
since declined. Mr. Gorham is receiving ear loads
from .Somerset and Aroostook counties, with an occasional car load from Unity.
Potatoes.

appointed in his stead... .There have been thirtyeight insolvent debtors before this court si nee its
adoption, two years ago.
Mr. Donne, the mate of the C. \Y. White, now
given up for lost, was married the day before the
ship sailed from St. John, and thus the newly married couple enjoyed hut one brief day of each others

The Committee on Executive Apportionments
have agreed upon a classification. Waldo and Penobscot counties compose the sixth district. Waldo
is to have the Councillor for the term of Iss7-S; and
Penobscot for the four terms, lss.1-4, iss5 t;, IH89-1H),
IS91-2.

company before the husband sailed on the voyage
from which he was never t< return.
11 is wife,
while at a private boarding house in East Boston,
lately saw a vision of the departed. One evening,

Numerous complaints from persons in this city
made that money and packages have been lost
through the mails. A clerk in tin* Chicago oflice
has been detected in robbing the mails, and had in

recently, Mrs. Doanc came out of her room to get a
pitcher of water, and stopping at the head of the
stairs, she saw in the hallway below a misty figure
which she says she perfectly re cognized a> her hus-

arc

possession

letters

containing between $12,(>00

The i»ii»e is a great incendiary. A man in this
city last week while smoking in bed broke bis pipe,
the bowl of which fell in the bed.
lie picked it up
and threw it away, shortly afterwards the bed
was

found to be

out much

tire, but

on

was

extinguished

with-

Ashton.

is

now

a

were

port of entry.

formerly

Winterport

town

one

Freedom and Jackson and Brooks in this county.
_The Baptist WorkingClub, of this city, will give
a supper and entertainment at tin* church vestry on

Friday evening next. Tickets, including supper,
twenty-live cents. Ice cream and cake for sale.
The last entertainment of the kind at this church

very popular-Kev. E. Cunningham preached
very interesting sermon at the Methodist church
last sabbath, on the results of missionary work in
w as

a

The

new

bark in <4.

Shirley

The keels of

position

on

the last

day

in

three masted schooners

as soon as

these barks

are

ill be

lecture

rived in New York

on

the 11th from .Jacksonville.

.BrigJames Miller sailed De 2.‘hd from Rosario
for Rio Jauerio-Ship Alice Buck arrived at New
A ork on the 14th. ninety-nine days from Hong Kong
Norfolk undergoing repairs, and not at Baltimore as reported last week
-Sell. Win. Frederick from -outh for Boston put
Into Vineyard Haven la-t week, and lias doubtless
arrived before this.
Along the Wharves. The three masted schr.
Allen Greene, of Providence, arrived on Tuesday
and is loading pig iron at Railroad wharf for New
York. Woods and Mathews will furnish a part ol'
a cargo of hay for this vessel-Schr. Lillian that
has been moored in our harbor all winter, hauled to
Swan’s wharf, where she is loading for BostonSchr. Mary Farrow has also hauled out of the moor*
iug tier and will seek a cargo-(«. W. Gorham is
loading schr. Ringleader with potatoes at Lane's
wharf for Philadelphia-Schr. Geo. B. Ferguson,
granite loaded for New York, sailed from this port,
on

Monday.

The Granges. Comet Grange of Swanville lias
elected the following officers for lSsl : M., G. L.

Hatch; O., H. P. Marr; L., K. W. Robbins; >.,
Alonzo Holmes; A. S.;C. W. Clements; C., Hannah
Morrill; T., C. M. Marden; Sec., Mrs. .lames Nickerson; G. lv., L. 11. Brown; C., Myra L. Hatch; l\,
Caroline Marr; F., Hannah Holmes; L. A.
Louise Cunningham; Chor., Mary K. Curtis....
Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, expects to double
its membership during the present year.On
Thursday last an adverse report was made in the
Legislature on petition of Patrons of Husbandry
for amendment of law relating to note* given for
patent rights.
meeting of the stockSanford steamship Company, held

steamboat Notes.

At

a

holders of the
the office of the company, Lincoln’s wharf, Boston, Feb. Oth, the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: Directors, Win. IL Hill, Ransom
at

Fuller, Oliver Ditson, Wm. 11. Hill,-Jr., James
Littlelield, Wm. s. Sturtevant, Samuel I>. Warren,
Jr.; Treasurer, Wm. H. llill, Jr.; Clerk, R. A. Pepper-Owing to the storm of Saturday tlu* Ivatahdin did not leave Boston until live o'clock.
Sunday
morning, reaching Belfast about 11.30 i\ m. same
The
down
was
a
day.
passage
very rough <>ue_
The steamer City of Dallas will not be put outlie
Bangor and New York route, as she draw* too
much fora low stage of water in the Penobscot—
B.

fourteen feet.

Another steamer will he substituted.

Meeting.
An adjourned
meeting of the citj government was held on Thursday evening last. That portion of Poor’s Mills
bridge where the Hatch accident took place has, l»y
order, been discontinued, the road bed being now
twenty feet wide... .The city treasurer was authorized to hire $5,170.4(1 to pay the land damage claim
by S. A. Howes & Co., for land taken in straightening High street. The original claim was about $1,400, the balance being interest and costs_The city
solicitor was requested to obtain the approval of
one of the Justices of the .Supreme Court of the
-ity ordinances—a statute regulation.\. 1>. Bean,
tax collector for 1874, reported whole amount collected, $71,;>33.i.‘L.. .Twenty-four dollars were ordered paid to Geo. Woods, a balance due for serCity

vices

Government

1S77-The committee on Finance and Claims were instructed to settle with
the city treasurer and surveyor of Central district.
as assessor

in

Also to publish a detailed statement of all
moneys
expended during the year-Roll of accounts passed amounting to $1243.25-The jury list was revise* 1 by adding 128 new names to the roll.
HitK. The house owned and
occupied by Sirs.
Willard Mathews, ou Northport avenue, was discovered on lire at about s o’clock
Simula}. When

department reached tile spot, tile flames
were well under way,
having broken out through
tlie roof of the ell near tile chimney. All the water
in tlie vicinity was in
wells, and there was not
enough to extinguish tlie lire, and tlie building, together with tlie stillile were totally destroyed. (hie
of tlie falling chimneys came near
burying up a
portion of No. 2’s crew, who barely escaped by fleeing tlie scene. A fragment of a falling brick struck
Horatio Carter on the head,
inflicting a slight
wound. Tlie Are was discovered by a son of Frank
Durham, who went to the house and found Mrs.
Mathews at tlie tea table, totally unconscious that
tier house was in flames. The
larger portion of file
household goods were saved. Mrs. M. lived in the
house alone, Charles Sargent having moved out last

the lire

week.

The origin of tlie lire is unknown. Some
three weeks ago Mrs. M., in lighting a
lamp, carelessly threw the burning match into a wood box,
setting lire to tlie same, which was discovered and
extinguished. The buildings were insured with
Mr. Staples. Loss about *2,1)00.One day last
week Janies Durham discovered a lire underneath
McGilvery’s wharf which he extinguished. A lot
of chips were under the wharf, and the lire liad tlie
look of incendiarism. Cottrell’s hark is but a few
feet from the wharf and would have been endan-

gered had

a

fire got well under way there.

Sunday morning,

next

at the North

will be ‘‘Life and its (lutward Form."-Vt

Transfers in Rkai. Estatk. The following are
real estate, in Waldo county, for the
week ending Feh. loth—Caroline W. Abbott, Bellast, to Charles E. Lane, Brooks. Eliza Beard, by
guardian, Liberty, to the town of Liberty. George
transfers in

Bagiev, Burnham,

to Harlow

Bagiev,

same

town.

Cou-ens, Stockton, to Levi Staples, same
town. Manter ( ook, Brooks, to Lucius W. Clark
and al., same town. Wilbert L. Clark, Brooks, to
Lewis M. Clark, Northport.
Lewi- M. Clark,
Daniel L.

Northport,

to

Llewellyn Stimpson, Bro.-k-. Philip

F.

Coombs, Islesboro, t<- Watson H. Coombs, same
town.
Watson If. Coombs, Islesbor->. to Eliza M.
Coombs, same town. Reuben Dickey, Belmont, to
George W. and Samuel Morse, same town. Mar
garet

A.

same

town.

Dodge, Brooks,

to Henry < >. 1 >"dge.
Fowler. Cnity. to .lames
Fowler, Jr., same town. Janie- 1 >wler, Cnity, t-<
James Fowler, Jr., same town. Jeremiah Grant,
Prospect, to John F. Libby, same town. Nelson

put in

..

Kev. Mr.

meeting of the Baptist church corporation last
week the following assessor were elected—JL II.
Carter, S. H. Mathews, JL 1L Forbe~, N. E. Keene
and J. M. Fletcher-The subject of Kev. Mr.
Crow uinshieM’rt Sunday morning sermon, .a the
I'nitarian church will be “Example.”

W.

WllEUEABOLTS OF BELFAST VESSELS. Schr.
Charlie Bucki i- on the passage from savannah to
Bath... .ship Ivanhoe arrived in Liverpool on the
10th, from Norfolk....sdi. Nellie > Ph-kcring ar-

Sunday by

a

and

off.

preach

will

February_
w

next

from

church, upon the “Intluenee of Companions”—a
The subject of his evening
sermon for the young.

Cottrell’s yard, lately sold to New York parties, has
been named Shirley-The ina.-t- are placed in
position on board the bark C. P. Dixon and she
will be rigged on the -locks, the work being done
by Rockland parties.Joseph Dennett, of this city
rigs tin* Shirley.... Both barks mentioned above
will launch tile last of thi- month or the iirst of next.
Mr. Cottrell says he shall endeavor. U‘ possible, to
launch the

Sermon

John 1, chap. 1, verse lb, “We love
Him because He first loved us.”-Kev. Mr. Ross

but when the division of the town came
Mu* collector’s resilience came into Wiutcvpoil and
then* remains.
Doubtless the old name of Frankfort is still used in the department at Washington.
ship Biildim; Notes.

India.

North

(jcrrish,

under the lat-

|
|
1

Moody

Mr.

has

a

—

—

The Boston .Journal -ays that in the spring, Geo.
C. White, of I5»-!f'ast, with gentlemen from Massachusetts, will erec t in Brockton a foundry and machine shop. The facts of the case are these—Mr.
White owns a lot in Brockton, upon which parties
wish to erect a building for the above purpose. Af
ter much negotiation Mr. White made a proposition
that he would erect a suitable building providing
the company would lease the same for ten years.
As the company are honorable and practical men,
it is thought Mr. White’s proposition will be accepted. Brockton i- a smart place, of 14,000 inhabitants,

Elias

Gilkey, Isle.-boro,

C.

to ltoseoe P. and Parris

Gilkey,

Janie- R. Hopkins, Y armouth, to John
Crockett, Northport. Nellie E. Libby, and others,
Cnity, to Mahaiia C. Prescott, same town. Samuel
E. Mansur. Monroe, to Jeremiah Curtis, Dixmout.
Granville A. Morse, Brooks, to Daniel c. Emerson,
Brewer. Sarah Martin, W aldo, to Mary McDonald,
Monroe. James G. Pendleton, sear-port, to John
G. Pendleton, same town.
Lucy E. Penney, Jack
so i, t-> James II.
Cates, same town. Susan Roberts*
Brooks, to Miram lluxford, Lowell, Mas-. Louisa
'f. Rowe, Jackson, to Mary A. Staples, Brooks.
Luring B. small, stock ton, to Geo. \\ < diver, freesame

town.

Searsport saving.- Bank t<> Martha A. Nichols,
searsport. Daniel Stevens, Dixmout, to Samuel
Mansur, Monroe. Jonathan spear, Rockland, two
lots, to Abner H. Young, Rockland land in BelE F. Thompson and others, Cnity, to Mamont.
haiia C. Prescott, same town. Josiah Woodman,
dom.

—

Frankfort, to Eliza Milliken and other-,

same

Mother shiitos.

Concerning “Mother ship

Prophecy,” beginning—
< arriages without horses shall go.
anti ending—
England shall at last admit a Jew;
ton’s

The world to auend shall

Christian Mirror says

graduate of Bangor Seminow doing missionary work in De Smetand
Dakota. In lsi»l-»i*i, he supplied the churches
a

in

sumptuous.

so

The

Edw in 11. Alden,

nary, is

A gentleman who lives on the road to the cemetery has in his employ a girl whose constant theme
i- the great distinction made between the rich and
poor. When the funeral of crippled Dick McKenzie passed the house, with the new hearse resplendent with silver and adornment, the gentleman called tin- girl’s attention to the fact. But she refused
and -till refuses to believe that Dick’- last ride was

thirty days.'

very line store at Senrsmout village, and our friends
in that vicinity* can do no better than to give him a
call
F. it. Knowlton of this city, offers for rent,
very desirable, photograph rooms and a ball in his
building on High street-Daniel Lane offers for
sale se.hr. Nathan Clifford, a coaster well found in
The spring term of the Eastern Noreverything
mal school, at Castiiio, began March Mth. See
notice in aw tlier column.

double tenement house.

Tm. Cur ucilics.

holidays of 1SS1 fall on the following day.- of
the week
Washington’s birthday, Tuesday: Decoration day, Monday; Thanksgiving, Thursday;
Christmas, Sunday. Church holiday-are as follows :
Ash Wednesday, March 3d, Mid Lent, March 20th;
Palm Sunday, April 10th; Hood Friday. ..April 15th;
Faster Sunday, April 17th; A- elision day. May
2Uth; Advent Sunday, N'ov. 27th.

cost for tin* next

sailors

Kev.

The

New Advertisements. •). L. Moody, of Sears
mont, in another column, advertises his stock at

band.-

trouble.

Il.w Notes. The price of hay continues at outlast quotations, from $10 to $17 per ton.All of
Woods & Mathews’ store houses are full, about 500
tons, and on Tuesday they were piling it out-ofdoors, covering it with canvas_Tin* hauling is
poor and not much hay is coining to market.

days;
snow disappeared
freely
rapidly. Saturday afternoon a rain storm set in,
and in the evening the wind blew heavily from the
northeast. A large amount of rain fell tilling wells
and cisterns. Sunday it cleared off cool.

with sonic seventy manufactories and no foundry.
Mr. White owns about two unv- of land in a ecu
tral part of the town, opposite- th<- depot, and one

rhe figure raised his hand to his hat, as
do, three times, and waved his hand as if in
farewell. Thus, apparently, the spirit of the dead
sailor, bade his last adieu; the frightened woman
fell senseless to the floor, when* she was found b\
some of the other boarders, ; nd after recovering
from her faint she related the above, in substance-.

id $11,000.

a

and

next term for

toes

his

on summons

was examined, through assignee, by the judge. The
assignee’s report for month ending Feb. 7th, was
filed. Geo. YV. Cookson, insolvent debtor, appeared and was examined in part.
Matter continued to

The annual meeting of Waldo District lodge <>f
Good Templars, for the choice of officers, will be
held with Belfast Lodge, in this city, on Thursday,
the 24th. Important business will be transacted.

as

The

anew.

aged about 32 years.

.-..Sch. M. W. Drew is at

First Disirp

$700,0011
will make “its influence felt by giving
the succeeding issue of the Kennebec delegation
Mr. Reed unanimous support."
Journal, a “Taxpayer of Belfast” sets
The Boston Journal says: “It has been sug“Bondholder” right as follows: “The
|
that Senator Hamlin could if he would
gested
city of Belfast, for the past ten years, has write a
book
made
of
very interesting
up
experiraised by taxation annually, sums from ences and scenes from his 4f>
years of public life."
over

one

Sagadahoc, population 107,001.
Second District. Kennebec, Oxford,
scoggin. Franklin, one half of Somerset,
river, population 104,007.

only
ported a Bangor man as having decided upon
Rockport as a shipping port, from fear that Belfast
harbor would be closed by ice. There are no ves
was

150,024

Penobscot.70,48.s
Piscataquis.14,873

personal
property, which under New England doc- the Boston
Journal that the ceremony “was worthy
trines may be held for municipal debts,
of the august body which participated in it. Noth
should not be equally desirable.
iug could have beeu more decorous than the entire
A correspondent of the Kennebec .Jour- proceedings, majestic and sublime in their simplic
nal, who writes over the signature of ity." The announcement of the result was follow
ed by loud applause from the Republican side.
“Bondholder,’' not only misapprehends
the nature of the legislation asked for,
Two vessels are frozen in at Rock port, the brig
but misrepresents the state of the case C. S. Packard and schooner Joshua S Bragdon.
both bound out
[Bangor Commercial
to say

nothing

no

32,543

FOURTH DISTRICT.

announced that James A.

long bond

and there is

:

Miss Fannie Field, daughter of the late Charles
T). Field, died of consumption, in this city last week,

I30,0sS
THIRD DISTRICT.

1
at low interest to ! Garfield and Chester A. Arthur were chosen for
short bonds at higher rates. Govern- the respective positions of President and Vice
President for four years, the vote being -M l for
ment four per cent, bonds command a
Gartield and l.V> for Hancock, it Georgia were

ties

24,828

Waldo.

Mrs. Sybcl Parker, mother of the late Henry 8.
Parker, died in this city on Tuesday at the age of
80 years and five months.

ter’.- name,

3-2.330

Franklin.18,170
Sagadahoc..10,270

of Georgia being set aside on account
cast on a different day from that provided

a

The revenue cutter McCulloch came into our port
Wendnesday, and hauled into the Sanford wharf.

Frankfort

Androscoggin.45,003

Somerset.

vote

say in

to

new

was

on

terport

181,351
DISTRICT.

a

portant.

Geo. W. Burkett has something
quarter-col. advertisement.

Bangor customs district, says a deputy collector will
reside at Frankfort. This must be an error as W in-

ork.
umberland.. ...St;, 102

The yneht I*. M. Bonnie, which for two weeks
frozen in at Carver’s Harbor, arrived at this
port on Tuesday.

Vicinity.

Oxford..32,050

"unties.

^

honor: and

it

and

Population.

<
<

charged with not protecting his wife’s
finally a copy of Mrs. Woodland's di
vorce from Colonel Blood is published. Whatever
Mrs W. may have been she is at least irrepressi
hie.
She seems to find no difficulty in keeping
her name before the public, even if it is necessary

of Belfast

A snow storm y esterday helped out the hauling.

The Washington correspondent of the Boston
Journal, speaking of the enlarged boundaries of the

Then ho is

to start

there

opening of tin* case ou the floor of the House, by
Judge Hall of Rockland, who plead for the integrity
and life of hi- town with an eloquence, ability and
fervor worthy the cause. Sidney M. Rird, Esq.,
the other member from Rockland, who followed on
the other side, presented a solid phalanx of facts
and figureenough to make one’s head swim,
strout, of Portland, put in the clincher in his brilliant twenty minute-’ speech, just before the vote
was taken.
A severe and cutting portion of his
speech w as where he turned upon the gentleman
from Ea-t Madiias, who spoke upon the other side,

cause

who wrote and

if

hasn’t been logrolling then no matter! This seventh
ward discussion has become an indispensable part
of each legislature, and, what is more, each year
the contest increases in interest. This year both
sides were represented before the committee by
some of the best lawyers in the state.
The appearance of the witnesses and the finished arguments
on both sides, gave one an intensely interesting
\ iew of a higher grade of court scenes.
On whichever side of tin* question I might find myself, T
couldn’t help a thrill of pn !e in listening to the

of pure womanhood. It was
not Mrs. W. but her wicked partners, we are told,
in

by assignment; and

up to-morrow

comes

weekly in Loudon. It is a purely personal organ,
and its mission appears to bo to disabuse the English public of the idea that Mrs. Woodhall is an
advocate ot tree love, and to make her appear as a
martyr

News

The water

used this year, as he wishes to devote his
whole time and attention to his private

taken to

Augusta.

fellow in one of the back seats inquired of me, the
other day, “When is the investigation to begin?”
Not a fact has as yet been elicited that could bo
tortured into a reflection upon the “Ulcers of the
Hospital. It is known now, after a fortnight’s investigation, that bad meat was twice placed upon
tlte tables. What family that has “kept house” for
a couple or years lias not had that
experience? A
patient was taken by two attendants and carried
into bis usual place in the Hospital; but the testimony had failed to give the fact that the maniac had
escaped, and the attendants after a hard struggle,
had succeeded in returning him to his quarters.

unexpended. The forthcoming report of the City
Treasurer will, we believe, be most acceptable to tax-payers, and will testify
that the affairs of the city have been managed in a business-like way. This will
strengthen the very general desire that
Mr. Swan should again be a candidate
for the office ho has so admirably filled
during the past two years. We are informed, however, that Mr. Swum will positively decline to allow his name to bo
some

from

of the Journal ]
AUGUSTA, Feb. 12,1881.
Several tediously dull hearings have been had before the committee investigating the alleged mismanagement at the Insane Hospital. “Exceedingly
thin,” is the popular opinion thus far; and those
who have grievances to file have been all the time
putting in their side of the case. No wonder an old

petition contested on their
part, and thus foreconcerning the city bonds, recently pre- warned we should be forearmed.
sented to the Legislature, have been misThe report of the Census Bureau oil
apprehended here and elsewhere. This
is not a step toward repudiation; and a municipal indebtedness contains some
majority of the petitioners are decidedly startling statistics. The bonded debt of
opposed to doing anything that can in- 3(io cities amounts to *<>(>4,000,000, and
juriously att'ect the credit of the city. The there are boon towns and 3100 counties
petition is almost identical in language to hear from. Eight towns and cities in
with one sent to the legislature from Maine, with a population of 110,0!)$, have
Koekland last year, and which was acted a total bonded debt of $11,035,550—or
It is simply a business- *100,34 per capita. On this debt interupon favorably.
like precaution, as we shall show. Of our est is paid as follows: On *375,000
bonded indebtedness $2,(MM) of the war seven per cent; on *10,373,000, six per
debt becomes due Feb. 15, 1**1, and cent; on **45,950, the per cent; on
$2:1,200 April 5, 1885. In the latter year *131,000, four and one half per cent;
$114,500 of railroad bonds become due. and on *30,000 four per cent.
This indebtedness, the greater portion of
Sirs Woodlmll, who "tor special reasons' has
it at least, must be met by the issue of new
changed her name to Woodhall. lias again cm
bonds; and the holders of these bonds, barked in journalism, and has favored us with a
copy of Woodhall and Clatlins Journal, published
we have reason to believe, will cheerful!)

lower rate of interest, with the consent
Legislature.

Letter

[Special Correspondence

gans in this State have announced that
the Spring elections will be vigorously

City Debt.

The

The exhibit of the city finances made
the 1st of March last was a very satis-

on

town.

come

In eighteen hundred and eighty-one—
there is a good deal of groundless alarm and an\iet%
This

prophecy, though often exposed

a- a fraud,
grand rounds of the pap.-rs with singular
frequency, ft originally appeared in the edition of
Mother Shipton’s prop!.ies issued b\ Mr. ( diaries

goes the

;i !„»,.*k purHindley, of Brighton, Kuglaml, in
porting to be an exact reprint of a * bap-book version issued in 1*541, but really as old as 144c.
It did
not take long to expose the fraud. The earlie-t
edition to he found in the British Museum proved

be of If*41, and neither that nor any of tin later
contained a line of any importance, being a
vague jumble of local predictions, and not long
after Mr. Hindley confessed that he had fabrieatrd
the above “prophecy” and ten others, so as to make
his book sell. If there is no better reason for feai
ing tiiat the end of the world will com** this year
than tins attempt of an unscrupulous man to de-.n aud c ake their
ceive the public, people may
to

ones

plans

for 1<*N2.

less interest i-manifested in
A mere
will* of deceased persons, we give below tho-e
before the last term of the I’robate Court. The ftr.-t
one is that of the late Jonathan Ehvell, of North
port. Mr. Ehvell lived in a very frugal manner,
Hood
ami accumulated a snug little property.
judges place his estate from $I."*,0O0 to *20,000. The
Wli.i.s.

the

following are the bequests <»f the will
First. Mr. Ehvell wants all his just debt* pai d.
Second. He requests his executor- and trustees
to have a suitable tomb, plain, neat and permanent,
erected on a suitable spot near where persons
t his hmne
are now buried mi the easterly part
his wi-h that
stead farm in Norlhport. It i- a!
de- end
lineal
the remaiiisof his children and their
ants shall be buried there if they wish. Said tomb
and improvements not t<- be extravagantly constructed and not to exceed in cost .s.»oc
Third. 1 give and bequeath to my beloved daugh
ter, Camilla Miranda dwell, :ny lioniestca 1 farm in
Nortiqiort, containing about I no a<Tc-, -m cc ; the
following condition.-—that tin- -aid Camilla M.
Klwcll i- to have the use and income of said farm
iiMmedia!civ at mv decease, but -ball ha\ e no power
or authority to sell or disposi of it, or any part of
it, or to strip or make any waste of any of the
growth or improvements outlie -ame while either
of her parents shall live; but after the event of the
death of both ot her parents it shall be her own sobuse and behoof forever, and to her legal heirs ami
>

>

representatives.

1 give, bequeath and devise to my be
Fourth.
loved daughter, Mrs. Kiniiia J. Marshall, all nr.
right, title and interest in and to the two par- :«= of
land situated in Belfast, in said county of Wald",
containing in all about iifty acres, being the -ame
premises described in the instrument signed b\ me.
dated "•‘pi. -2 4, I-.'-”, and r.-.-orded in t'n* W t'do
County Begistry of l>cuds. v.d, in;;, page 4 >o, t" her
forever, and her legal
own sole use and behoof
heirs.
This

property was set apart to Mrs. l‘ve>ton. the
divorced wile of Mr Klwcll, and will not revert t<*
Mrs. Marshall until after the death of Mr.-. Preston.
Fifth.
I give, bequeath and devise to my -aid
daughter, Camilla M. Klwcll, one half part of all
my personal property', and one-half part of all my
real estate ii"t disposed of iu the foregoing articles,
or under the provision.- of this will at the time <*t the
distribution of my estate, to be paid or passed over
to her, or her legal heirs, after the death of both
her parents and not before that time or « \ ent unlesshe or her lineal descendants may need it for their
immediate support, or for their economical education; in -aid last named event it is my wish that
such portion of this bequest may* he dispensed for
the purposes last named as in the discretion of my

executors and trustee-.
sixth. 1 give, bequeath and devisr \ my said
daughter, Mr-. Kmma .1. Marshall, one half part of
all my personal proper.) and on, hall part <q all
the proceeds of my ivai e-tatc not di-p"-*‘d <q in
the :>d and 4th articles of tlii- will, that may remain
at the time of the distribution of my estate as aforesaid, f" be paid or passed over to her or her lawful
heirs, or legal representatives, after the death ot
both her parents and not before that time or event,
unless the said Kmma J., or her lineal descendants
may need it for their immediate support or for their
economical education; in -aid last named event it imy wish that such portions of this bequest may be
dispensed for the purposes la.-t named, a in thedieretion of mv executor.- and trustee- may lie judged
proper before the final distribution of my estate
>

Mower, late principa 1 of
the I’pper Grammar school, was in town last week.
Mr. Mower is at the Newton Theological Seminary,
ami was enjoying a few days vacation ...George
E. Brackett, of this city, is publishing in the Maine
Farmer a series of Agricultural articles called
Personal.

Mi.

I.

B.

“Farm Talk” which will reappear in hook form.
Thirteen years ago Mr. B. wrote a series on tin*
same subject which was published in book form by
Lee A Shepherd. .Boston, and which had a good
run.
A revision of the old added to the new series
ought to make an interesting hook for the farmer

aforesaid.
Seventh. It is my will that if any money or
..Re\. Mr. Goodenough, special deputy of Maine
moni -s shall come into the hands of my executors
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows returned home to this I or trustees from any proceeds of my property more
to comply with the pp>\i-ions
city on Friday, having instructed in the new work than wiiat is required
of this will to be reclaimed by my -aid executors
lodges at Rockland, Vinalhaven, Appleton. Fnion, 1 and trustees, until the event of the distribution ot
Round Rond and Waldolmro-The Frank Ratter
my estate as aforesaid, the same shall be .-afely invested.
son killed in Florida last week w as not our Frank
James >. and George F Harriman, Ksqs.,of Bel-Fred Atwood of Winterport, and C. M* Kenney
fast, are executors and tru-tee- In the event of the
of Monroe, are among the Maine trustees of the

England Agricultura’. Society-Mr. Henry

New

White, of Belfast, returned home from the west
last week, on a short visit. Mr. White for some
time has been engaged on the press of Bay City,
Mich., in different capacities. Latterly he was
night editor of the Tribune of that city. Mr. White
R.

death of

one,

the other

i-

t" be sole oxeeut->r

an"

0, and in the event ot the death of >» t11 W ake.
Held G. Frye. F-q of Belfast, i to be sole cxeeu
tor and tru-tee.
The late Stephen B. «» JVC, of Scarsmmit, di-poses
of his property as follows
I f. gives to In- wife one nnd:\ ided hal*. part of his
home-toad farm. >w.>nd. He give- to his son, Fred
W. <c, one undi% ided half part of his homestead,
to have posses-ion when he becomes of age. Third.

good writer, and intends to make journalism,
he is well adapted, his profession.
Mrs. A. A. Moore, of this city, will in a few weeks
move to Meadville, Renn., where she will keep a
His executor is directed to pay to Fred N\ Gove,
Mr. < nar.es
boarding house for college students.
his son, Si00, when he -hall becoineof age. Fourth.
W. Frederick returned home on Saturday aft*
a
The executor i- ordered to give to his daughter 3d On
.Mr. A. i\
somewhat protracted visit to Florida.
when she is married. Tile remainder of his propR. Moore will move his family to Fall River. Mass.,
after paying all debts to be divided equally
erty
where he has procured employment. They intend
Hiram
among his wife and surviving children.
to leave to-day-Mrs. Cyrus Patterson and Mr.-.
Wallace, of Montville. i- appointed executor.
Austin Carter left on Tuesday to attend the .-essiou
The late Charles W. Hall, of Montville. disposeof the Women’s Temperance Cnion, at Augusta.
of his property as follow.John H. Quimby, reported last week as ill, haFirst. His executor i- directed t pay all debts
been quite sick with slow fever, hut i- recovering.
! and funeral expense- as soon a- may he after his
-Vlbert Brackett has been appointed postmaster
decease. Second. He gives to his wife Amelia K.
at East Belmont—Mr. Ferguson, fatherof Geo. B.
all of his property of every name. Third. He
Ferguson, Esq., at the Head of tin* Tide, is very ill. llall,
gives to his live daughters, Manila Foss, Annie Monis

a

for which

..

..

>

Police

Items.

A

disclosure of

some

interest

city, commencing on Friday last,
and continuing until Monday.
A. G. Jewett, Esq.,
of Belfast, brought suit against Robert P. Clewley.
was

of

heard in this

Stockton, fora bill uf $159 for professional serClewley cited Jewett to a disclosure, and the

Kmma Foss, Lizzie Hall and Klla flail, one dol
each. Fourth. To his son Ira Hall, he gives one
dollar. His wife is appointed executrix.
The late Horace Littlefield, of Prospect, disposes

roe.

lar

of his

hearing was had at the office of Wallace «& Greer,
those gentlemen appearing for Clewley. Jewett
conducted his side with assistance from Rimnells,
of Searsport.
W. P. Thompson, Esq., was the
justice chosen by Clewley and Emery Sawyer, Esq.,
of Searsport, for Jewett.
The justices failing t«>
agree W. If. Fogler, Esq., of Belfast, was chosen
for the third justice.
After a prolonged and warm
hearing Clewley disclosed and was discharged...
Albert F. Elms, of Hall’s Corner, was before Judge
Boardman, on Monday, on complaint of Wm. F.
Mariner, for keeping a liquor nuisance. Elms kept

property as follow—lie gives to in- wife Mary

First,

vices.

Littlefield

farm in full satisfaction f dower, during her
life; $100 yearly during hei natural life, and ull
personal property, horse, carriage, harness and
>eeond.
Vfter the death
robes, silver ware A*
of his wife the farm goes to his son Ilosea B.
He
also gives to his son all the farm stock, tools and
household furniture, Jfce. Third. He wishes Ids
his

a

executives \■, cancel and give up all notes,accounts
and demands, which he holds against hi> son
Horan \\
Fourth. To his three daughters Mrs.
Elizabeth C. Tyler, $*200; Mrs. Mnr\ lane Gould
and Mrs. Agnes W Philbrick each $ loo in money
in two years after his death. Fifth. To his three

postmaster.

grandsons, Samuel

small store at the corner, and until reeenth was
He was charged with selling cider and
gin. He was ordered to recognize in the sum of
$200 for his appearance at the S. J. Court, and W!b
He subsequently gave bonds.On
Monday, State constable Ellis, city marshal Cates
and policeman Bowen, made a search and seizure
of liquors at the barn of Thomas Grady, who lives
about three miles from the city. One barrel of
whiskey, one of rum and some kegs were found.
On Tuesday Grady was before Judge Boardman,
and pleaded not guilty. Grady said the liquor was
not his; it was put there without his knowledge or

committed.

consent; didn’t know how it came there or who
owned it.
He was acquitted.
The liquor was
libelled and will come before the court on the last
day of this month-Fred Richard, of Searsmont,
and Amander Dyer, of Appleton, were before Justice Greer, of Belfast, on Wednesday, for assault
and disturbance. The warrant was sworn out by
George B. Dyer. Richards pleaded guilty and Dyer
The affray took place at a dance at
not guilty.
Richards and
Searsmont, on Tuesday evening.
Amander Dyer were intoxicated and made a fuss,
the former being roughly handled by James Fuller,
Jr. Dyer was acquitted and Richards fined $•> and
costs, and in default of payment was committed to
jail. Subsequently Richards was tried on another
warrant sworn out by James Fuller, Jr., was convicted, and sentence suspended.

H. Littlefield, Horace L. Gould,
Littlefield, S.>o cacli, to be paid
-dxtli. The remainder
when they become of age.
of all his property to he divided between his two
It. who are hi- execusous Charles IL and Ilosea

and Andrew C.

tors.

late Isaac E. Vdams.of l nity, disposes of his
as follow
He gives to his sons Elea/.er 11. and .Tames H.
All the remainder of the
Adams, one dollar.
property, farm Ac. goes to his wife Ann S. Adams,
who is sole executrix.
The late Beni. II. Gray, of Prospect, disposes of
his property as follows:
The

property

After all debts are paid he bequeaths to his wife
Melinda W. Gray all Ills property, both real and
personal, during her natural life. If the income is
not suflieient for her support, then enough of the
property shall be wold to make up the deficiency.
At the death of his wife $1,000 out of the property,

remains, shall be paid to his son Jasper
If there is not then $1,000 worth of property remaining, the son to have all there is. After
the compliance with the above, if anything remain,
to he divided equally among his five children—Viola H. Haines, Orren B. Gray, Susan 1>. Batchelder,
F. Clifton Gray and Jasper A. Gray.
If any die,

if

A.

so

much

Gray.

that portion divided among the others.
Gray to be sole executor.

F.

Clifton

Horace Jones, clothing manufacturer,
this town, has faile*l and made an assignment_
The cheese factory which has been sold twice

Lincoln ville. The w inter term of school in
district No. In, taught l>v Mr. Win. Hodges, closed
Friday of last week; and the school in district No.
2, under the instruction of Miss Nellie Bragg, closed
Tuesday of last week-There is to be a singing
school in district No. 2, under the leadership of B.
F. i oung. There is a
large share of musical talent
in the place, and a successful and
enjoyable school

Brooks.

>f

recently,

once

is

now

by

company and once by sheriff
used by John it. Cordon, as a pant
Faker,
factory, his business having out grown his old
the

I

I Barters.

Bt'RMi VM.
The bridge at this village, now unlergoiug repairs will probably be completed by

week—The late thaw has cans• ■I a rise of water in the streams, in
this section,
and the mills are running on full time_The
schools in town which were closed on account of
lie middle of

:

diphtheria,

again

are

in

progress.

Kate Carlton, which arrived in
10th, from Cardenas, reports that
in a gale of wind January 27th, lost overboard
Fverett Farnsworth, of this town. Mr. Farnsworth
York

the

on

years of age and a son of c apt. \\ P.
Farnsworth, late of steamer Pioneer_V. <;. Hum
F-«.p, of Houltou, has purchased a building lot near
steamboat wharf, and intends to erect a dwellt!
about 23

w as

occupied

to be

Monroi:.

as a

summer resort.

evening recently

One

a

man

named

living about three miles from the village,
a neighbor’s and while absent his house

li cl.

iit to

broken into and $IU7> stolen.

Mr. lieed has a
has received
Li.- moulds of another schooner's frame. The frame
a
il be cut in Thorndike... .The rain of Friday and
mrda.\ cau-cd quite a freshet in our streams_
to the thieves. —I. N

McKenney

and Mrs. John Perkins, on Monday night, cel
•atedthe tifteenth amiiversary of their married
Their friends and neighbors were invited in

*i

s

w

j:k’' Hahb«hl

.Mrs.

i-

\.

R.

>unday morning three
years of age, named Ceorge
<>n

h a;unit twelve

worth. lVa.se and
and got lost.

v.

\tn. s went into the woods
After traveling about for
m
they eame out at a Mr. Hair.-, who put
the right track. Returning, the Wadsworth

■u

out. and hi-

companions left him beside
Reaching home the boys reported, when
Wa {--worth and his neighbors searched nearly
mgh! f *r the ho
The hoy after resting
reached Charles Richard’s,
lie vmained .ill night.\ party of twenty
lo North Haven last week, and
.1 igii ride
at Muller’s-Cap!. Oakes is taking
from In- pound and shipping to Bostonn;

•vi

>.

sj-: utsi'ORT.

the schooner T lear the Track
parties.... Atlantic Chapter had an in
last week.

a

transplanting trees,

following is tin* report of Frc I
-ni •■•essfulcompetitor for
rods by h>, soil
pri/c—“Land,
plowed last of Vpril: manure u-ed.

tin- town, the

main:

v

barn,

-led- h.-n and back house, and
ii 'g manure.
Manure applied as top
I in hi 1; corn eighf rowed, planted May
'eii inches apart, 4 kernels a a hill; h«.»eil
netop div.-scd at hoeing with.'!1, bushels
-fMik- t-ipped >v pt.
talle-t corn u ft. 4 in.
o

Tin-

W'

i 1'r;/

<•

1*

a!

sjihip

I

lleii

\\

ripe.

Christmas card
eve

A

••

She i-

i

!<•)

r

h.-play

of L'n-t

gjbb lbs.

of

j

Lynne.presented last

Dramatic

death which i- very highly sp >ken ot_Last
1-aac M. depson and \ddie K. Mathew-,

di

K

F ■!!•.-”

on

i’he school

Thuiv-dav evening
director- -avth.it

liar-tow’.- they are building
nice machinery lor cutting barrel heads.
M the anchor works
they have a large crew at

making, among other.-, two very
.Tiie Camden Fire Company will

rand masquerade ball
1-

lay evening

drought in this cominanity ha-

that it has been deposited upon the
...Mr. IFa/.eltine's new (louring mill i•client service and is receiving
very e\
Mr. H. and wife are both conpatronam
the liou-e at pre-ent by quite
‘vere siek-

to

Barker Shepard, of Appleton, left his
the < are of Mr. \. Fuller while he
stepped
Moody’- store. The colt took fright, ran vioi ’wu the hill, kicking and
clearing himself
1 ll>c
Mcigh. Tiie man and horse came out un!. out the sleigh was a
perfect wreck_Mr.
'ii-. Hiram Wing,
respected, ami among the
-! aged of our
citizens, have left the old home to
•Mr.

•■

1

winter months with their son
Sprague.
both in feeble health.... Mr. and Mrs.
Waltz have removed to Taunton, Mass.,

ta

ar<
M

r

they

will be employed in the
culinary departthe Insane Asylum-The schools closed
Friday after a successful and pleasant term of
--k.- under the tuition of Mr. Tho.-. Hunt "f
leu and Miss Elia Cilmore of SearsMont_
Minnie Clarke of Appleton, while at this place,
c

of

•i't

'•

-uddenly

att.a* ked

by hemorrhage of the lungs
critical < ondition, though somewhat
roved-Hie F. W. Baptist quarterly meeting
convened with tin church at s. Montville,
''aturday and >unday. several ministers are
in

a

ted and

a

i- now

"•

large attendance

i-

desired.

We are having a corn famine
*»i town at this time-It is sad for a
young
t > shake and tremble so bad as t.o be unable to

iNmti’oKT.
oi

drink of cold water to his

a

mou h.
It looks as
taking “.-ulning.”_it took
repair the damages inflicted by

,gh he had been
Dot

ro

tor-

i>

:i- nd, or. a young man on
Monday night
ih, and a h r.-e and pung t liaul him home
next morning. **The way of the
transgressor
n’1.
.What do you think of a young man
in the morning, declares that he lias
“slept his
-cep and fought his last battle,’’ with rum,
nefore twenty.four hours is hauled home on a
ded
I.-he worth saving?-Mr. M. L. Walker
Bangor, will open a millinery -tore in Snow &
•1-block, the llrst of April_.sell. Mary A.
rin.i

a*

Clifford, arrived the nth with loss of jihhoom
oow sprit,
having been run into off Cape
-The -inging school taught
by G. T. Moody
d on Thursday evening last
week, with a conmi the
Congregational church. Mr. Moody was
assisted by Mr. E. E. Holden of Bangor. The
-acquitted themselves with much credit. Owing
-1'* rain and had
walking, the audience was not
r,

:,cad ol

1

it would otherwise have been. It was a
enjoyable entertainment.Mr. Washington
n iton, a native of W
interport, and for many years
-idem, but now of Stetson, had a severe shock
paralysis last week... .Mrs. Thomas Crockett rev,‘d a telegram from Boston, Feb. 11th, stating
it her daughter, Mrs. Albert
Deane, was at the
oiiit of death. Mrs. Crockett left for Boston the
large

■

-amc

as

night.

That wild cat has bed] killed amt his
good use-A dramatic entertainment
given in Town Hall, Friday evening, the 11th
,by tile memliersof the Lawrence Cornet Hand.

<

vsTisE.

lr

put to a

'■ ••is

play

was

good and the parts well taken

tor

No

small feature of the entertainment
i- the music.
Quite a laughable incident was eon
ted with one of the acts. In this act several
ms were fired.
The person who loaded the guns
"
died it ... as he afterwards
expressed
that "he hadn’t forgotten howto load a
gun to
like it speak;' and speak they did, the sudden eoir
ssion extinguishing all the lights,
leaving the au•ienee in total darkness. Directly was heard a
dears.

■

liispered enquiry, “Where was Moses?” but the
nnps were speedily lighted and all went on smootliagain ...During the cold week, a body of ice
lime iown with the tide
against the wharf belong.
’to the Adams estate,
carrying away a portion
■iid pushing the remainder somewhat out ol
place.
\ few evenings ago at the
vestry of the Ortho*\ church, Prof.
Woodbury gave an account of
battle of Gettysburg. As he was a
participant
that fight, liis lecture was exceedingly interests’-Quite a number of deaths have occurred ilur"g the winter, nearly all from
consumption_C.
\bbott, E.-q., has been seriously ill during th0
lost two or three weeks, hut is now
recovering_
1 in Casting
Packing Co. have suspended work in
bcir factory—we hope for a short time
only, as
bi y
gave employment to many who find it difficult

1

obtain work at this

I'icsser’s

Line

season

Factory

is

of the

doing

lging from the amount of
'hipped. These lines have
bi

a

year.f. W.

good business,

stock used up and lines
an established
reputa-

wherever used-Our postmaster, Mr. Rogers,
a nonagenarian, still
goes to his office, but is
able to do any work-The recent thaw has
'boiled the sleighing in this vicinity_Work in the
m

•‘"lost

Hosier mine,

the

harbor,

is still

carried on.
•'•aeliinery is being put in, and those interested
'peak
confidently of success and rich developments
the
coining season-The Casting C. & S. Mining
will resume operations as soon as
spring opens.
V> K Iievereux has been granted reissues of his
*"r
in
wood and for shirt
being designs
"ostuns

across

HLiiV iA

laministraior
the estate
OAKES AXGIER, late
CIAlATN
said
Belfast,
that

These Plasters put new life
the Weak and ‘■deepa
the Lame
Muscles.strengthen
PMVri rrmu*
Painful Hark. draw Inllammation
from
the
Liver
qO

G. W. Burkett
WILL OPEN THIS DAY

at the low prlre of lOe. per yard.
where ail 4c.

VOLTAIC

Pj

BELECIK.,,,!

STand Kidneys,

tilled

A

correspondent

DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY,
NEPHRETICUM.
Is the must effectual Rente^dy tor .ill Diseases of the
/
/ kidneys, Kladder, and Irin\
ary Organs, Female Cums
plaints and General Debill,\ ly.sueh as painful.dragging
and
■\sensatlnn In the llaek
Loins, Suppressed nr Inromtnent Irlnatluii, with
whitish or brick-dust tieDropsy, (.ravel, Dlaetes. Organic Weakness,
Ar.
NEPHRETltT M has nn
equal for Lameness and
Weakness peculiar to Females,
NEPHRETKTM is the best
kiiuwn remedy r'or Diabetes.
NEPHKETH'i M. as a Tunlr
and Stimulant for aged persons, Is without a rlial. De
sure and ask fur Dr. HILLOCK'S KIDNEl
I’.I MFDl,
Fur Sale
NEPHRETltT M.

Koslt,

J

aid crop ice_Fred A
lias stored 'dh.ihMi t< :.s in his Dresden and
some sect

I

Knickerbocker Go. will

the Kennebec river and 50,

to tons

at
Boothbav.
The}' have been getting
in Pennsylvania. although nut a lull sup
ply-Ice cutting on tin* Kennebec was virtually
"

I

ou

some ice

finished last week
housed tiiis

season,

About Goo.Don tuns have been
but this amount is

<

t

uuparal

leled thickness and clearness_One prominent
ice dealer informs the Kennebec Journal that tiiis
is the hardest

season

for cutting ice.

on

account

of

the constantly recurring snow falls, that he ever
experienced-The Boston Transcript sa\ s that in
rouud numbers, I ,""",000 tons will be available
for local use during the coming twelve months

stimulate the

Stomach and Bowels, and when placed over the pit
of the Stomach, cure Dyspepsia.Indigestion,( lin-HK
Diarrhoea and Biliou- ( olie, and prevent Ague, Malaria, and other Climatic Disease.-. Cet the genuine.
Ask for Collins’ Voltaic Electric Porols
Plaster, which is ten times more ]>owerful than
the best porous plaster. Price *25 cents.

of the

BROWN COTTON IN REMNANTS

1 CASE
2’>

Having had numbeiless inquiries for advertising
cards from ladies in all parts of the countrv who
are interested in the prevailing fashion of making
••Card Collections.'' wo are having printed tor them
a set of seven beautiful cards, each in six colors
and on a gold background, in the very highest

The following business was transacted
February Term of said Court—

at

the

Administration Granted on Estates of—
Lot Rust, late of Palermo, John Greeley, AdmiuD
trator; Luther Mudgett, late of Prospect, Win. II.
Mudgett, Administrator; .Stephen li. Gove, late of
Searsmont, Eunice Gove, Administratrix ; Esther
Jettison, late of Monroe, K. L. Palmer, Administrator; Harriet X. Prescott, late of Liberty, David E.
Prescott, -Administrator; Clementine Havener, late
of Wlnterport, George L. Havener, Administrator;
Ebenezer P. Richardson, late of Knox, Willis Richardson, Administrator: Alfred W. Stevens, late of
Ottawa, Canada, Geo. E. Wallace, Administrator.
Gi ardians Appointed—Chas. Wetherbee over
minor lieir of Calvin J.. Wetherbee, late of Hr!
moot; Beni. Tripp over minor heir of Franklin
Cochran, late of Searsport.
License to sell Real Estate on Estates of
—Minor heirs of Joseph Stevens, late of Unity;
Minor heir of John W. Phipps, late of Rochester,
Mass.; Joshua Towle, late of Belfast; Franklin
Cochran, late of Searsport.
Inventories Filed on Estates ok—.Joseph
Woodman, late of Liberty; Lois MoCobb, late of
Lincolnville; Mary Wallace, late of Montville;
George Tilden, late of Belmont.
Warrant of Insolvency- Issued on Estates
ok—Benj. E. Bradstreet, late of Freedom; George
Tilden, late of Belmont.
Allowance Made to Widow on Estate ok
—James Goodell, late of Belfast.
Accounts Allowed on Estates of
Isaac
Carver, late of Searsport; Jeremiah Sweetser, late
—

of

Searsport.
Wills Prorated —Stephen B. Gove, late of
Searsmont; Charles W. llall, late of Montville;
Horace Littlefield,late of Prospect; Isaac E. Adams
late of Unity; Beni. II. Gray, late of Prospect.

Revocation ok Formi r Decree of adoption
Chance ok Name—Ella Mav Henderson to
Ella May Bradbury.
and

•

-Mom-:

l"‘Z-

An essay
upon Ensilage by the author of the
Book of Ensilage, giving in sixteen octavo
pages
what has been accomplished
by this new system,
it will be sent free on
receipt of stamp. Address
John W. Baii.kv,‘‘Winning
Farm," Billerica, Mass
11 w7

BELFAST PRICE CURRENTCorrected Weekly for the Journal
Jiv (J. It.
Sargent, No. 8, Main Street.
PRODUCE MARKET.

PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.

Apples r bush,
iffigaO Hav r ton, *12,00816.00
dried, rib
4g5 Hides rib,
580
Beans,pea,bush I.65gl.80 Lamb r tt.,
556
Medium *1 55gl.70 Lamb Skins,
A| 508 \00
4 ellow-eyes 1.60gl80 Mottnn r
'5«6
lb,
Butter rib,
20 §23 Oats r bush,
47850
Beef r Hi.
7§8 Potatoes,
55 8 60
Barley r bush,
60§65 Bound Ilog r lb
7a<L

Cheese rib,
Chicken r tb,
Calf Skins r lli,
Duck r lb,
Lggs r doz.,
Fowl rili,
Geese r lb,

12 a 13

Straw r tun,

I0gl2 Turkey r lb,

*0.00g8.00
p'«14

12 Veal r lb,
Ogll Wool, washed, r lb,
20

Wool, unwashed,

Halo Wood, hard,
Ogll Wood, soft,

(IF

THOSE

I

oao
44
r Hi, 33

*4.0085.00

*2.50g3.00

RETAIL MARKET.
8 Oat Meal r lb,
Beef, Corned, r lb,
53514
Butter, Salt, r box,
20 Onions rib,
"586
Corn r bush,
68 Oil, Kerosene r gal.,
~io
Corn Meal r bush,
68 Pollock r lb,
33314
Cheese rib,
15gl7 Pork r lb,
losil
Codfish, dry,r fii,
5§6 Plaster r hbl.,
?l 00
Cranberries r qt.,
-'i6 Rye Meal, r lb,
Clover Seed, r lb,
9a23 Shorts r cwt.,
* 1.25
Flour rbhl., $6.75®9.75 Sugar r lb,
0810)4
II. G. Seed r bush, *3.20 Salt, T. I., r
45
bush,
Lard r It.,
11MS13 8. Potatoes r lb,
0
Lime rbhl.,
85 Wheat Meal, r tb,
4a4‘4

February, A. 1>. 188).
rpon the foregoing petition. Ordered, that the petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition with this order thereon, to lie published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to beheld at

at Se.

and 12 l-2o. Each.

LACE!

An Entire New stock Just Arrived at

DOWN

BREAK

PRICES

1000 Yds. Best Remnant Prints 4 l-2c.
M i M il ES TE11 C A S11 ME It ES
At 12 l-2r., north 20c.
DOZEN

•Ml

FANCY GOODS, TOWELS,

Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the secTuesday of March next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause* if any they have, why
the same should not be granted.
JAMES D. LAM.SOX, Judge.
A true copy, petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Cu mills Palmer, Register, pro tern.

the
ond

CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS & MATTINGS!

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

At

KT.KIIItATKI)

NOTTINGHAM

MOKE OF TflOSK

February,

A. I). 1881.

P ARTRIDl* E, Administrator de bonis non
J% of the estate of HENRY STAPLES, late of
•Stockton, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his final account for allowance.
Ordered, That tile said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for -aid County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the dock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
J V MES 1). E AMsoN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest —A A Fletcher, Register.

IM.

AIL LINEN TWILLED TOWELS!

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

the prices

on

1). is,si.

4 MAN DA F. Bow DOIN', Administratrix of the
estate of JOsKPHCs KOOLRS, late of Frankfort in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented her second and final account for allow-

At lOe. Each.

Only 33 l-3c. per yard, worth 50c.
lour attention lx railed to the fact that thlx
(■HEAT SALE ( ONTINI ES ONLY 30 DAYS LOWER,
ax our xtore will then be completed. The rare bargalnx wo have placed before the public have been
appreciated as the ORAM) KI SH we have had fully
texllllex. Those who have not availed themselves
of this grand opportniilly should do so before our
sioek is m trly or entirely closed out.
'<

83 Main St.

BURKETT,

30 DATS.

My good>

are

at

bought

tor CASH anil

are

owned

bottom prices, consisting of

other goods embraced in the grocery
line.
Also a full line of staple

Dry Gi ods,

Boots and Shoes,

CROCKERY i GLASS WARE. Sc.
All of which I offer to the public at actual co>t for
the next Jo day.-. Thankful for p;»-1 patronage 1
solicit a continuance of the >amc. ('ome and learn
my prices for tln \ will please you. Come early.

Respectfully,
/. /.. .1/00/) 1'. Settrsniout.
Feb. 1*>,

SPIN IHBKU OFFKKS TO

to Let.

KKNT, AT A

bargain, the hall and photograph rooms over
on High street.
1 lie photograph gallery'
was recently occupied by \V. c. Tuttle, and is especially fitted up lor the bii'inc". Vlmndance of
water i' carried to the room' by pumps and the sky-

liirht i< one of the bo-t in the state. Tin* hall over
the 'tore i< oo by JO feet, well adapted for any meet
ings or any hall purposes. Knquireof tie*
tor at his store, on Hindi street, adjoining Masonic
F. 15. KNOW 1/fON.
Temple.
Belfast, Feb. 17. 1»I. -7tl

pYoprie

FRYE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Office over l.I). I hose’s Store,Custom House Square
BELFAST,
MAINE, 6tf
---

~

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A

O A ~ELJD.

who are suffering from the errors and indifl
of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,

manhood, See., I will send a recipe that will
you, FKF.KOF CHARtJK. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Kiev. Joseph
T. Inman, Station /). Xew York City.
lyJO
loss of

cure

In this city, Feb. 11 th, by Rev. T. Gerrisli, Charles
M. Mayo and NI i
Lottie A. Race, both of Belfast.
In searsmont, Jan. Isl, b\ Kev. N. Webb, Mr.
Granville Atkinson and Mi" Emily 1 Palmer, both
of Montville.
In Lowell. Mass., Dec. 20th,
Ciisliinan of
Worcester, Mass., formerly of searsmont, Me., and
Miss Emma Wedgwood, oi' Lowell, Mass.
At Centro Lineolnville, Feb. atli,
by B. F. Dunton
L-<|-, Mr. Adelbert A. Hall and Miss Minnie E.
Fuller.
In Liberty, Jan. nth, K. W. Farrow and Mrs. Sarah

MylonN.

Burns, both of Washington.
Ill Rockport. Jan. 2oth, George II.
Carey and
Nellie E. Cliuivbill, both of Camden.
In Rockland, Feb. 3d, Mr. Charles E
Burpee and
Isabelle F. Bird, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Fell. 7th, Mr. 1. 1). Willis and Miss
L. E. Achorn, both of Rockland.
In Thomaston, Jan. 20th, Mr. Richard II. swift,
and Miss Ida E. Morse, both of Thomaston.
In Washington, Jan. 20th, John W. Overlook and
Miss Carrie Jackson, both of Washington.
Iu Bluehill, Jan. 31st, Mr. Samuel Clarke and Miss
Eliza Moyle, both of Bluehill.

uJlED.
{Nothing beyond the announcement of the name, age,
residence, «y*c., o/" deceased persons will be published
under this heading.)
In this
city, Feb. Sth, Nellie, daughter of William
and Helen M. Sanborn, aged 7 rears.
In tlii- city, Feb. 1.7th, Miss Hannah Gillum,
aged
7s

years and 3 months.
In this city, Feb. loth, Madgie,
daughter of M. <
and Margaret L. Dihvorth, aged 0 rear.-, I month
and 10 days.
In Northport, Feb. l>t, Margaret E.,
daughter of
Ahram and Janetta It. Knowlton, aged 1 yr., 3 mos.
In Northport, Feb. sth, Faustina M.,
daughter of
Ahram and Janetta It. Knowlton, aged 4 rears, 1
month and 5 days.
In Waldo, Fei>. 13th, Mrs. Martha Elwell,
aged 73
years, 0 months and s days.
In Northport, Feb. 0th, Alfreda G., wife of William A. Lear, aged 33 rears, l month and 12 days.
In Swanville, Feb. 3d, Key. Isaac W. Moore,
aged
SI years.
In Brooks, Feb. 7th, Mr. Isaac
Watts, aged 73
years, 19 months and 20 days.
In Belmont, Jan. 29th, Mrs. Permealia E. Wetherbee, aged 42 years, 11 months and 8 days.
In Monroe, Jan. 23d, Cora L. Smith, aged 3 rears.
In Lincolnville, Feb. 4th, Rufus Knight,
aged 74.
In Appleton, Feb. 9th, Sophrona
Shepherd,
30 years and 5 months.
In Bucksport Centre, Miss Violet E.
Blackwood,
aged 20 years.
In Rockland, Feb. 4th, Timothy
O’Connell, aged
72 years.
In Rockland, Feb. (ith, son of R. Norman and Efta
Iv. Marsh, aged 13 weeks.
In Rockville, Feb. 0th, Andrew P.
Gilman, age
not given.
In Waidoboro, Jan. 28th, Win. F.
74

aged

storer, aged

SHIP NEWS.
PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Feb. loth, sclir. Brunette, Babbage, Boston.
14th, sclir. Allen Green,-, do.
SAILED.

Fob. 14th, sclirs. Radiant, Hardy, Boston; J. C.
Roker, Ryder, do; Brunette, Babbage, do; Geo. B.
rerguson, Ferguson, New York.
Feb. 15th, Mary Farrow, Pattershall, Portland.

Bostou
W

e

The assortment is complete; ail shades in stock
subjected t-> the great mark-down. Fine qualities at
Sl.Oi'and $1.21 per yard.
Corduroy Velveteens at
'*7*21'. per yard. Striped Satins $1.00, sold for$1.21.

Bleached Cotton!

Bought expressly for

1

Cttst

Probate ( «»urt held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
A. l>. 1881.

KEEN, Administratrix of CFO.
W. TUCK Eli, late of Belfast, in said County
of Wahlo, deceased, having presented her lir-t ami
final account and her private claim against said deceased for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all P'-r-ons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
tile same should not be allowed.
JAMES l>. LAMsoN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. l'i.KT< HKK, Register.

VNNTF

liftsJ,

Corsrts.

t'liihroiiicivit, tor 37 I*2f.t,nHi.

I

|

i

JOB

LOT

or

Only 10
One lot worth «0 cents, for

j Mark Month Cloths Cor. ,f- S7 l-2c

**

73

por yard—marked down from sT^r. and $l.nu.
..

to

**

55
*•

SI.00

1

Shoodahs in Black & Colors,

look at the quality

\\ e

advancing

to

prices

in

Cents Pir Yard.

Extra

Width.

**

s; i-2

••

UMBRELLAS,

Linen Damasks!

81 l-2c. 46 in. Wide.

REMNANTS,

SjtlciKlid Oiinfitif <1

cents.

Other qualities in proportion.

LOOK

Umbrella

only 25c. per yard,
$l.oo; former price $;.2.'>.

AT Tin:

sell at

we

only SI.00,

sell for

FORMER PRICE $1.50.

American Dress Goods

j

From lOr. t<»

formerly sold

for ior.

NAPKINS !

and :17c.

L. M<

Duhj i>Oc.

Remnant Dress Goods!
have

We

a large
qualities,

short length Dress
the highest cost goods
lowest. We shall close out the i<»t at any
Goods worth £1.00 per yard shall dispose of
and .'17c. per yard. A splendid opportunity
tain dresses for children at nominal prices.
in all

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on tin* second Tuc-day of
February A. I). 1881.

One

stock of

Goods

from

to the

to ob-

the County of
the law directs; he therefore requests all perwho are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
GEORGE E. HAVENER.
Feb. 10, 1881.
in

EBENEZER P. RICHARDSON, late of Knox,

County

of

Waldo, deceased, by giving

DOIBLE INDIA STRIPED FROM *7.00 TO *30.00.

or

••

1.50

2.50

••

2.00

Carpet Room

\

Cents

As

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
r|MIE
X concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust ot Executrix of
the will of

&

shall *dl\

r a

LINE

-<) l-

st.t i:.

t ndershirts 50e., sold everywhere at die.

t.ents’

RUBBER WATERPROOFS
ALL-WOOL 75 CTS.

VI

$2 00, $2.50, $3.50 and $5.00 Each.

INGRAINS 55 CTS.
Double

KID GLOVES.
and remember these prices. We sell a
(dove, 2 Buttons, for 2.1c. One lot for 57
l.c. 5 Button Kids 50r., former price $l.oo. i Button Kids $1.00, old price 91..10. We shall offer
a
of Kids, slightly soiled, best quality, at Irss than

50 Cts.

Warps,

sure

good

Kid

Hemp Carpeting 18c.,
SOLD EVERYWHERE AT 25c.

one-half their value.

Oil Cloths &

MARKED DOWN.
The-e g’ooils
lr>»m

Only 12 t-2c.

to

Rugs

run can

in t<- I.'

guarantee

■

tia\

>ee

i
i onh for the
>

.•

r

c

been

markcl <lo\vn

I. ami these
><\\

1

IK KM'' >TKlt T\.\

haml !'•

(

prices are
r *‘.n <U»y-.

\SH.

Double,

WILL MEET THE SAME SACRIFICE

IN

COVENTRY YARN

PRICES.

CURTAINS k FUTURES!

20c. Per Skein.

BLANKETS

SCOTCH YARN

From $3 00 to $6.00
Marked down from $11.00 and $8.00 per pair.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of

we

One lot Children's Vest', Medium Size. I5e. Kaeh.

WOOLEN SHAWLS,
Single

GOOD

Kaeh.

LACE NECK TIES
Both

this Mo.*k must positively lw* -old

50

••

st’l.l-Mill.

l»K FOUND IN ni l:

WILL

money

sons

THOMAS s. LIMEBCRNER, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased; she therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said de
ceased’.- estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon,' t*» exhibit
the same for settlement to her.
HANNAH E. LIMEBCRNER.
Belfast, Feb. 12, 1881.

1.25

2.00

*10.00 TO *37.00.

Ruv one, perfect satisfaction warranted
refunded.

bond

the law directs; lie therefore requests all perwho are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor settlement
to him.
WILLIS RICHARDSON
Knox, Feb. 12, 1881.
as

61.00

••

••

Be

We have the LARGEST anil MOST COMPLETE
Stock in Belfast, and shall close out the entire lot,
amounting in value to soon, shall sell
FORMER PRICE,

for

1.50

Dozen Ladle' Vests, only 25

35

Cotton Dress Goods!

as

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
rpiIE
XL concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of

worth $1.2.)

UNDERWEAR!
50

HAVENER, late of Winterport,
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

sons

Dozen. AH Linen.

r

price.

CLOAKS!

CLEMENTINE

lot

l‘<

at 2oc.

HA RRIM AN and GEORGE F. 1IAB i
RIM AN, named Executors in a certain instru- j
incut purporting t<» be the last will and testament
of JONATHAN El,WELL, late of Northport, in
A grand cleaning out of these goods will he made,
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
and as the prices vary we cannot quote them, sufthe same for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Executors give notice
fice it to say that they will he cheap.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
tin- same should not he proved,"approved and allowed.
JAMES 1). LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Former Price,
$7.00 to $‘*5.00.
CHAULKS Pai.mkk, Register, protein.
“
Present
$5.00 to $1S.00.
r IMIE subscriber
hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of 'Administrator of the estate ot

in the

silk

::;

For

RIBBONS!

J71

February,

of Dottbfr

Extra .L

and

The huInure of tliesi* good- -old out ;d eo-i.
$1.00 we sell a -kin that -o|
$!.-».>

WE SHALL OPEN ON THE 2nth,

Wo shall
great sale.
OFFER a si't.Kxitii) Pi in. Cashmere for (i7!,e.; 71c.
marked down from 87 *;*.; *7*,c. markedilown from
$1-00; $1.00 marked down from $1.21. Do not fail
to avail yourself of these bargains.
this

ourloe.

Felt Skirts,

Fl.KTCFIKH, Register.

LIZ A BETH II .BR ADBLICl ,widow of II LN lO
W. BRAIiBl RY, late of Searsmont, in -aid
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her
petition for an allowance out of the personal estate
of said deceased.
Ordered, That tin1 -aid Widow give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to he published three weeks .-ueeessively in the Republican Journal primed at Belfast, tluit they mav
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for -aid County, on the second
Tuesday
ol March next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause it any they have, why the same
should not he granted.
•lA.MIS D. LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. A tte.-t
\. A Fi i:i< iiek, Register
At a
the

heavy, handsomely bordered—also
ij e. Towels are very ejieap.

CORSETS.

do, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre-ented hi- lir-t neeount of Admini.-tration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all persons interested by causing a
copy
of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that "thc\ may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld
at Belfa-t, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten "of the clock
before noon, and .-bow cause, if any they have,
why
the same -liould not be allowed.
JAMES i>. LAMsoN, Judge.
\.

The reputation of the Towel we -ell for •».* rents iwell known—length 1
ard.-, width JJ in.—extra

As a
specialty we shall offer a BEAlTIFri.
BLEACHED COTTON for only 10c, per vard,
•"»* w,nailed
by any house in Maine.

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesdav of

KINt.iSBrRY, Administrator of the
SA.MLEL
e-tate of (i E< FRO E M< KENNEY, late of Wal

Attest .—A.

yard.

TOWELS!

and testament of ANN M. WARREN late of Jackson, in said County ot Waldo, decease 1. having presented the same lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice
toall persons interested b\ rau-ingacopy of this order to be published three weeks -uecessively in the
Republican Journal ]irinted at Belfast,that tlie\ mav
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesdav
of March next, at ten of* the clock before nooii,
and slmw cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
JAMES l>. LA MM )N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fletcher, Register.

eop\*.

BROWN COTTON

from (I yards to 20 yards, we shall sell
at the astonishing price of «Vper yard, worth

As our intention i- to make a clean weep of our
'lock, tlie.se jcooils will sutler the -anie fate of the
others. Shall sell ( irtaius for

20c., irort/i 2!tc.

Former Frier OO ( ts.

( ts..

T11E

BED SPREADS!

the estate of

LCTIIEK MCDGETT, late of Prospect,
in the
as the

County

of

Waldo, deceased, by giving

Carpet Sweepers!

bond

law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to
Wm. 11. MCDGETT, Admr.
Prospect, Feb. 15, 188J.
r III IE subscriber
hereby gives public notice to all
X. concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of" settlement,
as surviving partner, of the business of the late
firm of

MUDGETT & LIBBY, of Prospect,
in tiie Countv of Waldo, by giving bond as the law
directs; be therefore request all persons who are
indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to
JOHN F. LIBBY, Surviving Partner.
Prospect, Feb. 15, 1881.

A

full assortment

on

hand; look at the spreads

we

sell fox-

One

65 Cents

and

$1.25.

lot

—buy

WOOLENS!
O R-

—_F

MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.
This

"

This favorite

is offered t<> farmers for the
Fifteen years of continued success
is sufficient evidence of merit. Farmers are invited
to give the MEADOW KI\(i an examination.
They
will consult their own interests in buying a reliable
mower of responsible
parties. A full stock of repairs on hand. Circulars free.
mower

FRED ATWOOD, General Agent,
New England and Provinces.
N. B.—In territory where wc have no
agency eor
respondence is solicited from reliable parties. 12t7

Our assortment to be

Sclir. NATHAN (JUFKOKD 132
measurement; well found in

tons old

chains, anchors and rigging. Part of
sails nearly new. Can he started
with trifling expense. Enquire of
or

1).

LANK.

Belfast, Feb. 15, lHSl.—7tf#

EASTERN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL
THE SPRING TERM COMMENCES

TU

1-:SDAY, MARCH
li.

ain

s.

Our attention will be given to the collection

of all unsettled accounts, and

parties indebted
diately,

as we

vices of

an

to us will

propose

settle imme-

to secure the ser-

Attorney when it is

required.

One Lot of

Grey

1-2c. per

Flannel at 12

on hand, together with a full
regular length*. We make this stock
specialty, the prices will astonish all.

a

yard.

it

tt

22c.

“

quotations

the fact that these

near

HOSIERY!

“

ty

Have opened a full line of Spring and Summer
Hosiery carried over from last year—shall sell them
at

we

sell for 121-2 Cts.,

our

prices

goods

and

may be relied

to avail themselves of an

to secure the

ottered to the

Bny the Flannel

on

upon, should induce the trade far and

One Lot at 18c. per yard.
tt

The

assortment of

a

bargain.

Our

they

complete stock will be sold
were

as

cheap

as

sold at auction.

though

ploy

ever

public.

Prices will be at tached to the
sale and the

Bleached Hose worth 37 l-2c. for 12 1 -2c. A 17c.

opportuni-

greatest bargains

large

will enable

us

force of
to

give

tion to the trade.

goods for

help

we em-

proper atten8w.'l

AGENTS FOR DOMESTIC PAPER FASHIONS.
The addition to our Store and the general
enlargement of our Counter and Shelf Room, make
it necessary for us to limit this sale to
only 60 days, as repairs will then commence. Thanking the public for their generous patronage, we are resolved to merit your continued good will,
by presenting the most attractive bargains ever offered over our counters. We cannot guarantee duplicates, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as soon as sold.

8.

For catalogues ami further information, address

WOOUBrUY, Principal.

Pastille, Fell. 10,1881.—3w7

closed out regardless of

profit.

stock is not large, but have about 500 yards on
to be sold *25 percent, less than former prices.

Sold everywhere at lit Cts.

FOR SALE.

11AYF<HID

■

Remnant Hamburg*

season.

A.

Hint

!

|

HAMBURGS!

MOWER!
coming

t7c., splendid value-.

hand,

MEADOW KING

BEST MAKE $2.50.

hemstitched onH l-Hr.. wortii
and show it to your friends. All Linen

tine

one

ildkt's. t?e.f 10c., 121

Market.

Monday, Feb. 14,1881.
quote Hue Western creameries at
with one or two brands selling at a little
Higher figure: Northern creameriesat 30S32c; fresh
lv-madc Western dairies, 238211c;
freshly-made lame packed butter at 20 a25c; line Northern
fall-made
butter at 25g2!te; straight Northern dairies at 20u
23c, common winter butter at lsa20r, and Western
rolls 18a20r rtt). The above quotations are wholesales prices that jobbers pav to commission houses
for lots.
Buyers of half a'dozen tubs or a single
one have to pay an advance of one or two cents
fib.
Cheese—'The trade are taking fine factory at 13b'
Rite; but there are some lots held above these
figures. Fair to good cheese sells at lioKP.r, and
common at OdlObjc.
The above are for wholesale
lots, and jobbers prices range from ;a'alc higher.
f-(>l-s—The receipts to-day are light, and with a
good inquiry prices are dearer, and the market
doses firm at 28c for fresh
eggs, and we hear of
single-case lots selling up to 29a30r.
Potatoes—There is a United demand at80a85e
for Aroostook Bose; 75c for Maine Central: 70 75c
a
for Vermont stock; 70ti75c for Prolific.*, with some
extra choice selling at 80c, and Jacksons and Peerless at 00 a hoc f bush. Jobbing lots of potatoes
range from 5a10e higher than the above quotations.
Apples—The market rules quite steady at $1 50
for common ami $1 75a> 00 f bid for choice and
fancy fruit.
Beans—Prices are well sustained, and there is
steady demand at the advance. We quote $2 00«
2 05 for prime pea beans, and $1 90al 95 f bush for
good do; $1 95a2 00 for prime mediums, and $1 800
I 90 for good do.
Yellow eyes are dull for the coin
mon sorts, hut improved are in some
request at $2
0032 15 tf bush. Jobbers’ prices for small lots are
10c f bush higher than the above
quotations.
Hay and Straw—It is easier to sell
bay and
prices are dearer for the best grades. Prime hay
sell at $23a25 f ton, and common hav at $20522 f
ton. Straw is firm at $24025 f ton, with some sales
of fanev at $20.
Better

HEAVY

24 nozex or niia wan to i»- -..1.1 atreduction of :»« per rent. We sell for 11 •».» a slmwl
1 ormerlv -oil! for $2.00. I..<ok at tlietu anil eon\ inop yourselves.

In remnants

llle. per

JAMF.s

MARRIED.

years.

placed

OUR PRICES:

'Ve lmve just received -‘OOC
yard- id

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
February, A. 1>. lSSl.
IjM’LRETT MORTON, named Ivxei utor in a ccr
1J tain instrument purporting to be the la-1 will

—

W. G.

can be Obtained. We have marked
down siiks 20 per cent. \\ e sell a good silk for Toe.,
Worth $1.00.
For $1.00, worth
$1.21—increasing in
quality and value to $2.00 per j aril; for $2.on, worth
$2. .10.

At a
the

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
February. A. I). 18S1.

hi' store

.su,

RELIANCE must be

positive.

Splendid values

—

A true

1881.—3w7*

Photograph Room & Hall
r|AIIK
I.

peoP,e of *his county before.
0WHr«0ffe.fced
for the *.he
closing out sale is bona fide and

r.
advertised,

LOOK AT

Ordered, Thatthe said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he. published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and i\»r oiiid County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not he allowed.
JAMES D. LAMsoN. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
A. A. Fletcher. Register.

At a Probate Court held at
the County of W aldo, on
February, A. I>. ls-1.
And all

Our Stare la le Enlarpfl

ance.

BLACK CASHMERES ALL WOOL

G. W.

Tie Uemanil is Inmerative.

MS M $ JMicofl.

At

February,'A.

Wr BURKETT’S.

GEORGE

they

iV

degree of art. illustrating Shakespeare's “Seven
Ages of Man." We have spared no expense in

these cards—they are simply little art gems
Our
Reports from other parts of the country indicate only aim
has been to publish the finest cards yet
that the crop all over the G nited States will be unshown
Applications for them have come in* so
that nearly the whole edition is engaged
precedentedly large New York has stored about rapidly
before the receipt by us of the cards from the artist.
25:1.0hi tons, Philadelphia 50"."0", St. Louis about
We have, therefore, been obliged to adopt the folthe same, and other cities in proportion
There is
lowing plan for the distribution of the remainder.
No raoie of the gilt Shakespeare cards, seven in
uod-mbt that the entire \ield of the Tinted States
the series, will be sent, excepting upon the receipt
will not fall short of I" 000.00" tons
of a statement from a grocer that the person
applying tor the cards has bought of him on that
Generalities
day at least seven bars of Dobbins' Electric Soap,
with price paid for same. All applying in this
manner
will receive the full set of seven cards
Thirty-five persons were drowned by the wreck
of the Bohemian.
gratis by mail This will insure us that our
friends and patrons get their share of those beauti
The rowing match on the Thames Monday, be- ! tul
designs, although it in no manner repays us for
tween Hanlon and Haycock was easily won by the j the cost of the cards. Your
grocer lias the soap,
former.
or will get it. ami the purchase by
you of seven
of
it
bars
at one time will secure for you gratis
Hon Fernando Wood, member of Congress from j
seven really beautiful cards.
The
soap improves
New York, died at the Hot Springs, Arkansas.
witli age. and is an article of necessity in your
Sunday night.
house every week. Therefore, you are not asked
to buy a useless article, but one that you must
Parnell has disappeared from England, fearing
arrest
Insurrectionary plots have been discover- have anyway. Please send us your applications
ed in Ireland
at once, and tell your lady friends making “card
collections’* to do the same.
Price to ladies not
The British House of Commons 0:1 Wednesday
buying soap, 25 cents a set. Yours respectfully.
passed the coercion bill to a second reading bv a
1. L. Ckagin & Co
vote ot 359 to 5b.
~tf
lldS. Fourth street, Philadelphia, Pa.
The annual report of tin* Boston School Com
The Northampton, Mass., bank robbers have
mittee is published. The day schools cost the past
pled not guilty. They will be tried in March.
hear $1.47*2,210 09.
Five hundred dollars reward for a better remedy
Three car loads <t silkworms’ eggs, valued at *1.
for the relief of coughs, colds, sore throat, whoop
009.000, recently arrived in New York from (Tina,
ing cough, consumption, bronchitis, etc than Dr
are now on the way to France.
Graves' Balsam of wild Cherry and Tar.
It gives
immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and occasions
The Afghan war has cost tl e British Empire al
no
most ninety millions of dollars.
unpleasant nauseating feelings Sample hot
One fourth of
ties, only 10 cents ; large bottles, 50 cents.
the sum was expended for railroads.
Dr Graves' Blood Purifier eradicates all irnpuri
The Baroness Burdett-Coutts, 07 years of age,
ties from the system. cleansv*s the blood, renovates
was married Saturday, in London, to Mr. Bartlett,
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
December and June
an American of 30 years.
and inert, by its use become unusually stimulated,
and. in fact, gives a healthy tone to the entire ays
Peter Cooper, on Saturday, the annniversary of
tern.
Price. $1.
his 90th birthday, gave $10.0 *0 more for the poor,
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best
and $3<>,0 *0 to the Cooper Institute. He had pre
pill ever given a patient by a physician, and are
viously paid $70,000 the past year.
frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt
action
to the bowels, contain no
The British troops and Boers in South Africa
mercury, aud are
have had another severe light, in which both sides
entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt
movement of the bowels, give the
claim the advantage
The British loss was 150
Improved Fam
The Boers are still threatily Cathartic Pills a trial. Price, 25 cents per box
killed and wounded
Dr. Graves' remedies are for sale
by W. O. Pooit<£
ening.
Son, Belfast.
4w7
The Cuited States Biuk is the name of a new
Boston has about b0,000 school children, between
national bank to be established in New York with
the ages of 5 and 15 years
U. S Grant as president, and L. C Murray. William K. Travers and II Y. Neweombe as iucorpo
Why is it Sop
rators. with a capital of $100,000.
The reason why Dr David Kennedy's Favorite
Pres. Hayes attended a press banquet in Balticures complaints of the Liver.
Kidneys,
more and spoke at some
length upon the beneficial Remedy"
Bowels and Blood, is that it is compounded of the
efleets ol newspapers, and said he would honor the
man who gives to his
country a good newspaper. very remedies which Xature l^rself has provided
Senator Bayard also made a speech.
for this purpose. Being at first scattered
through
Great il >ods wore reported last week in all secthe woods and fields, Dr. K. has collected them,
tions of the country. Washington, I) C.. has been
aud after long and careful experiment has condeus
partially inundated and a portion of the Long
Bridge carried away, impeding travel to and from ed their virtues in the form which lie now confithe South. In Ohio, New York, Indiana, Virginia
dently oilers to the sick and suffering One dollar
and Connecticut great damage has been done by
expended for a bottle will convince you and make
ice gorges and freshets : bridges have been carried
you
a large amount ot
gratefid that you read this item. The Doctor's
and
away
property destroyed
office practice is in Roudout, X Y.
Write him a statement ot your case.
2w7
Prooate Court.
The cents of the cougregation is often obtained
J. I). Lamson, Judge.—A. A. Fletcher, Register.
by passing around the box.

of

9-4 BROWN COTTON

Received, Selling

cretions

Friends.

CALVIN IIERVEY.

a

15c.

Hemstitched Linen Hdkfs.

To all
our

at

In Kemnuntx at 20c. per yard, worth 30c.

Price, only $1.00 per Buttle.
(. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor, Boston.
DEO. <. t.OODW IN A CO., OrnT Agents,
311 A 3s Hanover M„ Boston, Mass,
lyr")
All

cts., worth 10 rts.

1 Case 42 inch Bleached Colton,

by all Druggists.

To

Sold every-

Splendid <|iiulit), lOe. per yd., cheap

in

(Joint of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday

1 llale Continental 40 in. vide

S

of

the
County, deceased, respectfully represents
goods, chattels and credits of said deceased, are not
sufficient to answer his just debts and charges of
administration by the sum of ten thousand dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and ‘convey at public
auction or private sale so much* f the real estate of
said deceased, as will satisfy said debts, and incidental charges and charges of Administration.

At

1 Case 1 Yd. Wide Foulard Dress Cambrics

aA1 I iKl&p.

%/oitaip

of

of

$E

Cv****'Binto

The icehouses at South Wt*>! Har-

Iks

have 125.050 tons

degree

a

No

Gardiner houses-Thv

very -eve;-.-. Th- mills couM run out a small
of tin* rim and fimocr Jias been accumulating
•h

k

Berry

ol this week.

Tin*

vu-M'A r.
-n

scholar.-

The latter cut

Megunticook hall.

at

die

>1\, NEW ORLEANS. I.A
Aug. 2S. 1S79.

KoI NDA

diner Home .journal <*ays the Goi.sumer'.s Ice Co.
and the Independent G,» have filh-d their houses

arc now
-r-...

entertainments at Fnion

Ellsworth American says of ice taken out of the
It is very thick and the
pond by the Sea Wal
cakes weigh 10" lbs
r more and so clear that a
newspaper can be read through them_The Gar

At C. M.

a

of

bor have been

vmm Bros, arc
building for \V.
Ahlen, of
anchor factory, a machine for bending anchor
whicli i- to he -tr *ng enough to bend four

and

unique

of their

Monday afternoon—more
seared than hurt, however.Judge Sawyer, w ho
makes a speciality of raising pure bred Chester
white hogs, lost fourteen line piging the late
cold wave.Among the passengers in the Cunard
steamer Samaria, wlii'di left lio-iou for Liverpool
oil Saturday last, vv re Capt. John G. Pendleton

I*

term

ion.

om*

to the Cutieura Remedies.
Messrs. Weeks & Potter:
(ientlemvn,— Have
never used anv remedies for blood diseases that
can compare with the (Tnrru v Remedies, l have
used them in all forms for a very severe case of
what the doctors called Eczema, which was effectually cured in eight weeks. V- a blood purifier,
nothing can equal your ( i'TIitka Resolvent. 1
cannot say too much in their praise, and 1 am noising
them about the citv.
Trulv vours, etc.,
MANTEL M \NINTZ.

CUTICURAREMEDIES

of

hail, all thing- considered, the mo-t ,-iu
this winter that we have ever had_

-:ul

give

Effectually Cured In Eight Weeks. Nothing Equal

For Skin, Scalp and Rlood Humors.
The ittktka Remedies are prepared bv Weeks
A Potter, Chemists and Druggists, ;{60 Washington street, Boston,‘21 Front street, Toronto. Out.,
andS.Snow Hill, London,and are for sale by all I >ruggists. Price of Ci tici ka, small boxes* ft) cents;
large boxes, containing two and one-half time- the
quantity of small, $1.00. Resolvent. $1 oo jut
bottle.
Ci.'tkT’ra Medicinal Toilet >oai\ *25
cents per cake; CrTicrua Medicinal miavin,,
So a 1% lf» cents per cake, in bars for Barber- and
large consumers. 50 cents.
lyr].»

dated the loth, states that the bark T. F. Whitten,
searsport, is on lire, at that port, and still burning. <>f her cargo Ton eases of salmon and Go bales
of wool ha- been saved.
Auother despatch says
the vessel is ash >rc near Penzance, ( irnwall, and
that the crew wen- saved by tli aid of rocket-.

very quietly united in mar
Miller.... \ cargo «*f coal was
^ cd
by ,1. a B. ( Adams last Monday... .Our
■!- all close their winter term on
Friday of thiThe high school will give as closing exerwere

drama
-unticook hail,

The dance in ( 'entral Hail Friday
-oeial and enjoyable occasion....

The ladies of the Methodi-t society will hold a fair
and sociable at Fnion Hall, thi- Thursday) afternoon and evening-Rev. Mr. Cunningham,of Belfast, fop right year- a foreign missionary, will
preach in the Methodist church next .Sabbath fore
noon on the Manner-, ( u-toms and Religious Ideas
of the Hindoos.... V ruble despatch from London

■

r.

M

ECZEMA

—

very

and Mr. Charle- >. Pendleto* of this town. The
former takes command of ship W. H. (' inner_

■1

Camden,
•ledge (

a

\SHEEY.

Portland, st., Boston, April 7, lSTt).

71 Hi

1.'

lie

some

..

h

doing

win*

.1’lie stov f unnel in the GramHa!!, Tuesday re
mar school in Fnion di-triet fell «*n tin* heads of

<;iul>, and the hall
j. divu tiie largest house that lias ever as■'t the hall.
Tiie body of hall and galler.
lit'-raU v packed, a large number
coming
t!i Ko'-kland and Cnion.
The plav was
;
1 in a highly creditable manner_T. 1C
■ii'cn, Esq.. delivered his lecture "Ancient
dark.-" in the lecture course on
Wednesday
Kc\. M
B. Cross preached a sermon
tin* Camden

are

man

sawyer, widow of the late Abner Sawyer
lay morning, aged l*o year-. ...( lark's
Great ( nubiiiation Company have consented t<-

ecu

H

was

Mr-

•

Portland,
sold bv J.
!.
\. V. A iam-of ItostOU. at
be placed in the Western Island

ally

young

a

puts in in competition for the prize ot ^2,000,
otTered by Mi. M K. Moore for best specimen of

M;»-t.er Small i- but lb
ail.

Barney, shipped

she

eight ft. Harvested >ept. 12 1. value
-timated at s
mini •• r of days’ w ork.

m

<

the job_The pahas been twenty yearabsent from home and who wa- reported dead,
were surprised bv a letter from him last w eek from
Fall River. Mass., where he had ju.-t arrived in a
vo-- '1.... Mi-- I)ollie smith sent last week a
painting to the American \rt Gallery, New York, which
rents of

The

»n

•.

Messrs. W.«>. A

FRANK

by l»oat, Monday, auottnT large lot of their superior
ship's eastings to Boston parties-Capt. Jesse
Carver is having a row of line shade trees set out
near his residence.
Me-.srs. Rich .A Porter who
have heroine experts in the business of winter

s.»id

ii-

,.

iPali'

and

-n

BLOOD AND SKIN
REMEDIES.

To the Honorable Ju Ige of Probate for the County
of Waldo.

BLOOD HUMORS.

enioyaMe e\ening
spent...
.bard and daughter arrived from Boston last
when* they have been on a visit.
an

(jiticura

teams of four or six horses pass through our streets
The treatment of skin Diseases must be constituwith heavy machinery for the Bluehill mines_
tional and local. First purify the Blood, next reSupt. Lincoln has had a new patent shackling ap- store the strength,third alleviate the External Symptoms. There is hut one way to purify the hlood,
paratus placed on two of the cars on trial... .('has.
and that is through the bowels, liver, Sidneys and
Homer while at work in the steam mill of E. 1).
skin. These organs are the natural purifiers of the
Genn, caught his hand in the circular saw at which system and carry off waste or dead matter. Cctticura Resolvent is the greatest blood purifier in
he w as employed, resulting in the entire loss of his
medicine. It is a cathartic, a tonic, a liver stimufore-linger a portion of another and otherwise injur- lant, a diuretic, a resolvent and absorbent. It absorbs
to itself the poisonous elements that float in
his
hand
Mr.
T.
C.
left
last
for
ing
Monday
Wiley
the blood and purges them from the system. It inC'ohasset, Mass., where lie i- to be employed in the
creases the appetite, perfects digestion, and soon
erection of summer residences
He will be missed
builds up faster than disease can destroy, and heuee
by many of our citizens, and especially by- the Re- permanently cures. Cuticitra, a Medicinal Jelly
for external application, arrests disease, eats away
form Club of w hich lie w as president, and in which j
dead flesh and skin, allays inflammation, itching
he took an active part.
and irritation, renders healthy ulcers and old sores,
It i-> hoped his stay will be
but a few months....Ue\. Mr. Forsyth gave an able and heals every external affection when the Resolvent is taken internally. It is a natural reproducer
discourse at bis church last Sunday, from the text I. and beautitierof the Hair. (Jiticira Toilet So\i\
Cor. xv
“And as we has e borne the image of the
prepared from Ct'TK’tTRA, is cleansing, healing, re
freshing, and the only wholesome heautifier of the
earthy, we shall al.-o bear the image of the heaven
skin, which it softens, whitens and preserves bely ".the >. s. concert in tin* evening Miss yond all praise. CiTirntA Siiavinl Soar, oreLottie Barnai.. gave a description of a portion of pared from Cl Tie fit a, is the first and only medicinal soap compounded especially for shaving. Genher travels in the Holy Land w hich was intensely
tlemen pronounce it worth its weight in gold.
interesting as well as profitable to the schoolThe ••oinpany mentioned l ist week as ha\ ing bought
the controlling interest of the Bangor and BuckWhole System affected, (ilandtilai1 Swellings uith
p'Tt Railroad, arc said to have paid 2~> cents on a
l leerutlons. Hacking Cough.
dollar for $:tun,onoot the $hKt,000 bonds of the road.
Messrs. Weeks & Potter:
Gentlemen,—I have
been afflicted with a Blood Humor for two years,
If they < an make an amicable arrangement with the
which the best city doctors called Erysipelas,
holders of the remaining fourth of the bond.-, the Chronic Psoriasis and Scald Head.
My whole sysroad will be extended t-> Filswurth at once. Other
tem. especially face, head and lungs was affected*. I
wise the eoinpany will he obliged t • wait another tried all the best kuown advertised remedies with
Was told by the best lung
no success whatever.
year until the act of foreclosing takes effect, w hen
doctor in this city that the sooner I got cured the
the bondholder.- will organize ini >a stock company
better. Mv symptoms were a humor accompanied
by Glandular Swellings, with Ulcers in the Throat
as did those of the K
Vv v
v II then the road
and stomach, Dry, Hacking Cough, Deafness, with
without doubt would be built, a- a majority of
Ringing Noises in the Head. For fifteen months I
have done nothing but take medicine with no bene
the stockholders would control action.Lydia
fit whatever. The Ct tr eka Remedies have cured
Cart c, widow* of tin* late Samuel Carlin-, died Frime, in gratitude for w hich I make this public statement.
day, at the advanced age of loo years months.
Respectfully yours,

Sch.

Isi.i.sboro.

New

Is expected-Two of the
party who went to Maryland to work in the logging swamp have returned.
Bucks port. It is no uncommon sight to see

next

PROBATE NOTICES.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

83 Main St.,

City Block,

White Store.

Fickle in appetite, irresolute in mind, and sub
to melancholy, try Malt Bitters.

Waiting.
With waiting and wishing our courses we pave
We wait for the port as we battle the wave:
Tis waiting forever from cradle to grave.

;

morn,

Waiting for

in its

so sereno

New

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

so

noon

Waiting at eve
Waiting for zephyrs
Waiting is

childhood for youth’s joyous time :
I'm waiting." says Youth, but I'll certainly climb
The top of the ladder on reaching my prime."

Waiting when Fortune sheds brightly her srnilo
guile,

SHAKERS’

CANTERBURY

LIFE-iNVIGORA

ING

SARSAPARILLA.

UP in

d ]>H. (<>K

u.-

HIAKKK SA!!S \ TA K11.I. A SYU
and having examined the formpraeti

our

which it

prepared.
community

cheerfully recommend it to tiie
as the cheapest, safest
and most efficacious of all the preparation? of Sarsaparilla in the market. 11- highly concentrated
state (there being in a given amount of Syrup t\\ ice

A. <»I5K« •(., AL I>.

failed to be benefited hr other
Sarsaparillas should not fail to make a single trial
of this Blood Purifying and Life Invigorating! omTho>e who iiave

f >haker ^ irsaparilla. Uandelion, Yellow
poiilid
I)• *ek, .Mandrake. Black ( "hodi, (.arget, Indian
Hemp and the Ben ie- of duniper and < 'ubeh, combined u :.th Iodide of Potassium made by the Society.
Prepared by the • AM'IKl’.l'Kt S« mu' n of Sit a k.
1 us, shaker Village, N. II., and signed In Tlio-.
«
.:-ber, its inventor, sold everywhere. Inquire
'orbettV Shak r'-

'-ar-aparilla.

-tamp for >haker Alauual.

it.»>*Lnelo-

AND

PHYSICAL

MKNTAL
NVrvim-iT'S

L\il Al'sTH

Hysteria, Night

>N\

slecp-

sweat-,

igh, Lmaeiathm and Decline are at
l»y MALT lilTTKK". This original
and iiiroiuparahl1*
Mi:i»mvi: i- rich in nouri-linient and -trength.
I! feeds the body and the

lcs-ness,
oiu-e

Ci

arre-ied

brain.

It

regulate- the stomach and bowels,
and kidneys, increase- the appe*

cleanse- the liver

and enriches the blood.

tile

peace of mind

arc sure

pared by the
Vnferm'ntcd

MALT

pathway

something to wait for the
poverty, anguish and grief;

always

is

be-

Waiting in
Waiting tor heaven to send us relief.
Telling tlm heart that the trial is brief

Health, strength and

daily

to follow its

use.

Pre-

15ITTLRS COMPANY from
Ma t and Hops, aid sold ever;, where

The
REMARKS r.Y
THE

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON. REFORK
MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

At the recent

public meeting

of the Maine His

ndiowing admirable paper—

and reliable.

hieh

one

hundred ami two pages.

SPURTS

disgusting Kara.
Snuffles, Crackling Peins in the
Head, Fetid Ereath, Deafness, a.e
any Catarrhal Complaint, can k e ez.
terminated by Wei Do Skeyer
cf

Catarrh Cure,

a

CANNED SALMON, CLAMS, MACKEREL in Tomato
Sauce. 01 If II HKItniNt.S, siltDINEN, FISH and
flAM filOWDEK, OF,KM IN SARDINES In
Spices and Mustard.

FRESH

Constitutional A_'

by Absorption. The most lie
portant Discovery since Vaccination
tidote

■

FISH

The

following

are

IVT'.I

,

GREAT BARGAINS
That will lie found

on

\Ye have commenced opening a
stork of

!\

These Oysters are nari|uullrd ill quality or size,
art* our facilities for handling Oy sters
that nr are receiving them by every steamer.
Mould also rail attention lo our Shell Oysters, as
within the past few years the demand has Increased for good Oysters at a Ion price, the Providence
Ifiver Plains will give perfect satisfaction and for
the price there is no Oyster sold that run II11 their
and such

Lot Mat lasses..
,7c.
1 Lot Momie Cloths. tie.
I Lot Double width brocades.l-lc.
I Lot Colored Alpacas.
..Iti-Ae.
1 Lot Colored Cashmere.1 die.
I Lut Elegant Fabrics.vide.
I Lot each Ilk. Caslunere. d7le.. ode.,(idle
I

to gel their outfits, as we carry the largest
and most cntm.lcle stock to select from at BOTTOM

Pltlt'KS.
Orders by telegraph or mail promptly filled and
satisfaction guaranteed.
dm is

F. fcf. COLLSaS & CO.,
Fish anti Oyster Market. Belfast,
1. \Y. COLLINS.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy.Loss ofStrengtn,
Want of Appetite, Inter-

eii

mittent

History of Acadia. Penobscot Hay and
iC: .■>■”." was puhiished in Hangor, in 1S1 *'». being
the l rst historical work printed within our limits
'1 c author was Joseph Whipple.
A

IRON

Fevers,

Me.
L. tSLKKPKR.

s.

GENTS-

PAIN KILLER BVE&JVK

'throat, C hills, Diurrhcea, Dj-si m4< :y,
Cramps, Cholera, and aH Bowel Compland..
We have innumerable testimonials fv< m
parues in all j -arts of the world v.!. 1 v u- •<

PAIN KILLER

internally
of

with

failing

never
r every

.sickness of alm-.

PAIN KILLER

in

,w.

ra:- cs

nature.

fesTrSKI

to the World fur Sick htndadic, f <a
Sickness,Pain in the Hm L. i ;>;n I- Hie

Side, Rheumatism, and A'tuiuigiu.
FlVCtUESTIOA*A D:A’ THE

BEST
LINIMENT MADE
Its equal Inning
yrt
bcenjou.il.

nr.tr

PAIN
KILLER
of
t uts.

cases

Severe

Bruises, Ispraius, Scuidy,

Burns,

etc.

Ifil | CP
PAIM
I MIR MLS.Cn

is the well-tried and
trusted fri.ml of ti e

Farmer, Planter, Sailor, Mechanic, and
in fact all classes wanting a sure and safe
medicine which will always be at hand.
and can he freely used internally, or externally without fear of harm and vviflt
ci

rlainty

of relief.

PAIM
IfII I CD is >i Medicine Chest in
Mil, MLLCit itself, and few vessels

t

leave port without

a

supply

of it.

PAIN
KILLER
and

Mill,on every Farm ami riantation,
-hop
and in every Household, ready f. r immediate
u.>e not only for Accidents, ruts.
Fruiscs,
Sores, ete., but in case of Sudden Sickness of
any kind.
No family can safely bo without this invaluable remedy in the house. Its price brings ir

within the reach f all. and it will annually
many times its < -t in doctor's bills.
For sale by all druggists at *5c., 50c., and
$1 per bottle.
«

save

PERRY DAV9S & SON,’
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Proprietors.

Vitalizes arid Fririeliof. the Blood, Tc
up Hio
V. :
y (e;:i, riahr.; 1'

Strong,

IJuilu- up Hie Fr

down

Invigorates

;

nes

<

tho

Brain, and

-CURES-Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Drcpcy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING If! A PAD STATE
CF THE DLOOD, OR ACCOKPAMu) EY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
blood with its Vital Principle, or
Supplies
Life IGlement, IKON, infixing t L?cngi.ii,
and
Now
Life into all part-, < f t’ c system.
Vigor
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, i.s cr. err icing effects are r.ot followed by corresponding reacthe

tion, but are

permanent.

SETH \V. FOWLE £: SONS, Proprietors, EG
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by ail Druggists.

We are now harvesting the ice
crop. Next July
the nay harvest will come
The Yankee strikes
while the iron is hot—he dor’t cut
bay iu January
nor cut iee in
July We send our ships to Texas
loaded with hay and iee.
Hay don’t grow in Texas
like on the rocky hills of Maine, and we can beat
the world in raising iee. [Chase’s
Enquirer.
W hen you have a secret to communicate to u
pair of twins, be sure you get them together, for
you will find it difficult to tell them

have

tea !•

a

$2.50, $5.00 & $10.00.

a

apart.

India,

HALF A CENTURY

beat

|>
and Woolen! IJcai'm
mind that

Paisley

.sell

ivc

kid

a

g8

■

||ak
1000 Yds. Print,;
|j;|r
dr 1-2 Cents.

sole hand made at

call and

a

bargai^j
soleanj^

groat

kip boots, double

CROCKERY

Gingham. T

3000 Yds.

■ up

A Iso

mi||

Which is

Best Quill It). Chulfc st)le. 10 (Is.

1500 Yds. Brown Cotton
3 Cents.

V

Cotton,; jhyoid

3000 Yds. 40 in. Brown

2000 Yds. Bleached Cotton
6 1-2 Cents.

and dry

3

Cents.
5c.

ac" -"'

1

me

ds

mail}

wt-ie

leads

s

a

in

even

ill keep vnI

j

luft

leaky

a

-it.

'V toek lower til an

styles

in-a

bengi

il

200 Yds. TABLE LINEN,

on

shod

b

HUCKABACK,

1000 YDS.

IT

n

HI)
^nr
pricj^
yj^'erylbitig
ottl^
ca

500 Yds. CRASH

lisle

pun

low, and

t

we can

m in

as

the hulk

wo

All Linen, 90 Gent.-;.

300 Yds.

F. H. FRANCIS & C0.5

Turkey Damask

37 1-9 Cents.

Opposite

300 Yds. Plaid Flannel
8 Gen ts.

S.

M e mean Business, and if you will give us a rail
you can see for yourself that we are doing just
what we advertise, and selling better goods than
limit)
y ou can buy elsewhere for the money.

1000 Yds. Blue Mixed Flannel

F 1!!

1 9 ( outs

500 Yds.

Howes A to.. Main St.. Belfast. Me.

t.

Striped Shirting
&

FOR MEN A BOVS' WEAR.

P. J. BP1A.LS.

A

Largest

on

bought for ( ASH the

in

lia

a IHTTON GLOVES IN SPLENDID QIALITV. Si I-2c.
We can give the best value ever ofl'rrrd in a
Glove for Sac.

In this stock there

are a

few lots of

Ever shown here, present to the Citizens of SeursP»rt and vleinltj.an opportunitj to piirrhase
•
goods in above line never before offered.
We also hate a large and eareftilly selected stork of

Corn, Flour & Groceries
Which will be sold at prices to suit the times.
We shall make a speeiail) of

HOLIDAY

GOODS!

CONSISTING OK

-—O U R-

In addition to this
have

a

bankrupt

Stock

we

choice line of

Dress Goods, Sills, Satins,
-AND-

pain, and in every case the relief was perfect.
Tile cures performed by his gifts of Polyform be-

ous

V

celebrated and the demand upon his time
and attention so great, Prof. Edison
finally yielded
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to he formed f°r the manufacture and sale of Polyform under
his supervision.
The number of remarkable cures, anil the sufferso

e
That

1

ts!

v e
selling

we are

Furniture, Carpets, Clocks,
BRACKETS. &c.,
Were bought direct from the manufactories, and
are carefully selected.
*« "e deliver goods to unj part of the Village
free ot charge.

15KAI.S

at a

A-

A

The undersigned offers for sale
her farm situated in Hast Searsport. The farm consists of 40

land, cuts seven tons of
‘hay, has good pasturage and a
-small wood lot. The buildings
the lot well fenced. The place is
iacres of

ing Polyform has saved, attest the wisdom and pliilantrophy of this course.
No higher testimony could he adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the publication of the following:

This Bankrupt Stock
Was closed to

MENLO PAKK, N. J.
CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
KNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM is M\HE
ACCORDIN'} TO FORMULA DEVISED AND
USED BY MYSELF.
THOMAS A. EDISON.
For many other complaints Iteside
Neuralgia, such
1

BOSTON,

us

in

FEB.

And is offered to the

public

I, 1881.
for the next

THIRTY DAYS at

Rheumatism, Headache, Srliitlra, Gout, Fain in
Back or Side, or wherever pain exists, without
abrasion of the skin. Polyform will give
prompt
relief.
lyr43
as

Marvelously*

Price $1.00 per Bottle.

Low Prices,

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

IIV

Co..

NEW YORK CITY.

[

BLUE STORE.

..._

__

all good, and
desirable one and is offered at a bargain.
MRS. ELBR1DCE BLANCHARD.
Apply toCapt. P. 1’. 1*eni>i.kton.
>earsport, Feb. b, lssl.—t;tf

are
a

verv

Masonic

Temple

on

Tuesday evening,

It cow

—

contracting
Issl.

m. ■>.

( ash Capital. .«_'
New
\ ork
Reserve for Reinsurance,

standard.

Rank,

Belfast, Feb. 10, 1881.—2w0

Will makegood

VESSELS,

in
lime carriers.

Bucksport, Feb. s,

1 100

qtIs.

ea

cables and anchors

AMBROSE WHITE.
lssl.

Thi-

r.

", 'l

7‘i''*.l>
-•."In "7

»Ull Assi Is.-

di~>

<

* o.

\ss|; |

or

ami Railroad

>.

1.1 Mill.1 I ll s.

dt\, and

despise

tr

lv

Siv.’i

Ulo.-d-

givu:

gentleman's disease

and

-—•

WM. I*. (.OODWIN, See*).

W. T. BARTON. ITesT.
I

poriciks

w Ki r

i:n

in

tti&KHOOC RESTORED.
early inn rudenee. eau-ina |M..
debility premature d«« ay eie.. havinir 11 ied in \.
cv« ry know n remedy .bar- disco* t-n-d a -implc nut,
A

\irtim of

of seit-eure. w llieli lu- will semi free to hi- fellow
I. II. KK!.\ IIt( iiatliam
-ulb rer-. Addi
N Y.
Iy Pi

District Court of the Cniled States.
Maine.

Winterport. Me.

FRKD ATWOOD, Agent,

In t in- mat -r
A. M. IL It A "" I. II.

Oloueextor. Mass., .lamian

addre--.

Dr.

KKNNKDY, Bondout, New York.

Cash

David

ss

i.

$100,000.00

Capital,
\

**

! 1 S.

I nil.-'i States Bonds...

?lo,l

Railroad
itv
Bank Stock*.
Railroad Stocks.
M-elgage Loans.
Omnium Notes In*Id by the » ompan\
Amount du. from Agents and Ollier I’rr

o,2l7..du
in.sou.on
d'.'.ttl.dn
11,22*.do
3o,7.d|.i»4
1.21*.on

mium.*.
Intere.-t accrued.
fash in <’it\ National Bank
( i'h in the
>ili<v.

2.020.77
270.:t.d
12.12*.70
:,24.77

••

(

total.sjd.d l .:».d i ,:>2

was

I I Will.I

apital and Surplus.*! l‘.u»72.o.d

KOBKKT B. FEARS, Prex’t. JOIIXCI WINDHAM. See,
3 Wo

WIJUTKN

1*01.K IMS

)

I" T«M,I\ If ViTIt 1.. That a p- m
< mirt
n pl'e e 11 e, l to ill
tin- >tll -I
April. I "To. i-y Nehemiali and M ,-hua b’. I f.
it.
Verona, bankrupt-, prayinir that they may
ereed h» lia\>■ a full dmeharire li'"in ail tin ir de!
provable under the Kankr ipf ad. indi\ i iti.alh a
a- member.- *•
tie- firm <». \. \ .1. K. Iia--eit.
it appearinn' tuat tin- fornn-r m lei of not ie« -1 hm
iia- not been dn!y puh'i-hed. an I without tiu-ir lai
and ii}»on readin_r -aid 1'«• 1 it i• a
it i- ordered i»y the ( ourt 11.
a In-arin- be haUpon the -aim -m the lir-« A1
;d:.y ,-t April. \ l»
is>l, before the t'oitrl in Portland, in .-aid I >i-':
at in o'eloek A. M.. ami not pa- ; nei, -i he p 11 =:
in tin- l-Ml-w ortl: Anurie.an and tie IL-piililir.-in I
mil. new-papei-s printed in -.aid !>i-(ri, t. nmv
up r- w
week for three wi-ek-. tu-I t.iat ah
i- amI
La t
ha\
p
pr«>\ ed tIn-:r d,-:
lime am! p's
ami -h-est, may appear at -a;
\ ^.n !
eause if any tln-\ lia\-e. why the prayer
AVAL I* PKKPl.l
tition should not Im granted
('lerk of I >i-t ri't t 'ourt f-r -aid l»i-ti
-ii, :.,r
Pa,.
Ml H UM I
II. I
■

o

ll s.

Total A*>ets.s 17,|:;2
Liabilities.. .02.2*1.07
(

>

rpill"
1

Commissioners’ Notice.

Total.*::2.2*1.07

FRED ATWOOD. Agent.

t

l, I

District

'in ltauki

Kaukrupt.-.

Gloucester Fire Insurance Co.,

ji.

hi

J'•
7 '»•». is

laiins for Lossesoutstamling .Jan. !. I"I.
All other claims.

1

1*1.

I H AIISI4 AT n\
IP n
K a p rfe«
t'ocail tin- w or'-t f, -vm- of l*l 1. |->. wo to four it: i!
wor-t ea-e- of \.\'.|»|p is)
m ip it | | \. l*-. >l;I \
-Is, t \M I IL K( /KM A.
ALT KlIKl M. Kill I
M AT I -M. KIDNI.Ys. I > A "i'll’"! A. c \1 Ai.'Uli
and ail • Ii
••!' the "KIN a-id 1 I.« M »1 >. killmth
ly Aravla 'le. Internal ami externa! u-r.
i/.e and thank all di aler- to return the imm, y a.,
i-r- <•;
eltanrc it ha' k P* me ia ail
failure. ", :,i
Kxpre-- t" all part- -i a t >. si !• -ft!«* "a
"MW I \ M! 111 1;
tie,.
II | •
evervw hen-, ''end
Ivr. -uje,
LOAN l.K. < Inm;;-! It- -ton.

\

the offspring of foul blood, and Kennedy*- FAN
OIMTK BKM1.DN puriiied the blood and respired
to him the power once more t.o enjo\ hi-life.
Are
you suffering from any di-ease traceable to the
same causey
Try Favorite Ib nu-lv. Your druggist has it. DM; DOKKAll a Bottle. Bear in mind
name

<■

;

CONDITION OF THE

<

proprietor's

.>

>ek'.sji'e 2'*.
Loans on Mortgage.
!•'>,.'.on.' n
Loans on Collaterals.
|i o a
< ash in Bank ami < >flirc.
::I
Accrued interest.
I’reinimns in course of colic* tion.
14,"7 i. J«•

i'I I’llil/t

n

Speeitie FAYOBIl^ BI.M liDN t :iII.• 1 tone and
strength to the system, prevent the return ot the
disease, and Mr. Flswortii remains to this day in

ll\

Wiiilcrpurt. Me.

INi.M-:i), h a \ ing 1
n
j»| o .: i; .[
.IinIge -ii Probate for tin-< ounlv
; I'm -da
Waldo, on i!.,- -I'.'.
ol .lauuan
1">1. commissioners to receive and evaniim- '!■
claim- iof creditor- against tin* estate ot ORPIN
id RNKli. late "1
Pai' rill", in -,ii 1, ( "iinl
i
*': * -i d.
reju’i rented insolvent. herebv* give.- i.-n
that -i\ months from the date of -ai l appointin'
are allowed to said creditors in w hich i.> pre-t
and prove their claims, and that they w ill be m
-ton at the following place.-and linn-- l"r the |
p;.-e of re«-ci\ing the-auie. i/. ::f tin- IlL e ot \\
Frye, in Bclla-t. on Tm —,a\ the lir-t div
March next, at t wo oVioch P M.. and at -ame r
Jalv next, at tw
on saturdav, the ninth d:n
D. FRA 1W
< ..mini
o’clock P. M.
>
<
I-W
Id
\U.
\l l .i -ioncr.‘Uvb
Dated this liftii dav "i 1 -bniarv. \. 1). |*>s|
I'M'I
'■pill
tin* lion.
I

>

->•

BOSTON LEAD MF’UCo.
SAMI EL LITTLE, Pres.

RED LEAD &
LEAD

M M. .1. ItlCIOK, Treas.

anv

|ii,si,,N >tau uuaxh.
Warranted strictly pure
in the market.

LITHARGE,S^e

PiPE,

and liny width up to

iPHSu
\\ //

s

miwle in strips from
tl, -J4 hn-lies wide,
feet in rolls.

"

t

j

j£a

Pipe, but

an

actual Tin Pipe inside

PIPE,

a

!|

I*

\^or

l.ead Pipe.

SOLDER

-Tw.u

4c.

<

strictly complied

with. They are purely
Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction. Sugar
Coated. Large boxes, containing MO Fill-, •_»"> cents.
For sale by K. II. Moody, Keifast. Vie. Iteware of
counterfeit and imitations. Tin* genuine manufactured only by .JOHN C. WEST
[’he Fill
CO.,
Makers,” 1SI & IsM VV. Madison ‘-t., Chicago. Free
trial package sent bv mail prepaid on receipt of a M
cent stamp.
!yreo\\4t
are

trator

fff CHICAGO.

"t

the estate ot

p.'s, late of l-lesboro,
in the t ounty oi \\ aldo, deceased, bv giving b>>
a
the law direct-.
IP
lierefore requests all pm
>ons who are indebted
to the estate of -aid ■!•
ceased, to make immediate payment, and those who
have any demands thereon, to
present the same
settlement to him.
<>TIs F. ( OOM

silLl?Hsi7

MROW~”.

Notice.

herebv gi\ e- public notice to ..
1 concerned, that !"■ ha- been dulv appoint'
and ha- taken upon him-cll the tru-t ol Admii'.i
rri111; -ubsc<i!.er

Rochester, NY.
174 E.Randolph St.

II \mm

FREDERICK II.

ILLfJJ

Rangor, January *21.

1S81.

NPPI.I.TOV

Vdm’i

-JwA

4teow3

$500 REWARD !
WF will pay the above reward for anv ease of
Fixer Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Constipation or ( o>ti\ uess we cannot ure
with West’s Vegetable Fiver Fills, when the direc-

Administrator’s

iP'y.

incli
reels,

made from Pure Hli >ek Tin.

1881

a full and descriptive list of
FLOWER SEEDS,
VEGETABLE SEEDS,
Cladlclus, Lilies, Roses,
\
Plants, etc.
\ beautifully illustrated u-ith colored plates,
t ree P»all who rend their address.
Application may be made to
179,181.and 183 Main Street,

PATENT TIN LINED P!PE.
TIN

Bend our Catalogue for

0

\7/
J, yfcoutaininv:

KACTl'Itl'.ltS III'

SHF FT Il-UHU.
FAD

tions

FOR SALE.
COOl) FJSIIINO
rpwo
1
pacitv. Well found

m-e,-.

to

Doctor then administered

the

1

:*•

Reserve for t'npaid Lo>-t-.
Reserve C«*r all other < 'laiins....
Net Surplus.

of the Leg,

only deliverer. His family pin sjrian refused P>
amputate the limb—assert ing that the operation
would kill the patient on the spot. Dr. David KKV
NKDY, ot BoiMout, N. Y., wIm was ctinsulted, held
a different opinhm and amputated the limb,
rise

the bloom of health.

Company,

Providence, K. I.
Thirtieth Annual !Statement, Januar} I. 1*M.

Total .s.>:».:*7.; t*

I)r. Ihiriil Kill initi/ tin Snr-

PUMPS

before said
President.

■

Sold in Belfast hv IL II. MOODY, Druir^ist.

after this date
OBBIN 1*1, WSTKD.
Aw O'

none but a
Mr. Abram
Klsworth, of Fort Kwen, l l*der county, N. Y., had
realized this truth. His disease involved the w hole
of his thigh-bone, and the suffering man looked forward, not without apparent reason, h» death as hi

Temple

for choice of officers and
other business as may properly come
1IIRAM CHASE,
meeting.

kID>K(»K\ is htglih recommended and miMir
passed for WKth or I'd IL hll>\MV DliOPM.
uiiiMirs nisi-tsK. loss
i >Ki{<«j, M inoh
Dkl!ILIT\. or any OllMllI (TSONs arising from
OI1AN KL or ULAD1H !> DIM- A-K.s. Also for lKLLOM
1 K\ K5L Ill OOP and K1DM-Y POISOMVO. in Infected malarial sections.
tr
I’.v the listillalion <-f
l-olll.- r II. A I u.
Ml Nll’ki: liKi;i:il-> and l; A i: I.!. A MALI
I
• Ii-r.>v« n-'l
K ! 1 >N 1.<. 1 V wl.i* ii artp> ifr
< hyaii.-, rene>\ iiw
no liiv* kidney s ami l rinar
posits in tin- iiladder am! am -training, -tiiarhi
in-at «*r irrilation in tin- w at'.-r pa-dme-. uivina ta.
strenirth, iyr< *r ami« an sin,-- a In-alt li> »•
•; n 1 >-;\tb»w ..i uriin-.
it ran In- taken at all tim. -. ii a
w
ithout
t
I'nlikt-an
the-v-tem.
eliaiare-,
injury
other preparation for Kidney din'emitmit Lii
taste and flavor,
very pleasant ami
eontaiu- positive diuretic pH-perth
.n
not
nauseate.
i OnLadies especialh wiil lik*
t
tlemen w ill timi K11> \ id I.\ !!
K.
Tonic <-\ er used
V 'Tit 1..
Id:ie!j Louie bra’tin
p.e
I,AWI!!-;M Tk MM;TIN, !-■•:
>/»/•/# tarn
rriuni’iit >tamp, wh i* h permit- K 11 >N 1-M l-.\ ?■•••
-old .without li,vn-"
le.
dra--i:i>ts, ^r-.e. r- am
other per-on- e\ r w ia i,
Put up in (han't >/
In-tttes :\>r timcral ■nt
l 'ami/// / sc.
1 y r• -ow ls
LVWHKMK A MAKTIN. Prop rs, Uiiniiro, III.
And <» Barclay street. New York.
><*!'! in I >niy_ri -1-. t.r<»«-. r>am 1 i >e:der- e\ erywh-

:>

Insurance

Merchants

SI MM VliY

Till- <>l<l I’ll llli/l/ I’ll l/sirin

Association.

1- eb. 22d, 1881, at 7 o’clock,
the transaction of such

AND DIUBETIC.

<

■ ••••

CO.,

acres

debts of her

ANNEAL MEETINCof the above assoeiarpilE
in BelI. tion will be held at the Masonic

fast,

REGULATOR

KIDNEY

••

TIIKIB BBKK
in extent, containing a
bed .d
with
wharf
in front, and coin ••nient
clay,
sand and water privileges.
A l-o, their sheds, machines, and other movable properly, and tin* franchise of the eompanv.
\pplv to
OKoBOK li. NV1TIIKBI.K. >eer«-tar\.
( astine, Maim-.
At t
nine

♦

•••

THE CASTINE BRICK COMPANY
KB FOB s.VKK
NAIM).
OFF
large
excellent

ami unsurpassed by

FOR SALE I

#*'•11 Is Impossible for us to enumerate the
great bargains we are ottering We only ask an
Inspertlon of our stork to convince every person
Dial our prices are lower than ever before known.

’•

U-mailed fue to all appli' r. .u. and
It co .tains five
red plate
-d-rinsr it.
200 pazes, an.1 full descriptions, j-ri.
:i
anting I5uu varieties of \ ege*.:e lc a: 1 !
Roses, etc. Invaluable to all. S- d
But:
D. M. FERRY &
Yill

OBUN 1»KK VO*. Those wishing for cargoes should not settd vessels that will draw over
twelve feet of water.
BB. K. i*
B Bt <’K.
Belfast, dan. 2d, ls-L— dw4

WHITE
nmiC LEAD
LL HO,

Great Reduction in Price.

more

ht*lA5VL5E.

HAVIMi

M \N I

Searsport, l>ec. 0, lsso.—

a

ajrreeahle'

Office 24 & 26 Oliver St., Boston,Mass.,

HOSS-

H(-lr'u-s. Mo.

THE (ri; EAT

CIIAS. MAstN.
Commissioner of Patent.-.*'

••

rissj'n/ Sin■<iion.

t'Vc., &C*.,

No. Ut Main M.

ft* mu\, * >. to 1»«• i* P», I s? I.
U 11 In 1 > 1»Y lis.y—Dear Sir
You pr• -nr-i '■
me, in !-4o. m\ 1ii'-t patent. >imv time v.»u hi.,
acted for ami advised me in hundred- of a-. -, ami
procure*! man\ patent-. ivi--ue- ami c\t-n-io*w. [
iiave occasionally employed the be.-t a_remhe- i,
N**\\ York. Philadelphia and NYa.-hiiigloii. hut 1 -til,
give you almost the whole of my bu-ine-.-. in your
line, ami advise others to emplov von.
'.liolb.l DU \PFU.
Yours truly,
Po-ton, Jan. i issi —1 vrl

STOBLD si \ TIIorsAND TONS <>F
ICE for sale in summer. I am now prepared to till order- for eargoe- direct from pond
with ice from 22 to 24 indie- thick, at I'OBi S'3

Money is the universal
cynic or a fool will a licet

KID CLOVES !

SIJ R G E 0 N D E N T i S i,

trn.-temploy
person
worthy or more capable of securing for thmn an
earlvaml favorable consideration at the Patent Of.
tire.
MUM CM* III UK F.
Late ('onimi-sioncr of Patent.-."

Main St.,

ts.

ISAAC HILLS,

EDDY.

Inventors cannot

n.-c.

NOTTINGHAM LACtS !
ts. to

Olliee and Besideneeon North port A r.,Belfast,Me

regard Mr. Fddy a- «*ne of tin nest tnnnbh
snms.fnl practitioner- with whom 1 ha\> had

otlieia! inlen-our.se.

ICE FOR SALE !

no

and most Varied Stock

i’-►
have Been ?o lB-<
patient wliii-,' r:i.M
ed and Bet iM’ir iir.mii*. 11• i priuiomnad in«*ui■;« 1*1*•.
ali that ran I"*
and Move-.-tu 1 v«• -nits <d
Bniir pr.odov, \\ ill 1m- al
their -ei vnv. < Mlnv lot or.- 1 ;n i*.
1 c. w. Cal',
Ou J
day «»r ni-dit i»r«l\ a!tended

BEAN,

SEARSWfOUT,

Messrs. Beals & Ross Amputation
and

M. O.

..

E. L.

Seaisinont, -I

Having leased tiie Mehols Block

HUNTIHUTON,

Kidneys. Bladder. I rinnry Organs and Asthma
a Specialty.

no yor roinurr the hl\('E.

-O F-

In Handsome Patterns, from 12 1-2

"I
and

my wife Id t BKTIA 1*K A 1>'!T.I >,
has left my bed and board, without any just
i> to forhid all persons trom harthis
provocation,
boring or trusting her on my account, as 1 s|u;] pa>

M. ROSS.

i»

PHYSIO, n & SURGEON.

—

now

KILGORE, M. D.,

patentiibi'liti/

W11KBKNS

Lilith at our Double anil Twist Panting al 25c.

•100 Pair Beautiful Silk Bmlirimlcrcil Corset?, Sat

burning oil

-1

I

-.

i

WOOLENS,

Towels.
from -'ic. to TV.
Napkins, all Linen..Till', to 81.50
lied Spreads.tide, to s.ldd
Handkerchiefs.from ',V. to j-c.
I Lot each Hemstitched
lldkfs (ail linen).He. and I.Ac.

H.

^oSitre.

(> 1--1 Cents.

COTTONADES

the Io•

Law}

Secures Patents in llie l'liit• «i sta.fr
al-o in «.
at
Pritain. France ami other foreign eountria-. < -pi.of the claims oi any Pat«-nt furni-hel !<•. r m.niim• me ilollar.
Assignment- recorded at NY :-hia Cm.
\'o !;/< /!.',// in tic' f 'niftd Slut* s /ms.c
tier
intHit its i'cr obtainimj Patents or (is-'n-t in i/.-/ ih
of iur> ntions.
It. II. KDDY. .Solicitor "t Patent
TKSTIM()MAI.>.

This gives an idea of what I -ell. but i have not
euuuierated one half the good-.
| haw* a large
basket for a («I' K» BASKLT. A n; .'one trading s2
or more cash, with me, is entitled b'a gm --.
The
one who guesses right or w ithin one half pint i- on
titled to a barrel of GOOD 1* Ltd |;; the next d lb-,
of TLA; the next d lb-of ( < >1*'T'L !•'. free. \n\ person ran guess every time he trade- s2 or more, providing he does not" trade more than once in a day.
Basket to be measured .March Id, |ss|,at In \. At.,
it' the presence of a committee of three.
ltf

and «ill sell

n
those who give long credits^

R.

Till:

Oil-

FIELD,

No. 7t> state st.. opposite Kill)). iloston,

oi

Chomieiil Paint !

said to b

H. 3.

j^©i

Ill K

£-CE jD

P.

PATENTS.

Clothes Wringers, both Beneli and Common. Ham!
Sans, hey and Bracket Sans, Framed Wood Sans,
from she. to $1.10. Flat Irons, Ac.

AI.SI

n.

ly 1-4(5

HARDWARE !

—

.,

:

Niiflit rails answered from the Olliee.

|qI

phy'

ports.

good slock of

I SKI.I.

I feel that I can
n i.
i,
1 i j in'-on.- ha\i i»

i

it.

& GLASS WARE
a

*i*vit•

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

with Consumption. IS GS |
■gp Bole
i
O H Under tiiese cirr.iuustur.-ls
he compounded tbi
O I -Etixi)", was cured, and j£
lived to a good old age. ■ H
m B
CO fl You ian try it for theffi^
B priccof one doctor's visit, a*
H For sale everywhere. 9

Is wry lair. I have Miina Sets from s7 to 812.

l>

exceedingly cheap, and

are

,-toek

ear-.
-•

Olliee over li. H. Johnson A Co.'s store.

for®^?

i«> >i;i.l

My

G. C.

CURED ANNUALLY,
t

HERSEY,

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

ij

la a sure remedy
Coughs, Colds, 'vV.’ioop- la

nlces

Try

in

:*t

Olliee with Keating A Field, over National Bank,

j

OLD,

-riS

Sup by

conn ra in the country. having
bought direct from the we-t before the rise.

Avorill

!'<•!• the ]»a -1 I n
\ a luahle conn-el and
matters in -aid < ourt.
Bella-:, dan. IT. 1— I

g Bing Cough, and aii Lung [8 j
Ga diseases when used in » ^ |
J season. Fifty years ago, la j
If B Elder Downs was given B g f
his
:e;ans tc

L<*\vit than any

opt.-r^j

< '■ u.rt

BOH A?'i

0 9

trimmed

them ;dl.

i.• <

Having presided

ipM m^ J

!

>M I’l.t Ti;,

i i: i: I

A

Elegant designs and great value.

(.ratified with the result upon himself, he tested
his discovery upon others who sufit-red from nerv-

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

<

30e. that

>r

am

To the Public:

-1 N-

POLYFORM.

Manufacturing

have it
ick of

:ti: -mi t

Counsellor at

FLOUR

his system to recuperate, and throw off the disease.
To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the name

The Menlo Park

-t

Corn. Meal &

highly

would, by
application, cure him of his distress and at same time
not he injurious to his system.
Trials and experiments followed this dertimination until he at last produced a
compound which,
by application,entirely subdued all pain and allowed

PREPARED

ran

M\

i<*

1, Haraden Block, Belfast, Me.
over tin- I’rol.aie and ln-ohml

No.

‘LiJAiHii-Mun-.

GROCERIES!

SN
!

lew small lots at

A

POLYFORM.

came

,tn

iil contium-

F>\v">

I KIT. I’

PROF. EDISON’S

The unusual severity or' the present winter
recalls the remarkably cold winters ol
the past. Statistics show that this season lias
been steadily growing milder Cor
many years
There seem to he no such winters now as there
wen- 7(1 or so
years ago. owing, no dou Id. to the
cutting down iu this country of the native forests,
the planting and growtli of towns and
cities, ami
the general development of the land.
During the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there wero
iu tlie old World some winters
bitterly memorable.
In Britain, in 1001. the Thames was frozen to the
ot
01
and
depth
inches,
nearly all the birds in the
United Kingdom perished, in 1692, the cold was
sc intense iu Southern
Europe, especially in Austria, that wolves wi re driven by hunger into Vienna where
they attacked beasts of burden, and
even human beings
The winter of 17711-80 was very severe in this
country The hitter cold began the middle of
November, and continued until the close of Feb
ruary. The sun’s rays wero not warm enough to
melt the snow, which lay on the ground almost
live months, so thick that it was
very hard to get
from place to place
All ordinary bodies of water
wi re iee bound.
Domestic fowls and wild turkeys
perished by thousands, so did deer and buffalo,
ami wolves and
panthers, mainly from lack of
their natural food, buried under the snow. The
Northern aud Western rivers wero fettered
by the
frost, ami the Cumberland was so
firmly frozen, as
tar South as Nashville, that emigrant trains
passed
securely over the river. The Delaware opposite
Philadelphia contained ice of 3 or 4 feet and Long
Island Sound and the
Chesapeake was frozen over.

*t

rliarse.

l<

CLOAKS!

recommended
requiring ;
Tiie same Tear. Moses Greenieaf gave to the
certain and efficient tcsiic.
Mr Greet
p1 biic his Statistical View of Maine
leaf was a brother of the distinguished Simon
I
•/ tie Uoal,
I ROX liiTTKirs
<l.-i
i.leaf, and was tor several years a merchant at
mtirnylhoi thr '/;• /.s'-A-x, o. / ?, ■' N"/r ///« to
Hangor. He was a man ot p.iick thought, eompo'• •. ■... action and
Me nerrt
sp« ech From ISmi, to his death,
in Kii. he resided in Williamsburg
Tlie Eegi.-la
IRON HITTERS :Tt likeaeharm
tore ot Massachusetts gave libera! encouragement
on the digestive
..
loving all
n* his work, which contained an exhaustive account of -..nr resources and industrial pursuits.
tutting the
dyspeptic symptoms, m
The year after the separation Samuel Freeman
h l in ;
hearteach,
food,
bitching,
did good service in publishing Extracts from the
etc.
burn,
<>f
Journal
the Rev Thomas Smith." who was for
<]., only Iron
IROX BITTERN
over half a century minister <f Portland: as did
the Rev. Jonathan Greenieaf, of Wells, by his
i Licit a the t-ith
that wi'i
Preparation
“Ecclesiastical Sketches
or
give headache.
These publications comprised all the works of a
Sold by all druggists.
historical nature relating t*» Maine which then existed.
tVrite for the A i> C IIook,S2 pages of
It is sale to say that the organization of our souseful and amusing reading—sent free.
ciety immediately awakened a deep interest in the
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
purpoM for which it was established, and induced
extensive explorations in the field of historic reBaltimore, ]>1 cl.
search. Attention began to be directed to town
histo-ms, and several able and scholarly works in
this department were soon issued
The first of
.ilu'sc v»as a small history of Belfast, by William
Who**, a graduate of Dartmouth college, and a
brilliant lawyer. This was m IS-J7. and three years
afterward appeared the history of Saco and Hidde
lord, by George Fo1h.hi. then a student of law. and
.subsequently prominent ter his contributions to
historical learning
1 lie next year. IM1. our lust volume of Collet*
It coutaiuvd the first part of the
tiom> appeared
lust-ry cf IVrlmd. hy the late William Willis,
a
which
is followed, the next year, by the second
Arnoi g the names
pu’C com;/.e‘iiia the v.auk.
th at adorn our rolls none stand higher upon the
leeords (4 tiie history of the State than that, of
Mr Willis
An accomplished gentleman, a polish
ed and erudite scholar, his services to the cause ot
history enlarged our reputation abroad, and added
TI NKIUTLAlt 1MSKASK OF LINOS AN0 BHO\*
i" it at horn-Cor many years secretary and presi
(HITIS.
dent. Inedited several volumes of our Collec
t!■>:.- a:,d a
hut om* have contributions from his
Tubercular consumption of the lungs i- that form
rtile pen
Long and gratefully will the remem
iuauce <4 hi> active and most valuable devotion
of the disease most common, mo-t fatal, and until
to our interest lie cherished ! In thisedifice where
Tubercle, from
recently considered incurable.
so
many memorials "t his pains taking industry which tin* name is derived, is a morbid
product, deare present, we can truly apply the
epitaph to posited from diseased blood in various parts of tinhim. N. inn ■'nr n (<’in rrij <> o'«.v <■//•/'</ i/iyjni'r
In !j. the year alter the appearance of the so- body ; and in pro-portion as that fluid i- impure, and
first volume. William I)
Williamson, an length of time it remain- -o, will tubercular diatheoi'L'ii.u member or ti e society, issued his
History sis continue.
of Maine
His win a work of great labor. A1
1 vi.i. Kivi u, M V"-.. March *20, l-7'i.
though lacking t hat eh .jticnce of style so delightful
Jamks 1. Kki lows. Kso.
in a historian. >et as it will ever be regarded as of
Dear Sir: About three years ago I was attacked
tie- highest authority, it can never be whollj super
> ‘ded.
Mon? attractive and populm histories of the with bronchitis and tubercular disease of the left
State may take the place of this with the great
lung, ami suttered for two years so severely that I
nous ot readers, hut to the curious and
investjgat was unable to attend to business. About a year ago
ing student it will always he indispensable.
I was advised to try Fellows' Syrup of Ilypopho-Mnc. the publication of these works, the stimu
biting irlliiemc of the society has productd most pliites, and before I had finished one bottle my apsatisfactory results. Outside of our eight additional petite and strength were greatly improved; my
volumes of Collections and the Pophain Memorial
cough became less troublesome, my -leep was sound
volume, twenty eight distinct histories of towns
and
wliiclr had nut been the case for
in Maine have appealed, and several local
biogra- over refreshing,
a year.
! bad suffered from nervousness and
phies. nearly all ot which were written by our
members. The time will not allow me to do jus
diflieult breathing all the lime I was siek; but your
tice to those who have been instrumental in ensvrup ha.-cured it all. I advise all persons afllicled
hancing our reputation by their contributions to as I
was to use fellows’ Syrup of
llypopho-phileour Collections
1 can only allude to the critical
JAMKS II. sTKWAUT.
Signed''
and scholarly labors of Woods, of Italian!, of
An endles- ••bain of good effects i- formed b\
Itouruc, of tiarJiucr, of Poor and of Thornton
Fellows' Compound Syrup of Ifypophospliitrs, and
among the dead.
•we
In reviewing the past caiecr of the society, the
ary safe in saving, from a long <*\peri« nee in
medicine, it- virtues are not ponsi-s^cd Ini any other
early difficulties it encountered, and its progress combination.
I\rt7
through those difficulties to its present condition
For sale by WM. 0. P00B A SON.
of high prosperity, we find reason for encouragement and congratulation.
We need no longer
speak the language of humiliation ; the society
need not fear a comparison with any kindred iii
stitution in the country. In looking forward from
the advanced positi »n of present achievement to
the future, the hori on of our field of labor becotm s
enlarged before us, and we are admonished that
our past success should serve
only to stimulate
future effort.
Alter much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been
Our society is rich in the memories of the
past,
and .n its hopes of the future : may it hereafter be prevailed
upon to give to tin* world his truly wonmore abounding in its means, more active in its
derful discovery for alleviating pain. For years he
operations, and more extended in its usefulness.
Although we cannot yet as we hope to do. sit suffered from neuralgic pains, unable to lind any
the hundreds which he tried that
down under our own vine and fig tree, yet
may remedy among
our society flourish like the
palm-tree of the plain, would give him permanent ease. Finally lie became
anu in the language of
another, may it never faii convinced that he must become his own physician
to supply to all who repose under its
shadow, an and seek, hv experiments, for tin* desired relief, lie
abundant store of dates: however hard,
dry and I had taken all the well known sedatives, which
gave
husky, these dates mav be often considered.
only temporary relief, and produced nervousness,
loss of appetite, &('. He now sought for a combiCold Winters.
nation of .such remedies as
outward

naturally

L

Room Pr per. Cm lains fit Fixtures.
five

'.v

BOSTON & NEW YORK

i 11 a v f:

Imyinm paper

I

& Counsellor ai Law,

Ally,

v

s
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HADLOCK,

PHILO
i-

BGWKER FERTILIZER C0.:

HATS. CAPS, (,LOAFS. SCARFS. OVERALLS, JlWIPERS, KI HHKli ( OATS. I. Visit s- (,0-sAAlKR
ClliCI LAHS. I MItRi1.1.\s>. tVe.

Parties

1

Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

FINE WHITE SHIRTS !
From $1.00 upwards.

>

IS RECOMMENDED
By Phs'sicians, by Missionaries, by Minsters.
by Meehan irs, by Marses in 11 spit u11Y EVERYBODY.

I

BOOTS. SHGEs’, EUBBEiiT & DVTTSJES

AMERICA.

etc.

HITTERS arc
fur all diseases

l iii/i-rs/iirts nn,I linnet

Fnday.
u

Haimx k ^m! Wal<t<> counties.

if!'

«

j

Prom :iOc. to $1.50.

Peddlers will Hud this the best place In the

«.*i

city

.■

••

■

Mens’ suits, $0,00. s.oo, 10.00. I 2.00, 15.00.
10.00. 22.00: Mens’ listers nnd Overcoats,
$2.75, 0.00. 0.50, 7.50. s.oo, 0.00, 15.00.

place.

Mr. U.i'll-M-k

Thin is a Inn l.>
rj>!i<is-,> «:it• •. nn«l
i t m hi'] ,■ drdl
may be used
or broadcast.. U
mat.
and will |»r.idu< e a n;
a; imrn
I ;*.. r
eron. In the Kep-irr
f the M
-p. ;., 1
of Fertilizers, its \a'.itti n is t: m s:‘>
:...
?10 per ten higher th:n
»* 11
h e •;
whi< h cell at the same mi ••.
t
li
1 **l>
year over god,) ton,, wer- s..’,d a-.:.ii
tons thro years ;:•«>. slmwin.: that it is
liked hy the farmers, it then
n<> l<*, al
agent hear you. send to u

READY MADE CLOTHING !
Mi ns'

and

Boom No. I. Centennial Block.
exchange M..
E*i>14T B..4 4 8*, *2 .4 £%I

A U. !‘lv’!( l>.

PROVIDENCE RIVER OYSTERS.

the counters.

leave

BOSTOK

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

3EKD FC3 F '..wPHLET.

V

S n I Ft T I w Gr 3

and fresh

new

inity.

vr

will

FOrs

orders promptly alii nd.d

H. D.
WBMBWMIllBMIllBlHIHIMIIlHIHHIIBBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMHIIIIIIillllMIBIBWIlHWIlIMM

LOTUS FOIl \IKN A BOW \\K\Il.
Here is a li^i of Friers : l‘2c. l ie., 1 7c.'20c.. 21c.,
•2M\, 30c., 32c., 31c., I0e.. 10c., lie., Ole.. Tie.,
S0e., vie., 00e„ *1.00, *1.10, *1.20, *1.30, *!.:'!,
1.71, 2.00, 2.10 Fee Vard.
I ha ve difleivnt kinds ,.f «■•»»»>« Is in ;he-~e pri<a >.
1 also have

SPECIALTY.

A

lie

a- ran

Monday

Olhee iu Hostoa, 91 Kilby Street.
J S. lill T1j£ & CO., Proprietors

<

M

l»ut few of the

found ill lliigreat v triety of

ire

Monday

every

BY THE

Wednesdaj'

Monday,

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

Of all kinds in their Season.

SEND

a

A-

Machiasport

will leave

-K V K li V-

Silks and Satins. Liters,Edgings. Kudu s, Ruchings,Shetland Shawl-.Long and Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jacket-, (Imtli c-n- !.hli>-- anil a ntLadies Cloakings, lister Cloths. Hcpellanls,
Table Oil Damask, a dozen patterns. While
Linen and Turkc} lied ilamasks.

Our stock of fanned Fish is complete:

<

Returning,

BELFAST

nice line of

e a

WEEK.

morning at -1.HO o'clock, touching as above, arriving
in Portland about
midnight, connecting with the
Pullman night train for Boston and the West. Passengers will not be disturbed unless wishing to take
the Pullman.
Steamer Lewiston connect at Rockland w ith San
lord s. S. Co., for Belfast, Bangor and River landings, every Saturday morning.
( omiiig \\ e>t
ami
Monday receiv*- pa-mug’
freight from River landings fo»* Portland.
E. (T sJIENo, C.eneral .Manager.
CI.«). E. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
Portland, Dec. !», 1SS0.—11

On and alter

M Mats, Whips. Sleigh Bills, k.
I iia\

PER

h \im.es
*[T JThe .steamer EEWJSTO\,(
1 .ja^LId:KIMn<t. Master, will leave Railroad
dy..4v"l
Wharf. Portland, every Friday evening at 11.15
o'clock, or on arrival of Pullman Express 'Crain
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South West and Bar Harbors, Mt. Desert.
Milbridge, .Jonesport and Machiasport.

BEN.J. F. STEVENS, President.
JOSEPH M. (1IBBENS, Secretary.
March 11 1880.— lyrll

California Salmon. Sniokoil anil Cannnl, t'lnokcil DRY & FANCY GOODS !
Prints from 5 to Sc.; Sheetings from ,j tn I Of.;
ilalibut, llerrinir, hrimnitli Bloaters, ami the
Crashes from 4e. upwards; Press (lands from
se. kniekerbneker tn
line All-Wool CashFamous Scotch i'nml Finnan llaiBlies.
mere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming

an

of

POLLOCK, Fancy

Commencing Dec. 17,1 ^O.

TRIP

ONE

All

TONGUES % SOUNDS,

we

Whiter Arrangement.

$1,879,162 06

l ined lluftalors from *H.OO to $!<>.:!:(: l.ap Kobo,
from $2.23 to $ii.!2: Horse lllanketx from $1.22
to $(>.12: Halters. lUc., 30r., Ii3r. anti $1.00.

ENGLISH & AMERICAN CURED

Macbias Steamboat Co.

—for—

36th Annuifl Report now ready for distribution.
Free to any address.

have1

I

51,028 00
-$ 15,252,078 59

Surplus.

ROBY'S,

l.o found in W.ddo County.

03

187,176 56
96,755 00

..

paid

-A N »-

CASHMERE

COD &

unpaid

Matured endowments un-

BUFFALO, JAPANESE, WOLF

3s,

choice lot of TABLE MACKEREL In hits and
Half kits.

a

ices,

titlcl.

have just received direct from the manufacturers the be -t line of

I

an

interesting circumstance that the room
dedicate to day, under such encouraging
substantially the site of tie
occupies
.iu>{
.r* Tehamber. w lieie, nearly sixty years
; mi::*!.
On
ago. the u i.iatii ns of our society were laid
m: occasion like this our thoughts wander back to
»ur fouiiih ’s.—those distinguished men, who. im
bued wnli a just veneration for the past, and
until ipa-tiie wants of the future, in moulding
l;..- in v. state. did not oyeilook the importance of
lolleeting and preserving all that was worthy of
It is emi
•I'ing reuu inhered among her annals
: eutl\
tit and proper that we should not be tin
ur.milul ot those to whom we are indebted lor our
origin, as weil as of those of a later date, whose
elV -rts and public spirit have secured our present
prosperity and reputation.
Up to the separation, little had been accomplish
•d toward historical research in Maine Few, comparatively. were found who gave themselves h isure
io look back and cautiously examine the traces
left by former years and former inhabitants.
The lir>t distinct work relating to our territory
appeared in 178‘J It consisted of a pamphlet of
fourteen ; ages. written by General Benjamin Inn
o.entitled
observations on the Climate. Soil
an i \ ah.** ot the Kastern Counties in the District
f
.Maine." being the counties of Hancock and Washwinch
had
been
erected
that
ington,
year
Another pamphlet on the same subject, was pub
1 i>i:*•.! in U'.'b. with particular reference to de
veloping the Bingham Purchase."
l u p ear.- later. .James isulnvan, a native ot Her
w ick, a
that time attorney general of the Com
monweulth. followed with his history of the Dis
tnet of Main*
.bulge Sullivan was the tirst presi
(h ;.t <*i tin Massachusetts Historical S< c.etv. after
wards governor. and long prominent in public life.
He bi gau practice at Georgetown on the Kenne
bee : and when asked why he commenced life in
s
«d>s lire a station, replied, that as he had to
break into the world, he thought he would start at
the w< akest place. Accustomed to tiavel the circuit. in Maine, from York to Maelnas. he improved
every opportunity to collect historical materials,
from old witnesses in court, and from ancicm
it: an a sci lpts and scarcely legible records of laud
titles
Hi- history was a work of value and imp-nance It contained the lirst map of Maine ever
published, and an appendix of interesting doc
It i>v

v

And

2s and

fs,

.$12,917,119

Death losses

To

cure .Burns,Wounds, WeaklSa; k

aad Rheumatism upon Mar,
and Sprains, Calls, and Lameness upon Ileasts. Cheap, quirk

pamphlet

HAS NEVE?? FAILED

MON

No.

-30 DAYS!—

CENTAUR LINIMENTS; the
World's great Pain-lielievii:
remedies. Theylieal, soothe anti,

torical Society, lion Joseph Williamson, author of
the excellent History of lb Hast, was called upon
to explain the work of the society, and read the

incuts.
\

■when used according to the printed directions
indosing each bottle, end is perfectly safe even
in the most inexperienced lianas.

History

Stock That Must Be Soli In

setts

Distributions unpaid

A large lot of new-catch mackerel direct from the
catchers, and on which we are able to offer a
good bargain. These mackerel are WHITE
and FAT, and a prime article.

like, and Physicians

iT IS NOT NARCOTIC,

of Maine.

Reserve at 4 per cent, in
compliance with the
statutes of Massachu-

SALT MACKEREL!

recommend it.

Waiting at last for the spirit's release;
Waiting a rest in the Dwelling of Peace,
Where waiting and lo ging forever will cease.

$15,131,240 65

LIABILITIES.

___
Mothers

the

purgatives. They

Have just received a choice, selected stock of
all kinds of Kish for Fall and H inter trade.

FOH

Castoria

;

Pleasant to take, CERTAIN and EFFECTIVE in
or the reaction that follows
use of Pills, Mineral waters a.’d other violent
.arc invaluable for women, children, invalids and the aged. Can bo freely used with
perfect safety. For sale by ail druggists. Price 50
cents per jar.

ACTION, -without distress

F.W.Collins&Co.

Pitches’?

while.

would

the amount of Vegetable Kxtract that any other
contains'1, the care, ski 11 and cleanliness of its manufacture, are sure guarantees of its purity and effect
T. 15. ( 150-BY. M. I).. AW I). BUCK, M. !>.,
>. BUSTOS. M. [>., J. s. KUUOT. M. !>.. .7 A AIKS
BABB, M. I).. / < OLBUI5W AL I>.. AL o. J.
FI5KM 11. AL I)..do.
TL\VK<BUBY, AL I)., A.
si A II UI50<BY, M.D.. A.o.O \LL. AL I).. d A AI Ks

I -r <

pleasures

the

:

Waiting when sinning and worn in the strite,
With penitent throbbings the bosom is rife.
WaiMng the -lawn of a holier life.

BUTT'S

hy

ula

Laxative.
undersigned, having

tin•

the

Aye. waiting for joys that will never appear
Waiting lor voices we never shall hear ;
Waiting for moments that never are near.

The Great Biood Purifier, Kidney Remedy and Mild

\iri

There

are

CONSTIPATION,
LIVER TROUBLES & PILES.

c

In manhood awaiting the time when he may
Find rest on a calmer, a happier day,
IVhen age shall relieve from the worrying fray.

Portland, Bamor &

Kockland, Ml. ilesert, Milbridge and Mathias

of Boston, on the 31st of December, 1870.
ASSETS.
Stock and Bonds at market value
$9,478,111 50
Loans on Mortgage.
2,149,869 68
Real Estate.
1,295,900 00
Premium Notes secured by polices
worth double the amount loaned
1,382,569 45
Outstanding Renewal Premiums upon
policies upon which a valuation has
been made and reserved.
170,090 35
Accrued Interests and Rents.
201,068 91
Cash in Banks.
138,81141
Loans on Collateral.
113,700 00

A FRUIT REMEDY AND CERTAIN CURE FOR

BILIOUSNESS,

Waiting,
Waiting in

When choice

Medicated Prurses-

Children

the bosom's refrain.
pleasure and moments of pain ;
though stricken again and agaiu.
ever

In moments of

Mutual

England

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

SMITH’S-?-

in spring time that blow ;
Waiting for summer and flowers that grow ;
Waitiug for winter and swift-falling snow.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

surance

The question has often been asked. “Where do
all the pins eo to V If you will caress a pin-cushion, you will discover where some of the needles
go

light:
brilliantly bright:
day,
for repose in the night.

Waiting for

The following is the sworn statement (o the InCommissioner of Massachusetts of the
financial condition of the

ject

Assignee’s

SEAMEN WANTED.
ANDORDIXARY SKA M IN. for coast.L S. RANLKTT,

SKAMKNApply to
ers.

31tf

OR all large

LmO

,>rer s<ni\

new

witli

Intelligence Office, Rockland.

Chrome Cards* the prettiest you
N xss vi ( vum ( <>.,
name, lhr.

4teo\v3

Nassau, N. Y.

■•

W '1 'I

^

T1 8

Samples and Catalogue of best se
earth. Worlu

H r\. Hi Hi Ing articles on
JLV JL J JLJ Mfg Co. 122
Omit
♦

Nassau

tfT.

N.v,

Notice.

HEREBY DINE NOTICE. THAT IIORA< !
JONES, .if Brooks, on the 2Sth day of J a nun:'
ls'-l. as-igued to me all his real and personal pr m
erty. rights and credit-, not exempt by law iv
attachment and execution, in tru-t, for the bein'
of his creditors under the provisions of
Chaptc
of the Revised statutes of (hi- state, and that i
have accepted said trust, and given the bond n
ipiired bv law. Three months from said 2sth d c
ot January, issi.are allowed to creditors of said
Horace Jones in which to prove their claims and D
come parties to said
assignment.
Fnitv, Ale Januarv :»1. Iss 1.
Iwa
< T.EM ENT R Ji»NI*>

I

